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SYNOPSIS

During recent years, the theory of differential
inequalities has been extensively used to discuss singular
perturbation problems and method of lines to partial
differential equations. The present thesis deals with
some differential inequality theorems and their applica
tions to singularly perturbed initial value problems,
boundary value problems for ordinary differential equations
in Banach space and initial boundary value problems for
parabolic differential equations. The method of lines to
parabolic and elliptic differential equations are also dealt

The thesis is organised into nine chapters. A detailed
description of chapters would run as follows:

The first chapter reviews briefly the earlier develop
ments of the theories in the field related to the current
work and also discusses the scope of this‘thesis.

In the second chapter the background material, mainly
differential inequality theorems or monotonicity theorems,
which shall be needed in the subsequent chapters is presented
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The third chapter is devoted to study the
asymptotic behaviour of solutions and/or their derivatives
of the following boundary value problems for weakly coupled
doubly infinite systems of second order ordinary differen
tial equations with a small parameter multiplying the
highest derivative. The boundary value problems are the
infinite system of differential equations

2c

- Eiu" + f(t [u]', u ea) - 0(0@l)_§ N N ,~ __, -___,
that is,

(0,2) P. u: =1 N -guy + fi(t,u;_,g,€)_ = O, t6D:= (a,b), i€Z

subject to any one of the following boundary conditions
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..., u_l,u°,ul, ...)T,
.., A_l(£), Ao(8), Al(£),
.., B_l(6), 50(5), 81(8), ...

8 is a small positive parameter such that O <83 81, T stands
for the transpose, Z is the set of all integers, and a prime
" ' " denotes a differentiation with respect to t. The



study is carried out by~first obtaining necessary
estimates using monotonicity theorems for solutions and/
or their derivatives of the above boundary value problems.
In turn, these estimates determine the asymptotic behaviour
of solutions and/or their derivatives as the small para
meter approaches zero.

The results of the third chapter are extended in
the fourth chapter for the following differential equations

3w

=5

—--5u"+ f(t,[u]' u 8) = O tEED:= (a,w),-' N N ~ 1~: ~s(0.6)

subject to any one of the boundary conditions

2m
Z:

(on) = <g<a,e>, g(==-=3<E))T = (ye), g<e>>T.

(0.8) = <-;y<a.e>. g(===,8))T = <§<e>. g<e>>T,

lw

ls

= (g(a,€)- 8g'(a,€), g<~,e>>T=<;¢<e>, g<s>>T.

*5

(0.9) 5

Chapter 5 deals with the following initial value
problems

x(a 8) - A(e)(0.10) <15/at-= __ , _~

QCf'\
¢+

Ix
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m\-I

2<
Z?

is
!<
Z2

(0.11) 8dy/dt = , y(a,€) = B(E), a < tn; b < w

where 8.) O is a small parameter and £,y,u,v,A and E are
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doubly infinite dimensional vector-valued functions.
First the asymptotic study, as the parameter E goes to
zero, is carried out for the linear equations of the form

(0.12) 835" + 135 = = g(’¢.€). B = B(t.€)
Y = Y(t9€)

+
‘CD

lx

L<

la

and then the results are generalized to the nonlinear
systems. Using monotonicity theorems asymptotic estimates
for solutions are constructed, under appropriate assumptions,
in terms of solutions of the corresponding reduced problems.

Chapter 6 treats linear and nonlinear parabolic
differential equations with a small parameter multiplying
the time derivative. More precisely, the differential
equations

(0.13) s oui/at + Fi(t x u u. .,u. jk,s) = fi(t,s)’ '~, 19.] 19

(t,><)ecp= = (o,'r] x 0, ocR"‘, 1 = l(l)n,

D : = {xlx = (xl,...,xm), xi > O, i=l(l)m}

subject to Dirichlet type boundary conditions are considered.

Here u = (ul,...,un), ui jk and ui j stand respectively for"' 9 9
ogui/oxj oxk and oui/oxj, Pi(t,x,u,p,r,8) is monotone



decreasing in r for each i, and €E> O is a small parameter.
Guided by the experience with ordinary differential equations
and using parabolic differential inequality theorems,
estimates for solutions of the present problems are obtained.
In turn these estimates determine the asymptotic behaviour
of solutions as the small parameter £.approaches zero.

In Chapter 7 an attempt is made to study the method
of lines (a special case of differential-difference scheme)
when applied to nonlinear elliptic differential equations
defined on a unit square and semi infinite strip. In fact,
a few results are presented on the error estimates and the
convergence of the method of lines to the boundary value
problems:

(0.14) -uxx + f(x,y,u,ux,uY,£uYY) = O,
(x9Y)EG = (O21) X (O21):

(0015) U(X9O) = ¢l(X)1 “(X91-) =s¢2(x)a xE(Oa]-)9

(0»l6) u(0.Y) = II/l(v). u(l.Y) =1}/2(Y). ve(O.1).
and

(0.17) -uxx + f(x,y,u,ux,uY, Euyy) = o,
(><.Y)6G' = (0.1) X (—<==>. <==).

(0.18) u(0.Y) = nl(Y). u(l.Y) = n2(Y). Ye(—<=>.~=>)



(0.19) lim u(x,y) = O, xe(O,l)

where E.is a small positive parameter, ux,uy,uxx and uyy
stand respectively for ou/ox, ou/by, o2u/6x2 and o2u/oy2,
and f is assumed to be monotone decreasing in the last
argument. Due to the presence of the small parameter 8 a
modified version of the existing difference scheme is
suggestedo Using the second order differential inequalities
theory, error estimates and hence the convergence of the
method of lines are obtaineds

The method of lines, more precisely longitudinal
line method, for the following problems is discussed in
Chapter 8.

(0¢2O) ut“f(tax1u9ux9€uxx)=Oa (t9x)E(OaT] X (Ova)! 3 < °°

(0»2l) u(0,><) = n(><), Xe [0,8]

(0022) u(t0O) = 710(13): u(t9a/) = T\l(t)r t e (O0-F]and .
(0.23) ut-f(t,x,u,ux, £uxx) = O, (t,x)EGI'3,

G5: = (O,T] x R, R = (—w, w)

(0024) u<o.><> = n2(><), Xe!-1



The last chapter continues with the study of the
method of lines begun in Chapter 7. In this chapter a

vii

weakly coupled system of two parabolic differential equations
with a small parameter multiplying the highest spatial
derivatives is considered and results similar to that of
given in Chapter 8 are given.
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Chapter l
INTRODUCTION

The theory of differential inequalities plays an
important role in the study of initial value problems (IVPs),
boundary value problems (BVPs) for the differential equations
(DEs). These problems pose the mathematician with a class of
problems, most of which fall into one of the following cate
gories (the dividing lines need not be sharp): (i) the existence
problem; (ii) the uniqueness problem and the related problems
of continuous dependence on the various given data;
(iii) qualitative and quantitative properties of solutions,
namely the asymptotic behaviour, the oscillatory behaviour of
solutions, validity of the maximum principle, numerical deter
mination of the solutions and so on.

A great variety of methods is available in the litera
ture for solving the above mentioned problems. One of the
methods is the ‘method of differential inequalities’ which has
become more popular only in the past two decades. Though the
phrase ‘method of inequalities’ will be made more clear and
precise by the contents of the thesis, the basic idea under
lying in this method and its application shall be given now.

Consider the problem: if f(t) is a real-valued function

l
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t
defined on [O,T], then the integral u(t) = f fCt)dT is to be

Q

defined appropriately. The method given by Perron [1] to
solve this problem proceeds as follows. First this problem
is rewritten as an IVP consisting of the DE u'=f(t) and the
initial condition (IC) u(0)=O. Then one considers the functions
v(t) and w(t) satisfying the inequalities

v‘ 5 f(t), v(O) = o
w’ Z f(t), w(O) = O.

It can be proved that v 3 w and the solution of this problem
is obtained from u = inf w or E = sup v (integrability is
defined by u = E and is thus identical with uniqueness). Soon
after Perron's works, a sizable number of problems related to
DEs and integral equations were attempted using Perron's method.
Most of these works dealt with the problems of existence of
solutions. But only recently the systematic use of differen
tial inequalities in problems (ii) and (iii) above is found
in the literature. A comprehensive account of the theory and
applications of differential inequalities to DEs is well
presented in [2-4].

Some basic concepts, definitions and methods which
shall be used frequently in the rest of the chapters of this
thesis are presented now.



Many of the theorems presented in Chapter 2 of this
thesis have similar structures and this structural similarity
is defined more appropriately as ‘problems of monotonic type‘
coined by Collatz [5]. Such a problem exists if it can be
written in the form Au=O with the help of an operator A, and
if either

(1.1) Av < Aw =:5»v < w
or

(1.2) Av_$_Aw_-—:$v_§w

holds true.

The theorems having structure either (1.1) or (1.2) are in
general called monotonicity theorems. To illustrate this
definition consider the IVP

(1.3) u' =.- f(t,u), t€Jo: = (O,T]
u(O) = n, uEU: = Cl(Jo)f'\C(J), J: = [o,'r]

which can be written as

(1 4) A F Pu: = u‘-f(t,u)=0, t6JO,0 U: = fig
Ru: = u(Q) = n.

Here C: = D means ‘C is defined by D‘, a prime“"’denotes
a differentiation with respect to t. Then for this problem
one has a monotonicity theorem of the type (1.1), that is,
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v’-f(t,v) < w‘-f(t,w)
==;v(t) < w(t).v(0) < w(o)

It is to be noted that

Q5 <11! in J¢==>¢(t) <4/(t). teJ.

There are many interesting consequences for a
problem which is of monotonic type. Infact, consider a
problem written as Au = O for which a monotonicity theorem
of type (1.2) is valid. Then this problem has a unique

solution if it exists. For, let ul,u2 be two solutions of
Au = O. Now Aul = O = Au2<==—:=bAul 5 Au2 and Au2 5 Aul which

yield ul 5 u2 and u2 5 ul, that is, ul 5 u2. Also, in this
case the construction of lower and upper bounds becomes
simpler. For, it is enough to look for two functions v and w
satisfying the inequalities Av 5 O § Aw which in turn implies
v < u < w where u is a solution of Au — O.

A great variety of monotonicity theorems and their
applications to DEs is well presented in [3] and [6]. Some
authors prefer the name comparison theorems instead of

monotonicity theorems. But this name is mainly used only
for the BVPs concerned with second order ordinary differential
equations (ODEs). Some authors prefer to call the operator A
which satisfies the implication (1.2) (or (1.1)) as an inverse
isotone operator with (or without) the admission of equality
sign [6].
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Closely related to monotonicity theorems is the
concept of quasimonotonicity . As has already been observed,
the IVP(l.4) is always of monotonic type in the sense of
(l.l). This is not true, in
of systems of DEs. Infact,

[2
LB.

9 I-in): 2

2(1.5) £3

Is

1?

U

where 2': (ul, ...
H

general, for an IVP consisting
the IVP

= g,'(t)-5<t.g) = 9,. t<-E10.
= u(o) = n,

= (fl, 000 Q fn) and
= (nl, ... , nn),need not be a problem of monotonic

type. But when the vector-valued function 3 has the follow
ing monotonicity property the IVP (l.5) becomes a problem of

monotonic type (1.1): fi(t,u) is increasing with uj, j £ i,
i ' — l(l)n. In this case f is said to be quasimonotone9]-' ~
increasing with 5.

Next comes the concept of subfunctions and super
functions. A function v (respectively w) is called a sub
function (respectively superfunction) with~respect to a given
problem if it is defined in the appropriate domain and if
v 5 u (respectively u 5 w) for every solution u of the
problem. It is to be noted
solution is a superfunction.

that every upper bound to the
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An essential part of thi§§¢hesis is concerned with
theorems on (error) estimationsfiz They are all formulated
according to some uniform procedures. Very often an
inequality of the form Iv-uI is established. Here u
is a solution of the given problem, say Au=O, and v is an
approximate solution for whose ;defect' Av one knows a
‘defect bound‘ IAVI Sc§ . The;bound.P is either determined
from a problem with a similar structure HP: O or from the
earlier experience of dealing problems similar to Au = O.

To illustrate this consider the¢lVP (1.3) and let u be its
solution. For a given approximgte solution v(t), the quanti
ties v’-f(t,v) and v(O)-n can bg determined; that is, more

-1

precisely, let v(t) satisfy the following inequalities

(1-6) I v'—f(t.v) I 5,5 . I v(0)-11 I $6 .

where<§ and 5 are constants. Eyrther, let f(t,z) satisfy the
Lipschitz condition

(1.7) I f(t,z)-f(t,z) I § L(z-z), 2 Z z‘,

where L is a positive constant.-;j Let P be the solution of the
linear DE

P' =LP+5, P(O) =6.



Then one can establish the error estimate

Iv-=l s.P.
The inequality |v-u| 55> can also be proved in

another way by using an appropriate criteria to show that
v-f’ and v+F’are a subfunction and a superfunction respectively
for the original problem. This way of getting error estimates
are possible mainly because the problems considered in this
thesis are mostly of monotonic type.

Next comes the definition of singular perturbation
problems (SPPs). Consider, for example, a family of BVPs
(IVPs or IBVPs) RE depending on a small parameterxfi. Under

certain conditions, a ‘solution’ yE(x) of Q5 can be con
structed by the well known ‘method of perturbation'- that is,

as a power series inf, with the first term yo being the
solution of the problem Po(the reduced problem of R5 obtained

-O

by setting E, = O). When such an expansion converges as E.->0
uniformly in x, one has a regular perturbation problem. When

y6(x) does not have a uniform limit in x as g__p 0, this regular
perturbation method will fail and one gets a SPP.

In this thesis two aspects of SPPs are considered.
One aspect is to study the asymptotic behaviour of the solu
tions and/ or their derivatives as the small parameter goes
to zero by constructing the necessary estimates. This helps



in recognizing the boundary layer nature of the solutions
and/ or their derivatives. Such problems are considered
in Chapters 3-6. The other aspect is to apply the method
of lines (MOL) (explained in the next paragraph) to SPPs.
Problems of this type are discussed in Chapters 7-9.

The last three chapters of this thesis are devoted
to the study of MOL. To understand the basic ideas under
lying in this method an example is provided here. Consider
the one-dimensional heat equation

2 2
(1.8) bu/bt = 6 u/bx , (t,x)EGp: = (O,T] x (0,a)

subject to the initial and boundary conditions (BCs)

’u<<>.><> = 11(1), re [o.a1

(1-9) ¢ u(’¢,0) = n°(t).
ku(t:a) = 'Q1(t)1 tE(O9T].

D

By using discretization in the spatial variable only, that

is, by putting xi=ih for i=O(l)n,2where h=aYn (n fixed),
and replacing u(t,xi) by vi(t), §—%(t'xi) byx

¢§2v1 = (v1+l-2vi+vi_l) / h2, the heat equation is replaced

(1.10) vi(t) =52v1(t) = (v1+l-2vi+vi_l)/h2, i=].(1)n-l.
I



The corresponding conditions are

(1.11) vi(O) = n(xi), i = l(l)n-1,
v°(t) = no(t). vn(t)= nl(t)

The new problem, that is, (1.10)-(1.11) is an IVP
for a system of n—l 0DEs. This approximation scheme which
is a special case of differential-difference method is called
the line method or straight-line method or method of lines.
There is another method in which discretization is performed
in the time variable t only. In this method the original
problem gets transformed into a BVP for systems of second
order 0DEs and is called the ‘method of Rothe'. This method
is also called 'transversal' line method whereas the method
discussed above is called the 'longitudinal' line method. In
this thesis only the longitudinal line method is considered
for parabolic equations. Similar line method is also
discussed for the elliptic equations. There is ample
literature on the line method but most of the works are
confined only to the transversal line method. Also the
present approach for the ML in this thesis differs from
that of any authors in so far as it makes systematic use
of the theory of ordinary differential inequalities. The
survey article by Liskovets [7] contains a large bibliography
on MOL.



A brief outline of the works presented in different
chapters of this thesis together with a short review of the
works closely related to them is given now.

Related to the IVP (1.4) there is a classical result
on differential inequalities which is given in the following
theorem.

Theorem l.l. [3]

Consider the IVP (1.4). For the functions v,w£E U
the following implication is true.

(l.l2) Av < Aw

that is,
Pv < Pw, t€J°
Rv < Rw

Tié
(1.13) v(t) < mt), ‘U510.

Various generalizations of the above theorem are
available. The following theorem is one among them.

Theorem l.2. [3]

Consider the IVP (1.4). Suppose that f satisfies



the Lipschitz condition

I f(t9x)'f(taY) | $ L |x'Yl9 L > 0'

Then for every v,we U the following implication is true.

(1.14) Av $_ Awe.-_-=>v 5 tr.

These monotonicity theorems are extended in many

directions. Infact monotonicity theorems are available
for systems of first order, second order ordinary and
partial DEs. For details one can refer to [3] and [4].
Adams and Spreuer [6,8] also gave monotonicity theorems
for more general case. But their statements and proofs
are slightly different from that of given by Walter [3].
Monotonicity theorems presented in this thesis follow the
ideas of Adams and Spreuer. The following is a monotonicity
theorem for more general integro-differential equations.

Now consider the weakly coupled system of second

order integro-differential equations which_inc1udes the BCs
[6,8,9]:

(1-15) A1 ,g==Fi(X,§,,H1 Juli jk, I K1(X.t.9,(t))dt) = 0.9 I '6
on ‘G: = GU66, j,k = l(l)m, i = l(l)n, GcR"‘ being a bounded
domain with 6G as its boundary, where



(i)

(ifi

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

12

uy= (ul, ... ,un), §,= (xl, ... , xm); ui’j and
2

ui’jk stand for oui/oxj and 6 ui/bxj bxk respectively;
2

Pi, for fixed i, is defined on G x Rn x Rm x Rm x R,
xi, for fixed 1, is defined en‘G x G X R";

the second derivatives are admitted in F1 for xeoG
provided the matrix (ui jk) then possesses onlyI

derivatives tangential to OG;

Fi(x,g,p,q,r), for fixed i, is weakly monotone
decreasing with respect to the m x m matrix 'q'
on E [3, p.304];

for x 5 6G: (a) an outer normal derivative o( )/ona
[3, p.245] exists everywhere on 6G; (b) Pi is weakly
monotone increasing with respect to 'p' where p

denotes the derivative b( )/ona;

the integral f may be of the Stieltjes type and thus§* _
may include g(t) at points of G with t £ x;

uie U: = C2(§), i == l(l)n, provided that the second
order derivatives appear in Pi for some i and xE§;
otherwise smoothness requirements are correspondingly
weaker.



namely

(1)

(ii)
(111)

(iv)

13

The above problem (1.15) represents many types

IVPs for 0DEs (single or system)'
BVPs for ODEs of second order ( single or system )

BVPs for elliptic DEs (single or system)
IBVPs for parabolic DEs (single or system).

The differential inequality theorem given by Adams
and Spreuer [6,8] is as follows.

Theorem

(1)

l

lQ3.

Consider the problem (1.15) and assume:

F1, for fixed i, is weakly monotone decreasing with

respect to (a) uj(x) for j # i, i,j=l(l)n and (b) u (t)' k
for t iox and k = l(l)n;

(ii) there exists a vector function g = (sl, ..., sn),
named as a ‘test function’, such that

si = s1(x,a)> O on G, sie U, a > 0,

s1(x,0) = 0, lin_inf si(x,a) =-,x€5G
C-ow

Ai(£+§) — A12’) Q Qn‘5 for every 3, uig U, i=l(l)n.

Then the operator_§ = (A1, ... , An) is inverse-isotone with
admission of equality sign, that is, the following implication
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is true for all y = (yl, ... , yn) and £_= (21, ... , zn),
Y1! 21E Us .1-=1-(1)9:

>fl
H

In

5  2 5  Y, 1 = 1(1)?!
(1.16) 4 ii

zi(x) § ui(x) 5 yi(x) on §, i = l(l)n.

A more rigorous proof for the above theorem (in the
case of a parabolic system) than the one given in [6,8] is
presented in [10]. The results given in [6,8,lO] are confined
only with finite systems of DEs and also the equations are
defined only on bounded regions. The second chapter of this
thesis gives monotonicity theorems for doubly infinite weakly
coupled systems of first, second order ODEs defined on bounded,
unbounded real intervals and finite systems of parabolic DEs
defined on unbounded regions. Also slightly modified versions
of existing monotonicity theorems for finite systems of first

\

and second order ODEs are presented.

Several authors [ll-13] used maximum principle in DEs
to study some SPPs for partial differential equations (PDEs)
as well as for ODEs. The work of W. Eckhaus and E.M.DeJager [14]
is a direct application of the maximum principle to such problems
This basic and useful tool was further exploited by Dorr, Parter
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and Shampine [15] in the study of SPPs for second order ODEs.
The DEs considered by them are of the form

(1-1'!) av" = f(’¢.Y.Y'.€ ).

where 3) O is a small parameter.

They obtained estimates for solutions of the equation (1.17)
and then these estimates are used to study the asymptotic
behaviour of solutions as the small parameter 8 goes to zero.
Following them, a good number of research articles have
started appearing in the literature which made use of the
theory of differential inequalities to study such SPPs [16-24].
Some of the results of [15-20,25] are direct extensions from
single DE to systems of DEs by N.Ramanujam and U.N.Srivastava

[26,27]. Also a few more new results are provided by them.

In Chapter 3 of this thesis two point BVPs, described
by doubly infinite weakly coupled systems of second order ODEs

defined on bounded intervals with a small parameter multiplying
the highest derivative, are studied using monotonicity theorems
of second order differential inequalities in a Banach space.
Estimates for solutions are obtained which are then utilized

to derive results on the limiting behaviour of solutions as
the small parameter goes to zero.
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The results so far obtained by many authors and in
Chapter 3 of this thesis for SPPs are confined with the DEs
of the form (1.17) which are defined only on bounded inter
vals. The study of asymptotic behaviour of solutions of such
equations defined on unbounded intervals is carried out in
Chapter 4.

In Chapter 5 singularly perturbed IVPs are considered.
The scalar IVP

€1P'+-f(t."»u'.8) = 0. 0 $ t%S b < " ,
(1.18)

{Q-M095) = A(€')a u'(O98) = B(e)9

where 8-> O is a small parameter, has been considered by
Baxley [25]. Under suitable conditions on 'f' which are
quite different from the standard uniform Lipschitz condition;.
he obtained bounds for u(t,£,) and u'(t,6-) as 8-40+ by the use
of the maximum principle. These bounds do not appear to contain
the boundary layer term which is important for the analysis of
the nonuniformity occuring in the derivatiye of the solution
as 8--0 0+. I-‘rem standard differential inequality theorems for
first order ODEs [28], Howes [19] deduced the existence and
asymptotic behaviour of solutions of the following scalar IVP:

a(ta€)u' I:-' f(t9'-He): te (O0-I]:
(1.19)

u(O0§) = A0

where a(t,€) = a(t,0) +Q(€), a(t,E) > O.
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Here and throughout this thesis, C7denotes the Landau order
symbol.

Weinstein and Smith [29], using elementary compari
son techniques, studied the behaviour of solution of the DE

(l.2O) £.u" + b(t,8)u' + c(t,£)u = f(t,€),
I

for small values of the positive parameter 5 and for values
of t on a given interval [0,t*]. They obtained estimates
for solution of the equation (1.20) which are valid only
when the coefficients c(t,€) and b(t,8) satisfy the over
damping condition

2(1.21) 4801 < bo ,
where

(1.22) c(t,8) 5 cl and b(t,€) Z be > O.

Of course, it is mentioned in [29] that the condition (1.21)
can be removed by using either a theorem available in it
or the generalized maximum principle [30].

In [27] authors considered the same equation (1.20)
and obtained estimates for solutions and its derivatives. The
results are obtained using the theory of first order differential
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inequalities. They then generalized the results to finite
systems of first order equation and higher order equations.
Chapter 5 of the present thesis extends the results of [27]
to the IVP

d,§/dt = g(t9§_rY9§)1 {(305) = §'(€)1
(1.23)

ad!/dt= l",(t9§0_!95)1 Z(a95) = §(8)1 a < t $. b < "°a

where 8 > 0 is a small parameter and 5, X, 2, !,‘§ and Q are
doubly infinite-dimensional vector functions. Under appropri
ate assumptions and using the theory of first order differential
inequalities in a Banach space, asymptotic estimates for solutions
of the above IVP are constructed in terms of solutions of the
reduced problem

(L15/dt = E .0).  = 5(0):
(1.24)

v(t X Y O) — Q.9 I I ""aw 4*! ow

I-I
Rx
b<

The estimates so obtained contain boundary layer terms which
explicitly describe the nature of the nonuniform behaviour of
solutions as functions of t and 8

In [31], the authors obtained estimates for the
solutions of systems of PDEs of parabolic type with a small
parameter multiplying the time derivative. These estimates
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determine the asymptotic behaviour of solutions. They
considered the DEs which are defined only in the bounded

regions. These results are extended in Chapter 6 of this
thesis to parabolic DEs defined on unbounded regions.

The HOL is widely used in discussing the existence,
uniqueness and finding numerical solutions of PDEs. In
Chapter 7 an attempt is made to apply the MOL to elliptic
DEs with a small parameter multiplying one of the highest
derivatives. Due to the presence of the small parameter
a modified version of the existing difference scheme is
suggested. The theory of second order differential inequali
ties is used to obtain error estimates for this method which,
in turn, determine the convergence of this method.

In Chapters 8 and 9 the MOL is further applied
respectively to single parabolic DE and to systems of parabolic
DEs with a small parameter multiplying the highest spatial
derivatives.

The possible extensions of the work presented in this
thesis are given at appropriate places in the respective chapters



Chapter 2

MONOTONICITY THEOREMS*

Monotonicity theorems for doubly infinite weakly
coupled systems of ODEs defined on bounded, unbounded real

intervals and for parabolic DEs defined on unbounded regions
are developed in this chapter. Further necessary definitions
and notations which shall be used in the rest of this thesis
are given. Also if a given system of DEs does not satisfy
the quasi-monotonicity condition then a method of construct
ing an adjoint system for which the quasi-monotonicity
condition is satisfied is presented.

l. MONOTONICITY THEOREMS FOR WEAKLY CQUPLED FINITE
SYSTEMS OF ODES DEFINED ON BOUNDED INTERVALS.

Definition 2.1.

A vector-valued function g : Rm-—+»Rn is quasi

monotone increasing (decreasing) in 515 Rm if gi(g) is

increasing (decreasing) with uj, j £ i, i = l(l)n, j = l(l)m.
Here Rn is n-dimensional Euclidian space.

* Some portion of this chapter is to appear in SIAM J. NUMER.
ANAL. Vol.25, No.2, April 1988 and Bullettino U.M.I (7)
1.B(l987).
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Theorem 2.2.

Consider the BVP

A Pi 2: = -V; + fi(x,vi,x) = O, xE5D: = (a,b),
(201) <\ V.(a) = A.; R. V 2 = 1 1

=~ 1 vi(b) = Bi, 1 = l(l)m—l,1- 2 i iwhere_x _ (vo, ... , vm), vie U: = C (D)F\C(D), D: = [a,b].

Assume

(i) f = f (x p z) = (fl, ...,fm) is quasimonotone
decreasing in Z ;

(ii) x is a solution of the BVP (2¢l);

(iii) there exists a ‘test function‘ g : 5-—*'Rm+l
with the properties: 3 > O on §, that is,
si(x) > O, sie U, i = O(l)m,

(2.2) Pi(g+d§) - P15 > o, 1 = l(l)m-l,

for every positive real number a and 3, zi€lU, i = O(l)m.

Then for every 2 = (uo, ...,um),‘! = (no, .,.,wm
wi, ui€E U, i=O(l)m, the following implication is true:



(2.3)

(2.4)

Proof

F‘

u°(X)
v (X)< “
R1 uh

P1_g

S

S

$

S

v°(X)

vm(X)

R1‘!

P1.Z

____—?_?-__._$

ui(X) S vi(X)

In the following

5

S

3

S

S

8

w°(X)

v1m(x), xé D

R1‘!

Pi g, 1 =

wi(x), x€D, i = 1(l)m-1.

proof is given to establish the
right inequality of (2.4). Define

<1 = 1;_1g(l)m[1::<b_{(vi(><)—wi(X))/$i(><)}].

If the right inequality is not true then the constant a is
positive. Further, due to the continuity, there exists a

point x°E D and a number jG{l, ... , m-1.} with the properties

vj(x°) - wj(xo) - a sj(x°) =
v1(x) - wi(x) - a si(x) 5

Therefore the function vj(x) - wj(x) 
maximum at x = x°. Hence

v3(x°) - w3(xo) - a s3(xa) =

v_'1'(r°) - w3'(X°) - a s3'(><°) 5

0 and

1 sj(x) attains its

0.

O.



Therefore at x

0 $

S

S

P:

X
O9

W

W

W

W

- P. v
J A:

- [-V5’ + fj(><o. v3(><0). _1{(x°)) 1

- L-wg - as5'+ fj(xo,w5(xo)+ as3(xo)
1! (xo) + a _s(xo))]

— P.( w + a s).J Iv A.»

It is a contradiction to the condition (2.2). Hence the
theorem is proved.

The following theorem corresponds to IVPs for first order
ODEs and can be proved by the method adopted in the above
theorem.

Theorem 2.3.

Consider the IVP

P. V(2.5) 1 ”
R12.

vi - fi(t,_3) = o, ts _J°,

vi(O) = A1, 1 = l(l)m—l, AiE R,

l
where 3 = (vo, ..., vm), vi€.U: = C (Jo)F\C(J).

Assume

(i) If = f(t,£) is quasimonotone increasing in i in the
sense of Definition 2.1;



(ii) Z is a solution of the IVP (2.5);
(iii) there exists a ‘test function'_§ : J—*>R with

the properties 3 > O on J, that is, si(x) > O on
s£€.U, i = 0(l)m,

m+l

(2-6) Pi (pg + wig) - Pi‘3 > 0, 1 = l(l)m—l,

for every positive real number a and 3, zie.U, i = O( )m

Then for every )5: (uo, ..., um), §= (wo, ..., Wm), ui,w EU,
i = O(l)m, the following implication is true.

f-u°(t) S
\ um(t) 5

(2¢7) ii
Pi 3' 3 P

$ RL.Ri'g

i

1

:::::::§
(2.8) ui(t) $ v

In the IVP (2.5) the functions v°(t) and vm(t , in
general, are known (data) functions. But in Theorem 2 3 they
are treated as if they were unknown. Such a treatment helps
one to unify the methods of proof involved in obtaining the

i

v°(t)

vm(t)

I
Y
4'\I

(t)

5

S

S

S

$

error estimates for the MOL.

w°(t)

wm(t) , t€J

Pi w in J0%

R1 W, 1 = l(l)m—l

.1

wi(t), tE J, i =- l(l)m



It is to be noted that the symbol U which was
used in (2.1) is used here also. This is done with the
purpose to avoid creating new symbols. Further, at any
time, only a particular class of DEs, for example, either
first order, second order ODEs or PDEs shall be considered.
In general U stands for set of all functions n times
continuously differentiable in the domain where the DE is
defined and (n-l) continuously differentiable on the boundary
OD. Here n is the highest order of the derivative appearing
in the DE.

2. MONOTONICITY THEOREMS FOR DOUBLY INFINITE WEAKLY COUPLED
SYSTEMS OF ODEs DEFINED ON BOUNDED INTERVALS.

In this section monotonicity theorems for doubly
infinite weakly coupled systems of second order ODEs are
given. The proof of Theorem 2.5 (given below) is different
from that of given in [3, 32] and the conditions are weaker
than that of given by Chandra [33]. Also it is a generaliza
tion of the theorems given in [8, 10, 33] for ODEs. These
theorems shall be made use of in the discussion of MOL to

Chuchy problems for PDEs.

Let B =1“ (Z,R) be the Banach space of all doubly

infinite sequences with norm of u€£B given by H u H = Sup IuiA’ ~ 1€EZ



Iiere Z is the set of all integers. If X, w'€ B, then v__
~ 3 respectively mean vi _§_ wi, iE Z and vi 5 w -5

/\

and v

/\

iE Z, for some positive real number6 O

26

w

1 9

The continuity and differentiability of the functions

g(t) : §== [a,b]——> B, EC R, can be defined as follows. The
function ujt) is continuous at the point toéi D (respectively
differentiable at the point toE§ D== (a,b) with the derivative
g'(to)) if  _u(to+h)—u(to) ||-->0 as h—vO (respectively
|| l/h (g(to+h)-'u’(t°)) - g'(to) H-‘>0 as h—--9 O).

_ k_In the following, for an interval Dc: R, C (D)
stands for the set of all functions k times continuously
differentiable in D.

Definition 2.4

Consider a Banach-valued function g: D‘-—+»B,

D"<: B. Then the function g = g(u) is quasimonotone decreasing

in E if there exist real positive constants'M 's such that

M

u S

Iv 4w'"'

J

( 000, M-.1’ Mo, Ml, O00  B
2 Mj(uj"'Vj)r je Z9 29 Xe B

Similarly one can define quasimonotone increasing
functions.
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Theorem 2.5.

Assume

(i) _§(x,p,5) : D x R x B-+-B is quasimonotone decreasing
in 5 in the sense of Definition 2.4;

(ii) there exists areal number 5 > 0 and a ‘test function‘
§(x) : -I5—>B with the properties

si(x) = sj(x), i,j€ z, si(x) > 0 on '5, i€ z, §_e1J==c2(0)nc(T5),
£=( 000, S-'1, So, $1’ O00 )’

(2.9) Pi(£+al_§) - Pi 5 2 c115 > O in D, i€ Z,

for every positive real number al and £15 U. Here

al 3 = ( ..., al s_l, also, alsl, ... ) and

Then for every 3, Lvé U the implication

v(a) 5 w(a). v(b) 5 w(b)(2.10) '~ ” " ”
P1! 5 Pig, i€Zi

(2-ll) ){_(><) 5 31(1). Xé D.

is true provided there exist positive constants Lj's such that
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II; =( ..., L_l, Lo, Ll,  )e B
and

(2.12) f (x p w+Bs) - f.(x p w+ns) > L.('q-B)s.(x) j€ Z,j9a~~ J a9~~_J J 9
11$_B»mBER

Proof

Let <I>(x) = inf{wi(x) - vi(x), i€ 2} , xe, T5, which
is a continuous function on 5 [ 3, p. 98 ]. Hence there exists

a point xoe D such that

¢ = — @(Xo)/ $(Xo) = - min (@(X)/ $(X)),XGT3

=( O00’ S-1, 5°, S1’ O00 )’  =   Z0
If the assertion of the present theorem, that is, (2.11) is
not true, then assume the contrary ‘v(x),$ §(x) in D, which
in turn implies that the real number a defined above is
positive.

Also

vi(x) - [vvi(x) + as(x)] 5 O, iE Z.
Given n > 0 such that

'q< a, 'q< <15/(max_ s(x) (   + IM II)-i-5)xEED ”
and hence given ns(x°), there exists at least one j with



the property

vj(Xo) — wj(Xo) > @s(xo) - n$(xo).

that is,

vj(Xo) - [wj(X°) + (¢—n) $(X°)] > 0.

Further the function vj(x) - [w (x)+(a-n) s(x)] is negative
at x=a,
attains

J

x=b and is positive at x=xo. Hence this function
a positive maximum in D, say at some point x=xl€ D.

Therefore, at x=xl,

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

Now from (2.9), (2.10), (2.14),

O Z Pj_§ - Pj(§+ (a-n)
Z

Z

Z

vj(xl) -'  + (<1-'0) s(xl)] > O9

v3(><l) -[w3(><l)+(<1—n) s'(><l)] = 0,

v§'(><l) - [w5'(><l) + (<1-n) s'(><l)] S 0

(2.l5) and (2.12) at x = xl

,§) + <5(<r-n)

P31 - Pj(g + (<=—n) 5) + <5 (¢—n)

"(vj"'wj + (11-<1)$)" (X1) + fj(xl9 V39

- fj(X,. W5 + (<1-n)==-5, 1 + (<1-n)§,) + 5 (<1-n)

fj(Xl.v3.3)-fj(Xl.w3+(¢—n)$5. g+(¢-n)§) +<5(a—n)

fj(><l.\/3 4,/)—fj(Xl,w5+(<1—n)$5,,y,)+fj(><l,w5+(<1-n)$5.11,



Z

It is a

30

fJ.(xl,w5 + (a-n)s3, )1 + as) + fj(xl,w5+(a-n)s_'_j,!+a's)

fJ.(xl,w3 + (<1-M53, 35 + (<1-n) 3) + 501-n)

-M3. ns(xl)- L3. ns(xl) + C5 (a-n) > O.

contradiction and hence the theorem is proved.

The following theorem corresponds to first order ODEs
which does not require a separate proof.

Theorem 206.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Assume

f (t,5) : Jo x B ——rB, Jo: = (O,T], is quasimonotone
increasing in z in the sense of Definition 2.4. ~ 9
there exists a real number 6) O and a ‘test function‘

§(t) :J—vB such that si(t) = sJ.(t), si(t) > O on J, i,jE
5..-__; u= = Cl(J0)fi cm, J = [o,T], 5 = (...,s_l,so,sl,...)
and

Pi(5+al§)-Pia Z al(§>OinJo,i€Z

for every a >0»and ze U. I-Iereas=(... as as as ...),l ~' l~ ' l -1' l 0' l 1'
Pi‘£ : = zi - fi(t, 5).



Then for every_v, we; U, the implication

(2.16) v(0) < w(O), P. v < P. w, i€E Zii
(2.17) ‘!(t) 5 ‘w(t) on J

is true provided there exist positive constants Lj's such
Fl: =( 000’ L-‘lg Lo’ Ll, 000  B

(2-18) f3-(t._vy+B§) — fJ-(’¢.yg+n§,) $ I-J-(B-11). J'€Z. 11.66 R. n 5.

3. NON—QUASIMONOTONE SYSTEMS.

The purpose of this section is to give a method of
constructing a new system of DEs, satisfying the quasi
monotonicity condition, from the original system which does
not satisfy this condition. Assumption (i) of Theorem 1.3 is
nothing but the quasi-monotonicity condition on the vector
valued function f(g) of (1.15). When the system (1.15) does
not satisfy this condition, Adams and Spreuer [8], following
Muller [34], were able to construct the following system which
satisfies the quasi-monotonicity condition

f-A

A111.‘ = ' S1‘? F1("'(E.'9-1)'¥1,j'¥‘-1,jk'1‘ - 0 2 2  )= Ga(2.19) 4 é Kl(x t (E pl dt O on
‘ /\

L Ai+n Q3 = igf Fi(x9(’l£9ui)s ui’jk1é_/‘Ki(x9t1(g1pi))
= o on "<3, 1 = l(1)n,

31

B.

dt)
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where (£,gi): = (ul,...,pi_l, Q1, pi+l, ..., pn),A A A _ A _
U1 0 = -ll_l,¢..,Un2 = "' En’ Un+_l.= Ul,...,U2n2=Un,

H == {pi =y.j(t) 5 pj(t) .s ujm, J-1(1):». tee}

To illustrate the procedure of constructing the
A

operator Q for a given operator Q, consider the BVP defined by

r. n 1 n ( t
Piu.= -ui+ai(t)ui+j£lBij t)uj = yi, GED,

(2,20) =F <==> <5~ i ui(a) = Ai

}>

Is

Ui(b) = Bi, i = l(l)n.

For this BVP one can adjoin the following BVP which satisfies
quasi-monotonicity condition.

A A" Al + A _ /\
= ‘“i+“i"1*Bi1 1 jzl '5ij“j+n*5iJ“j)

3:41

= “ Y1! i=l(l)n

‘U
H.

q§>

¢>
+
bdfl
/~

?>>
za>

A W A A AH Av - A n + A _(2,,21 ;-F¢=> P u: —-u. +a.u. + ..u. ..u.+ 1
4:.=7“ #11

gig; 3 = (Gi(a)9 Gi(b))T = (“A19 'Bi)T

>

1¢>

Ri+n i+n ’ i+n ' 1’ i _
L.

*; < i+n»» " 1+n 1 1+n B11 1+n+.Zl('B1J J B j 3

= (S (a) S (b))T—(A. B )T,i—l(l)n



Q = ( G1, 0 0 0 ’
+ an if an z 0B..: =13 0 otherwise- + . T

Bij- = Bij “ Bijv lvj - 1(1)"

It is obvious that if ( ul, ..., un) is a solution of the
BVP(2.2O) then (—ul, ..., -un,ul,...,un) is a solution of
the problem (2021). This observation is quite useful as
it shall be used in Chapters 3-6. The detailed properties
of the system (2.19) and its relation with (1.15) are found
in [6] and [8].

4. MONOTONICITY THEOREMS FOR ODEs DEFINED ON UNBOUNDED
INTERVALS.

In this section monotonicity theorems for weakly
coupled finite as well as doubly infinite systems of second
order ODEs defined on unbounded intervals are presented.

These theorems are proved based on the results given in the
following two lemmaso

Lemma 2.7.

Let g(t) be a real-valued continuous function on
the real interval [8,~) and kn: positive for some point

t°E [a,~). If lim g(t) =1, -co <9-$_ O, then sup g(t)t'+°° t€[a9°°)



is attained in [a,~), that is, sup g(t) = g(t*), for
te [a9°'°)

some t* € [a,==). In particular if g(a) _§_ O then t*e(a,==).

Proof

Given 5 > O there exists a N such that

g(t) < 1+2‘, t > N.

Let ml = max g(t). Then g(t) _$_ max {ml} 2+ 5,}. Hencet6 [a,N]
sup g(t) exists. To establish the lemma two cases are
té [a9°°)
considered.

Case i. (1< O)

Choose a positive number E, such that 1+ 8 < O.

For this E, there exists a Ml such that

g(t) <£+e<o,t > ml.
Let = max g(t) = g(t ) > O for some t E_3_[a M‘"2 ,cE[a’Ml] 1 ' _ 1 ' 1
Then g(t) 3 m2, tE [a, w). Any number m2-6, for some

6 > Ocan nqi; be an upper bound for g(t), t€ [a, ~>). ~That
is is the sup g(t).’ m2 t€[a9 °°)



Case ii. (1-= O)

Since g(to) > O, there exists a M2 such that

9(t) < qua). t > M2

Let m3 = max 1g(t) = g(t2) > O, for some t2€E[a,M2].te[a,M2,
It can be proved that

m3 = :\;p[a,m) q(t)

Lemma 2.8.

Let g(t) be a real-valued continuous function on

a real interval [a,w) and be negative for some point toE§[a,w)
If lim g(t) =2, o 5_£< a, then inf g(t) is attained in‘t--Poo t€ [a’oo)
[a,<==>), that is, inf g(t) = g(t*) for some t*e[a,~==). In

te[ar°°)
particular if g(a) Z O then t* E;(a,w).

Theorem 2.9.

Consider the finite system of the second order ODEs

(2'22) 3 = "' 1-1" + £(t9[B]' 93) = 29 t€D: = (a9°°)9

2:

that is,
Pi 2: = -ug + fi(t,ui,ul,...,un)= O, i=l(l)n



subject to the BCs

(2-23) u(a) = A, u(~) = BI» A.» ‘V '\'\ T
H8338 3 = (Ul,...,Un)-I‘, lg‘-=(fl,0oo’fn) ”é=(Al’0oo,An) ,

g = (B1,.-.,B,,>T, L-<0») = <ul<~>...., un<~»>>T,/€

u.(°°):  U.(‘lL)1 t_+°° l2 .
uieU:= C (a,<»)F\ C[a,~), 1=l(l)n.

Assume

(i) lg is quasimonotone decreasing in 2, that is, fi is
decreasing with uj, i £ j, i,j=l(l)n;

(ii) there exists a ‘test function’ 3 = (sl,...,sn) such

that si€iU, si(t) > 0 on 5: = [a,~), ii?“ si(t)= ii, o < £1 < »,
1 = l(l)fl,

(2.24) '§ (u¢al§) -‘B u > O,

for all positive real number al,‘g, uiei U.
Then the following implication is true for all

x, B, vi, wié U, i = l(l)nI
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(2.25) < P w v(a) < w(a), v(w) < w(w),

bu
24

that is,

Pi_£ S Pilfiv vi(a).S Wi(a)v Vi(“) 5

(2.26) _!(t) 5 Mt), re 5.
Proof

"" rsoaa, no "' Iv IV "' Iv

Wi(@), i=l(l)n

Define a = max [ supfi'{(vi(t)-wi(t))/si(t%-].i=l(l)n
If the implication of the theorem is not true then by Lemma 2.7

o < a = < vk<t*> - wk<t*>>/ sk<t*>.

for some k€{l, ..., n} and for some t*6 D. Also

(2.27) v(t) - w(t) - as(t) < O.Iv '“" '0 ‘_ QLUM kw»
Since the function vk(t) - wk(t) - ask(t) assumes1pa&é$ive
maximum at t = t*, the following inequalities hold true at t=t*

(2.28) vk(t) - wk(t) - ask(t)

(2.29) vk'<t>- w;<t> - as;<t>

(2.30) v}'('(t) - wl'('(t) - as}'('(t) S



From (2.24), (2.25), (2.30), (2.29), (2.28), (2 27) and
the assumption (i) of the theorem one has

o> [Pk
z[Pk

g 0.
It is a contradiction and hence the theorem is proved

The above theorem shall be now extended to doubly
infinite system of ODEs. Consider the BVP for weakly coupled

.5

v

— Pk( 3 + <1§_)]t=t*

- Pk( 5; + <1,§, )]t=t*

-§[vk—wk-ask]"(t*)-[fk(t*,wi+asi,g+as)-fk(t ,v& y)

doubly infinite system of second order ODEs

(2.31)

*2

2

that is,

Pig: = -E u:'i_' + fi(t,u:!L,u,5) = O, t€D, 1€Z

subject to the BCs

(2.32) R u: =

= "82" +_€(t9[2]'a 298) = 22

3lg(a.&) - }32g'(a,5) = 5(6),

""” u(<==>6)-B(6),

Where_g = (---» U_l»U°.Ul,..-)T, 8») 0 is a small parameter,

V i2 2



T stands for the

Theorem 2 10

2 QQE) = 00 U_ U ,  '00
M

ul(w,£)= 11m ul(t,£) gggformly wlth respeci t9 1EEZ,t-rw

geu = c (o)nc (5)
7] (3:6): ~°9 71__l 3 ) 71 3 5 0 711 a ~~

and etc > O O 1€Z = 1,2., _ Y 1 ’ ,
The following theorem is an extenslon of the above

theorem to the BVPs (2 31)-(2 32)

COHSld€I the BVP (2 31)-(2 32) and assume

(1) f 1s quasi monotone decreaslng in u 1n the sense ofav ‘V
Def1n1t1on 2 4;

properties

(11) there exist a posltlve real number 2 and a 'te t

2 33) ’_ 12 + a ) 

COO’   '00
.. A_l(E.),A(8),Al )
.. _l 5) (), Bl

transpose, Z 1s the set of all lntegers,

f notion‘ s(t,E.) '6 x 1-> R R = o I:=(O sl wlth e

Po
Q5

V

1 2 > O in
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> O,  000, S, S, 000 )’
for every 3 6 U. Then the implication

<2-35> 31 5 .1? 5:! 5 R!

ls

(2.36) 3(t,s) 5 g(t,s), 1; +:-2'15

is true for all 3, fie U provided there exists a constant
L > O such that

(2-37) j(’¢,P,)g+B§.8)—§(’¢,p,g4+n,§,,e) 2 L(n—B),§,,

Proof

Define p(t,E) = inf[(wi(t,6)-vi(t,8)),i€Z], téifi,
which is a continuous function on D and lim p(t,£) exists

‘l’.-+¢<>

and the limit is non-negative (because of the uniform conver
gence and (2.35)).

If the implication of the theorem is not true then
assume the contrary !(t,6) Q g(t,6) on 5, which in turn implies
that p(t,8) is negative for some point in D = [a,w) and for

some 8,06 I. Hence for this 5,0, by Lemma 2.5/fythere exists
a point to€ D such that

a —-inf [p(t 8 )/s(t 8-)] — -p(t E )/s(t ,€») > 0.l “ ' o ’ o ' o’ o o o



Also

(2038) x(t9E1) "' l:1"!(t1€'é) + al,§(t9Et)] $. Q0 tel)‘

Given n > O such that

(2.39) 1, > .1 and n < <1 5 / [max s(t,8)(L+M)+5 1,l l 2 _tet; 2
and hence given ns(tO,€Lo), there exists at least one j with
the property

Vj(to9 80) "' wj(to180) > al5(to96o) "' TI$(1'-0.50).

that is,
Vj(to98o)"'[Wj(to96O)+(a]_“Tl)5(to98o)] > 0°

Further the function vj(t,Eb)-[wj(t,£b)+(al-n)s(t,€£)] has
the limit which is negative as t-e>w. Hence this function
attains maximum at some point t*e5[a,w) (Lemma 2.8). _The
point t* can either belong to D or t* = a. These two cases
shall be considered separately in the following discussion and
the theorem is proved by getting a contradiction.

Case i. (t*6 D)

(2.40) vj(t*. 6°) — [W3-(t*.6o)+(<1l-n)$ (t*,Eo)] > 0.

(2.41) v3(t*. 8°) - [w3(t*.5O)+(<1l-n)$'(t*.F-0)] = 0.



(2-42) v3'(’=*,8°) - [w3'(’¢*,5-°)+(¢l-n)s"(t*. 80)] 5 0

From (2.33), (2.35), (2041), (2.42), (2.37), (2.40) and
(2.39) the following inequalities hold true at t = t*.

0 z

2

2

Z

2.

P533 - PJ(y__v + (<11-n),§) + 52(<rl—n)

Pjg - Pj(;g + ('11-n)§) +52(¢l—n)

—8(vj-wj+(n-<1l)$)" (’¢*) + fj(t*.v5-,3,&°)

+

+

fj(t*.(wj+(<1l-n)$j)', _»__v + (11-n)_§,6o)+52(<1l-n)

fj(t*,v5,_3,s°)-rj(t*,w3+(al-n)s5, 3, so)

fj(t*,w5+(al-'q)s5,x,8°)-fj(t*,w5+(al-n)s5,§£+ai§,6o

+ alg, 8°)fj(t*,w3+(al-n)s3 , xv

fj<t*.~5+<<==1-n>s5. g + (<1l—n),§, 8°)+52(¢=1-n)

M1|s(t*,€°) - Lr|s(t*,€°) +52(al-11) > 0.

It is a contradiction.

Case ii. (t* = a)
A‘\;‘|Z= ti

(2~43) V (t*9€ )"'[W (t*98o)+(a "'11) 5(t*06  > onJ 0 j l o
(2¢44) V5(t*a £°)'[w3(t*9 5°)+(¢1-'fl)$' (t*9 80)] -<. 0'



From (2.33), (2.35), (2.43) and (2.44)

O > Rj xv - Rj(w+ (al-n)'§)

2 Rj 3 - RJ-(yg + (<11-n),§)

= n} [vJ.<a.e> - (wj(a!8) + (Q1-“>3 <a.e>> 1

- n§ [v3<a,e> - <w5<a,e>+<@l-n>s'<a.e>> 1

;_ 0.

It is a contradiction. Hence the theorem is proved.

5. MONOTONICITY THEOREMS FOR PARABOLIC DES.

This section presents a monotonicity theorem for
weakly coupled finite systems of parabolic PDEs defined on
unbounded regions. The notations and definitions used in
this section are taken from [3]. For the sake of complete
ness a few of them are given below.

Definition 2.11.

Let D be an open set in Rm defined as

D: = {X = (Xl,...,Xm)E  Xi > O,  .

For real interval (O,T) the set G is defined as G=(O,T)xD.



The boundary and closed hull of D or G are denoted respectively

by on and 5 or 6G and G. The sets 606, ole and 026 stand for

6 G
o = =‘{O}'x'5, ale: = (O,T] x an, 026: = {T} x D.

Also the sets Gp and Rp are given by

Gp: = GlJ'O2G, Rp: = OG - 62G.

Co nsider the parabolic system defined by

(2045) Gui/6t + Fi(t,xyg,ui .,u. jk) = O, i=l(l)n,

where

u. .:
103

U~

9] 19

-7  000,  E:  000,2 .
Gui/bxj, ui’jk: = 6 ui/Oxj oxk, 1=l(l)n, j,k=l(l) .

Definition 2.12s

Po r any two symmetric m x m matrices r = (rij) and

r _ (rij) the inequality r 5 r holds if and only if the matrix
r-r is positive semi-definite, that is, r 3-r if and only if

I'DZ (r
iaj=l ij-rij) ai aj Z O for arbitrary real aja



Lemma 2.13.

Let g(t,x) be a real-valued continuous function

defined on G and be positive for some point (to,xO)Ei G,
||»||e<~ <||.ue1$
lim g(t,
HXH g+=~

-<==>(
Proof

the Euclidean norm). If

x) =11(t) uniformly with respect to t,

O, then sup _ g(t,x) is attained in 5.
(t,x)€ G

This lemma can be proved in the similar lines
of Lemma 2.7.

The Theorem 2.9 can be generalized to the IBVP
for finite system of parabolic DEs:

r
P

I-"°

*5

(2.4e){
kR1

U3

= oui/bt + Pi(t,x,B,ui’j,ui,jk)=fi(t,x),(t,x)EE p

Ui(t9x) = gi(t9x)9 (tax)E RP:

_ lim ui(t,x)=Gi(t) uniformly with
lhl|;+*~

respect to t € [O,T],

where

(1) fi e C( GP), uie U: = C(l’2) Gpn C(33);

(ii) for each fixed i, F1 is monotone decreasing in the
matrix (ui’jk)
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Theorem 2.14.

Consider the IBVP (2.46) and assume

(i)’§ = (Pl, ..., Fn) is quasimonotone decreasing in
‘B = (ul, ..., un) in the sense that each Pi =i=l(l)n,Y

is monotone decreasing with uj, jii, i,j=l(l)n;

(ii) there exists a ‘test function‘ 3 = (sl, ..., sn)

such that si(t,x) > O on E, $iEIU, hiTL si(t,x) existsx -+w

uniformly with respect to t and the limit is positive,

(2.47) 4? (g¢q§) - §_g > O, a 3 = (asl, ..., asn),

for every positive number a and 2, uie£U, i = l(l)n.

Then for all X, E, vi, wiEEU, i=l(l)n, the implication

(2.48) P v § P w, R v §

2m

22

T-1-"i'_"‘__:

(2049) X, (trx) .5. !(t9x)9 (tax) 5 -G

is true.

Proof

Define a =1;-121(1)“ €i1px)eE3_{(vi(t,x)—wi(t,x))/si(t,x)



If the implication of the theorem is not true then by
Lemma 2.13 a = ( y;(t*,x*)-w;(t*,x*))/$1(t*,x*) > 0 for

some (t*,x*)€ Gp and for some £6{l, ..., n}.

Also

(2.50) 'X(t,x) - §(t,x) ‘$ a£(t,x) on G .

Since the function vi-w;-as; attains maximum at (t*,x*)
then one has at (t*, x*),

Tpvl —Wg -as‘ = v - w - as . = O,loj laj Q93
(2051) 4 o(v£ — wt - as‘)/ot Z O,

,\"z.J1<" “wk ' °"“1.j1< 5 °'

Therefore at (t*, x*)

0 > P1 2 - P1<.\z'+"§,> 2 P11.’ - P¢<::1+“§.>

.-= o’(v¢_-w,_-as9_)/ot + FL(t*,x*,X,v'_’i,vQ’jk)

- Fk(t*,x*,g+a§, w2,j+asl’j, w!’jk+ asQ’jk)
Z O, by (2.47), (2.48), (2.50) and (2.51).

It is a contradiction and hence the theorem is proved.
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If the functions involved in (2.46) are independ
ent of t then the problem reduces to elliptic problem. That
is, the above theorem is also applicable to elliptic equations.
The proof of the above theorem is different from that of
given in [3]. Also it is to be noted that if any one of the

conditions (71)-(Y4) of [3, p.306] is satisfied for each fi
one can prove the existence of a ‘test function’. For the
sake of simplicity only the Dirichlet type BCs are considered.
Other types of BCs can also be treated in a similar way.
Following the method of proof of monotonicity theorem given
in Section 3, one can generalize the above theorem to doubly
infinite systems of integro-differential equations defined
on unbounded regions with appropriate BCs.



Chapter 3

SINGULARLY PERTURBED BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS FOR

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS IN BANACH SPACE-1*

In this chapter, error estimates for solutions
and/or their derivatives of the following BVPs (3.1)-(3.5)
are obtained in order to study the asymptotic behaviour of
solutions and/or their derivatives. The BVPs consist of
infinite weakly

(301) B B:
that is,

(3.2) Pig :

coupled systems of ODEs

subject to one of

(2.3)

(2.4)

(3.5)

where

hrhr3w

U

2:2:C

f'€

I_1

ii

ii
P

-53," + £(t2[g]'a 2 9 8) = Q:

-8u3_' + fi(t,u;_,g,8) =

the following BCs

<u<a>. ».-<b>>T - weIV % /\; ’
T

(gfia).g](b)) = (§(8).

(u(a)-z5u'(a), u'(b))

O0,    QQQ

T

F,

Q, teD2=(3,b), iEZ

B(8>)T,A.»

g(e))T.

=-(ye). g<e>>T.

* The material of this chapter is to appear in the Journal
Bullettino U.M.I.(7) l-B (1987).
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Q (8) = (°°'9 A_l(8)9 Ao(8)9 Al(8)1°'~)T9

A,<e> = Ai(o) +<9<@>

_§ <e> = <..., B_,<s>, Bo<e>. 81(6). ...>T.
51(6) = Bi(O) +0(s), 1e 2,

E, is a small parameter such that €€I = (0, 51].

Several authors obtained some results on the

asymptotic behaviour of solutions of singularly perturbed
IVPs, BVPs for single second order ODE [15, 17, 18] and
finite systems of second order ODEs [23, 26, 27]. In this
chapter, some of the results of [15, l7, 18, 23, 26] are
extended from finite systems to doubly infinite systems.
Some results are direct extensions and others are new.

»

Consideration of the above nonlinear BVPs (3.1)-(3.5) is
motivated by problems arising when MOL [3] is applied to the
SPPs for elliptic and parabolic PDEs defined on unbounded
regions. The following theorem is a modified version of
Theorem 2.5 for the BVPs (3.1) - (3.5).

Theorem 3.1.

Assume

(i) _f(t,p,g,E) : D x R x G x I-»»B is quasimonotone
decreasing in 2 in the sense of Definition 2.4;



(ii) there exists a positive real number 52 and a
‘test function‘ §jt,$) :'5 x I->R+ with the properties

'u
Zc

P ( u + al s) I\! fv A’ f\l i

Rn
Zm

V

for every positive real number al and u,€EU: = C2(D)F\C(D)

0 on OD: = D - D,

Here R+ is the set of all positive reals

_>_ @152 > o inD,

i = (~~¢9 5(t:8)0 3(t9E)9 "~)9 £€U9

P ‘-13: “6g"+£(t1[g]'a 2 98):rv/v

r\Jr\:

with

2:
I-'

2:f\
CD\-/

"iv  i-E29
that l 2 l 2ni+ni > O and fi+'Zi >
Then the implication

Zw
2<

/\

Zw 2w:

..* =5

P v § that is, Pi
_ that is, Ri

.._“'".+::i

g(’¢,8) 5. )gg(t/6) <>nT5

l\|l

V

V

5

5.

R u= = <11‘ 3(8) - 112 ;y<a>.;1 g(b) +12 g'(b)),

O, 1&5 Z.

)3, iEZ
:0 iEZ

= (..., nil ul(a), niul(a), niul(a) ...) etc.,

j = 1,2, are non-negative real constants such



'=~/2

weU rovided there exists a positiveis true for every~‘!, p
constant L such that

(3.6) j(t.p.,~3 + B5,. €) - §(t.p.g + n§,.&)

2, I-(n-B) §,(t.6). 0 < n .<_ B,n.BER+

Some examples of\DEs satisfying the hypotheses
of Theorem 3.1 are given now.

Consider the system of linear second order ODEs

= - "+a t 8 u‘ + 2 Bij(t,E)uj(307) PLi‘g: 8\%. ii( ’ ) i j: in
= Yi(ta6)9teD0

which may be abbreviated as

(3.8) 2Lg:=—€g"+t;Vu"+§2=y,

" a =0: i£j0 ivje Z9With E:  2 -' (aij)9 ij

ZR

Is.2&3

E.

I
Here a, B, y are

= (000, all Ui, a22ué, ooo )’..

W

8

= (.00, Blj Uj, j 2 Bzj UJ, ooo )9= Q
= (coo, Y1, Y2’ coo )0

assumed to be continuous functions on 5 x I



In the following, LBVPs I, II and III stand for
(3.7) with the BCs (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) respectively.

Theorem 3.2.

Consider the system (3.7) and assume

(1)  5. or j-£319 i2jE Z;
(ii) an _<_ M, i€Z, M > o;

(111) czii(t,E.) 2, 53 > o;
1

J:-00

Then the quasi-monotonicity condition and the condition (3.6)

are valid for the system (3.7). Also for 0 < E. _<_ El, 81
is sufficiently small, there exists a ‘test function‘ for the
same system.

Proof

Assumptions (i) and (ii)imply the quasi-monotonicity
condition whereas the condition (3.6) results from (iv).
Finally using the assumptions (iii) and (iv), it can be shown
that the function's with s(t,£5) = ek(t'ahs a required ‘test
function‘ by a proper choice of k > o.

J



l. ESTIMATES AND ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF SOLUTIONS
AND/OR THEIR DERIVATIVES OF LBVPs.

In this section different types of estimates for
solutions and/or their derivatives of the LBVPs I-III are

obtained. In the following mi, i=l,2, ... are positive
constants independent of the small parameterii .

Throughout this section it is assumed that all
the conditions of Theorem 3.2 (that is, conditions (i) to
(iv)) hold true (except for Theorem 3.7) for the system (3.7).

Theorem 3.3.

Let_g be a solution of the LBVP I, II or III.
Then for the LBVPs I and II:

<3.‘->> ||>_1,<t,e>|| 5 ml [max {||,@||. ||§||}+ ||1||/5310.6;
and for the LBVP III:

(3.10) ll g(t,6)l| 5 mllmax {II Zgll. |l,@,|l}+ lllll/53] on '5
~ 0

where o <s5_ el, 81 is sufficiently small.

Proof

Because of the assumptions made just before the
statement of the present theorem, Theorem 3.1 is applicable
to the LBVPs I, II and III.
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Let u be a solution of the LBVP I or II. Define

the functions y and z as

yi<t.@> = [max{||,@||. ||,@||}+ 1|; 1|/631$‘-8) on mez

E, (1:18) = “Z (1:96) on Es

where k is a positive number yet to be determined.

Then PLi X = yi(t,8) (-£k2 + aiik + j:Z_m Bij)
2. vi<t,e> <-£13 + 53k - n)

2.  I  /53)53ek(t—a) 2  Z Yi = PLi‘;_"9 j-EZ9

by a proper choice of k > 1 and for O < 8 $61, where 81 is
sufficiently small. That is, for the LBVPs I and II,

to
:~

b<
P‘:
ca

(3.11) ‘BL 2 §
For the LBVP I

g(t,8) _§ y(t,8) at t = a,b

that is,

(3.12) ‘B 5 on OD,

2:

2w
b<

which with (3.11), by Theorem 3.1, yields



(3.13) 'u(t,&) _§ ‘y(t,E) on D.
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In a similar way it can be shown that

(3.14) 5(t,e) 5 g(t,a)<>n'15'

which with (3.13) establishes (3.9) for the LBVP I where
ek(t-a) 3 ek(b'a) 5 ml.

For the LBVP II

g(a98) .5. l(a98)a g'(b9€) _<_ Z'(b9£)

which with (3.11), by Theorem 3.1, yields

(3.15)

Similarly

g(’¢.E) _<. Y(t.5) on D

one can show, for the LBVP II, that

g(’¢.8) 3 ,\3,(’¢.6) <>n5

which with (3.15) establishes (3.9) for the LBVP II.

To prove the result (3.10) for the LBVP III,
define y and z as

l'\-O f'\J

vi(t 8) -[max {n 2/~|| .|| B||}+ 1| Y“ /531$“-6)/2 iez0 - ,~ ~ '~ 2 2
5 (M6) = -1/(M5) Qn 5.

where k has to be chosen suitably and follow the same procedure
described above for the LBVPs I and II to obtain the desired
estimates



Corollary 3.40

Z
Z I B

j=-w

Let u be a solution of the LBVP II or III with

ijl 5 no, i€Z.

Then for the LBVP 11 with A(E,) = o = 8(3):

(3.16) ||}_1(t,6) ll

(3.11) H u'(t e) H

~ iI\.¢ '9 an!

1 ll /53.
-53(b-t)fis _3 m2 H y H (l - e ) on D,%

_<_ ml

fv Y

and for the LBVP III with ’E_3’(8)‘=-"Q :

(3.18) l|}3_(’¢,6) ll 5. 21111 H5; ll + ml H1 ll /53.

(3.19) H u'(t 8) H < (m2 H A H + m H Y H)(l-e 3 )on 5

Proof

where

and

-5 (b-t)/eA. » ~ .~ 2 1%

The system (3.7) may be written as

(9)0
8( UR eqite) = pi(t9€)9 i-E2:

0

b

qi(t.8)=



Using Theorem 3,3

-(’¢, )
| pi<t,@> I .<. 1|; u eql 8 [mlno /53+ 11

which yields, for the LBVP II,

| u;(t,8) |.g ( H_1 HIA53) (mlnOA53+l)
-5 (b-t)/2x (l-e 3 ), i€Z.

This proves the result for the LBVP II. Similarly one can
establish the estimates (3018)-(3.19).

Theorem 305°

Let u be a solution of the LBVP I II or IIIIv 9
together with Y-5 Q;

Then for the LBVP I:

-E5<b-t)/ 26 _(3.20) H u(t s) H <||B||e on 0,~ 9 ..._ ~
and for the LBVPs II and Ill:

-E§(b-t)/2a(3°21> H gfit»8) H .5 <2@iA53> Hag H e .
-5 (b-t)/28

<3.22> |19,'<t.e> 1| 3 llg 1| e 3 M4 n Bu
X (1-e-53(b—t)/28) on 5°

Here 0 <65; El, 51 is sufficiently small.



Proof

The procedure adopted in the proof of Theorem 3.3

shall be used here. Let_g be a solution of the LBVP I and
define the functions y and z as

-5 (b-t)/2
Yi(t98) = H B H e 3 89 iég Z9/\I

'3 (tag) = “ Y(t98)9 on 5°
Then

P - (t e) (-52/4.5+ (6/25).. + ‘Q B1.1!. " Y1 ' 3 s 3 ii J.=_m ij2 2
z vime) (-53/46+53/22 +n) 3 0 = Pug

for O < E 5 81 where E. 1 is sufficiently small.

That is,

Po
r~

l<

|-Jo:
t:

(3.23) BL 3 5_

Also

’u(a,€) _§ 'y(a,£) and u(b,8)_§ y(b,8)
0

which with (3.23) and by Theorem 3.1, yields '

(3.24) ’u(t,8) 5 y(t,8) on 5.

Similarly

(3.25) ’£(t,EJ § ‘2jt,8) on D.

Now the estimate for the LBVP I follows from (3.24)-(3.25).

)



To establish the results for the LBVP II and III
the functions y and z are defined as3’ I\I

-5< - >/2e
vi(*»:,a) = (28/63> I 5 I e 3 b t ,iez

'5 (t,6) = :X(t,8) on 5.

Following the procedure described above one can obtain the
required estimates (3,2l) and (3.22) for the LBVPs II and III

Theorem 3°60

Let u be a solution of the LBVP I, II or III.
Further assume that

| a§i(t,8J I $ 2%;

E.“ 11' — ~=l »~' ~ P2 |B(t9|<nw 2 |w<t@| <~J J 13
I vi(t.e>| 5 E1 and I Y;'-L(t,5)| $52. 162.

Then for the LBVP I:

(3.26) lim || u(t,8) - ><(1;)|| = o, a 5 1; < bE+O+ ~ ~
and for the LBVP II

(3.21) lim llu<t.e) - ><(t)ll=0. a .5 t 5 b.6+O+ N ~
(3.28) lim ||3'(t,e)-_§'(t)||=o, a 5 t < b.8+O+



Here 5 is the solution of the IVP (that is, reduced problem
of the LBVP):

I’g<t.0>,1<_' + B(t.o)>< = v<t,o). a < ts b.(3.29) ~ ~ ~
i‘)§(a) = 325(0).

Remark.

From (3.26) - (3.28) it is evident that the solution
of the LBVP I itself shows _nonuniform behaviour as E;»Q+

whereas for the LBVPs II and III the nonuniformity occurs
only in the derivative of the solution and not in the solution

Proof

Let w be a solution of the IVP"\/

<1(’¢.€)w' + B(’¢.8)w = Y(t.8). a < ’¢ 5. b.(3.30) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
,)fl(a98) =  '

The assumptions made on the coefficients g, B, Y yield the
following results [35]:

(3.31) lim || §(t,€) - x(t) ll = o, ta-: 5,8-+O+ ~
(3.32) um ll w'(t.e> - ><'(t) ||= 0. te 5E-+04" ~ ~
and

(3.33) H'§" H _§ m6 on 5.
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The results (3.27) - (3.28) for the LBVP II
shall be proved now and the results for the LBVP I and III
can be established in a similar manner.

Let 3 be a solution of the BVP

-6’y,"+g'!'+Bv = 7-81!", tE5,(3034) ”" "'
,~;<a.e> =g(e). 1/;<b.e> =g(e)

Also let 3 be a solution of the LBVP II. Then from
Corollary 3.4, for O‘(E,_§_ El where 61 is sufficiently
small,

(3.,35) || 3(t,e) -_g(t,s) ll 5 ea m7 on T5
and

(3.36) || u'(t,8) - v'(t 5) || < E. m (l-e-53(b-t)/8) on ‘I5.av A’ , '_ 8
Also from Theorem 3.5, for O <83 8 2 where £2 is sufficiently
small,

(3.31) ||y,(’¢,6) —g(’¢,5) H5. <26/53) ll Q-\1,'(b,6)||e-83(b-t)/Qfin 5.

(3.28) I|,1,/'<t.e)-,»g'<t.s>|Is 8 mg ||,§-,~_-;'(b.e> l|<1-e >
+ “§7§'(b,€)He-5é(b_t)/zeon 5.

The results for the LBVP II follow from the above estimates



and the inequality

lI;_1,(t.e>-yr) II S.}|g(’¢.6)—,g(’¢.6)|| + ||y,<t,e>-,»g<t.@>|I

+  l'(t96)",7£

Remark.

In the above theorem one can obtain the following
estimate for the LBVP I.

‘I

(3039)   5 amlc) +  ,B(ba£)"j3(b98)
-5 (b-t)/2Ex e 3 on E,

where u and w are respectively solutions of the LBVP I andf\I IV
IVP (3.30). Following the procedure described in the above
theorem one can prove the theorem given below.

Theorem 3.7.

Let 2'be a solution of the LBVP I with

Assume that all the conditions of Theorem 3.2 (except the
condition (iii) ) and the conditions of Theorem 3.6 are
satisfied for the system (3.7).

Then

(3.40) lim ||u(t,6) - ><(t) |= o, a < t_g_ b,8-> 0* ~ ~
where x is the solution of the terminal problem
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g(t,o),>_<,' + B(t.o)>< = Y(t.o). 8 5 t < b,(3.41) ~ ~ ~
in») = gm

2. APPLICATIONS TO LBVPs (CONTINUED).

Validity of the conditions (i) and (ii) of
Theorem 3.2 (these conditions are nothing but the quasi
monotonicity conditions for the system (3.7) ) to the
system (3.7) is assumed throughout the previous section
and discussed the limiting behaviour of their solutions.
In this section the discussion is continued on the asymptotic
behaviour but in the absence of the condition (i) of Theorem 3.2
In the following only the LBVP I is discussed and the other
LBVPs can be discussed similarly. When the system (3.7) does
not satisfy the condition (i) of Theorem 3.2,

set
+ O -.

eij - - {en if an 2. OO otherwise,

3 = Bij '
Then, following the method described in Section 3 of Chapter 2
of this thesis, one can adjoint the following BVP to the LBVP I:
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"P (vv)-—-5.v"+a v'+B v + Z(-5"’ 'v+B"v)—11 ~'~ ' " 1 11 1 11 1 . 131 j ij j " Y1’J:-00
3*‘ 1 1e z,A . _ A“ /\| A x + I-A .

P2i(x,x). _--6vi + aiivi + Biivi + _ 2 ( Bijvj+Bijvj)- Y1,J="°°j¢ i(3.42) £ iE Z,T .
Rli(_\_{9§)~ = (Vi(aa6)1 Vi(bae)) = (“T1119 "7'|2i)Ta lé Z9\ A A A T T .
R2i(,Y,9X): 3 (Vi(a18)a vi(b:8)) = (T1119 T121) 1 le Z'

L

It can be seen that the system (3.42) satisfies a
condition similar to (i) of Theorem 3.2. Also if’u is a solution
Of   I  ( (...,-U1, -‘U0, -U1, O00 )7 (000, U_l,Uo,Lll,¢..))
is a solution of the above LBVP (3.42).

The following theorem corresponds to Theorem 3.6 in the
unrestricted case being discussed above.

Theorem 3.8.

Consider the LBVP I. If the condition (i) of Theorem 3.2
is not satisfied then construct the BVP (3.42). Further assume

(1) an 5 M, i€Z, M > 0;
(11) aii(t,E,) 3 53 > 0;

and
(iii)

P'§P18

511 "'

(_a.(_1.
‘IR

+  2. -Th j-$20 Tl>Q

Then also the conclusion (3.26) for LBVP I is valid.



Remark.

Recall that all the conditions of Theorem 3.2
are assumed to be satisfied for the system (3.7) in Theorem 3.6

Proof

Consider the LBVP I. If the system (3.7) does not
satisfy the condition (i) of Theorem 3.2 then introduce the
new system (3.42). Following the same procedure as in the
proof of Theorem 3.6 the following estimates for the LBVP(3.42)
can be obtained:

(3.43) lvi-><i| 5 e mm +|| (g.@(b.8)—(3§.2)(b.6) ||x e ,
(3.44) W1-?<‘i| _<. e mm + || <1,/.2)<b,e) - (5.3) (me) llx e ,
where (xég) and (ikg) are respectively solutions of the LBVP
(3.42) and the IVP/' on A- _

\ aii xi + Bii xi + 2 (-Bgj xj + Bij xj) = - yi,

L-MLJ.
Wk

*2)

I) Ag /\ °° _ A
(3.45) 4 aii xi + Bii xi + Z (-Bgj xj + Bij xj) = yi,

LJ.(_l.
‘Pk

H)

k ><1<a.e) = - Aioz). Qi<a,e) = Age). 1e z.
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As pointed out earlier whenever uh! are respectively
solutions of the LBVP I and the IVP (3.30), then (73 and

112

(fxyx) are respectively solutions of the LBVP (3.42) and the
IVP (3.45). The conclusion of the present theorem now
follows from the estimates (3.43)-(3.44) and the assumptions
made in Theorem 3.6.

3. RESULTS ON QUASILINEAR BVPS.

This section outlines possible extensions of some
of the results of Section l to the weakly coupled systems
of quasilinear ODEs of the form

(3¢46) "' 82" + g(t9gr8)B' + E(tag25)B = l(ts"-inf»)! a < t < by

where

aij (til-£78) E O0 i ?é Jr

Bij (tigia) 3 O1 i 74 jv in.) € Z:

cg l Bij(t9g9E*) I 5. T): ie Z ‘

(...l.L_l.
‘Ik

P»

for some positive real number n and for every 245 U. Now
Theorem 3.1 can be reformulated to the system (3.46) as
follows.

Theorem 3.9.

Let u be a solution of the system (3.46) satisfyingla)



one of the BCs (3.3)-(3¢5). Further assume that there exist

a positive real number 61 and a function s(t,8): 5 x I-> R.,.
with the properties

3 = (..., s(t,6), s(t,£),  ) e U,

bo>
Zen

v

Q

II
Zen

(3.47) Z 51 3 (52 > 0,
Wh€r€

'5 < )==..s( >~ + g(t,}_1,,£-L) < >- + §(’¢,g,6)( >.f\I

R is as in Theorem 3.1.f\'

Then the following implication is true for all ’v,_\/35 U:

i¢\
Pu>
<

/\

Fo>
C

/\

'17)

f
kw
2<

A

:1
c

/\

kw
22

<,) ._%_.__,i ~ ~
v < u < w on 5.\\~ "" ~ "- ~
Using this theorem and adopting the same procedure

developed for the LBVPs, one can obtain similar estimates for
solutions and/or their derivatives for the quasilinear BVPs

as done in Section l. Infact one has to replace 8 wherever
/\

it appears in Section l by P to obtain results for the quasi
linear system.



4. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR CF SOLUTIONS TO NONLINEAR BVPs(NBVPs)

In Sections 1-2 the asymptotic behaviour of solutions
and/or their derivatives of the LBVPs I-III are discussed. In
the present section, guided by the experience with LBVPs,
estimates for solutions of the NBVPs (3.1)-(3.5) in terms of
the solution of the IVP

£(to ['§]', 59 O) = or 3 < t _$_ by(3-49) '”
ya) =50)

are given.

Theorem 3.1 is now reformulated as follows.

Theorem 3.10.

Let u be a solution of the system (3.1) subject
to one of the BCs (3.3)-(3.5). Then the implication

f’ P15. .<_ _<. $RY

bu
2:

2w

>5

kw
QN

lw
gc

(3¢5O)  ii
V £(1-3:5) _<.. g(t9£) $ Y(t98) Qn -5

is true for all 5,3’ Q U provided

(i) there exist a positive real number (S2 and a ‘test
function‘ s(t,8): 5 x I-—+ R+ with the properties



7O

‘I

It
2<

3(Z+°‘13)' .>.°‘152>O'
(3.51) <1 - -(113) 3 e152 > 0 in 0,

bu
In

Pu

17$

H R s > O on OD, s = (°.., s(t,8), s(t,£),...)EE U\""" "'
for every positive real number al;

(ii) there exists a positive constant M such that

f,(’¢,[Z+(<1l-n),§,]', g,8)—j(’¢,[g+(<rl—n),§]',3j+<1l§, 6)
I

3, M(g—(Z+¢l§,))
and

f(t [u]', z - a s EJ - f(t [u]', ta 8)r\! ’ IV av ]_ av, no ’ av Iv’
_>_ M(g-(g+<1l_§)),

whenever ‘B _§ y + alg, ‘Z 5 u + al'§ and for all positive
number al and n with al-n > O;

(iii) there exists a positive constant L such that

5-(tr [1/+(¢l-fi),§]' 1 1+a]_£vE')"',£(t»[x+(al"Tl),§] ' aZ+(al"'7\),§_s5

_>_ " I-7] 5 _$ £(t9[g]'9 ,1-1+1'l§»5)-j(t,[g]'»}g» 5)

for every positive number al and n with al-n > O. The proof
of this theorem is the same as that of Theorem 3,1.

Theorem 3.11.

Let 3 be a solution of the system (3.1) subject to
the BC (3.3). Let x be the solution of the IVP (3.49) such



that 35 e c2(o) _and || £(t,[35]', 5, 5,) || = 0(a). Further
assume that the conditions (i) and (ii) given below and the
conditions (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.10 hold good for the

functions X,‘5 which are defined as

1!=(...,W,W, 000)’
-5 (b-t)/25

w(t,E,) =6 m3ek(t"a) +  B(E.) — x(b)  e 21*-I as)

where k,(S2 are pcsitive constants,

(i) there exist constants ml and m2 such that

i(ta[Z+al§]'v X + alga 8) "’ £(t9[l]'9 Z2 5,)

3 °‘1‘“1£' "°‘1"‘2§t

_<_ £(tv[£]'9 £v5)“£(t9[Z""'al§];,€-a_]_§.9€)

for all positive constants al and 5 = (..., s, s, ... ),

s(t) = ek(t—a), k is a positive constant;

(ii) there exist positive constants¢52 and n such that

f(t [x+w]' x+w 8) - f(t [x]', x 6) (<5 w‘ w~ 9~~ 9~~1 ~ 2~ ~0 ._ 2,_,'7\~
Z £(t1[lE]'9 £95) "' £(t9[,7f,"'1V,]'1l'E"E95)

for O < 6 5 £1, where 81 is sufficiently small,



then

(3.52) || 3(t,e) - 5(t) || _<_ w(t,8) on
that is,

T5,

(3953) lim || u(t,£) - ><(t) || = 0, a 5 1; < b.£—>O 'V '~
Proof

It will be shown that the functions y and zA-1 '*’
defined in the statement of this theorem and the function 3
defined in the hypothesis (i) satisfy the conditions of
Theorem 3.10. Then the estimate (3.52) follows.

Z

G

Pi(y+al§) - Pi’! = -Ealsg + [fi(t,yi+alsi,y+al§,8)

“ fi(t9 Yi1Ya8)]

aalsi + almlsi - almzsi2 k 1- .
l(-z-;1< +mlk-m2) e ( 3) 3 @152 > o, 1E z,

by a proper choice of k and for sufficiently small E-> O.
Further

Pi I

Z

Pi(3$"‘£’) ' P15." P135,

Pigs -8w;_+[fi(t,x;_ + wi, 5 + !,8)-fi(t,x;_,'>_c’,£,)

-£m4— aw" + 52w‘ - nw
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k - 2
Z 8m3e (t a)[-m4— 8k + k§2- 11]

+ ||g(&) - 50>) || [<-6%/4a>+ <63/2e >-111

Z O = Pi 2, i€Z, for sufficiently small 5.
Also

u(t,8) < y(t,8) at t = a b by a proper choice of n .’V _ rv ’ 3
That is, the following inequalities are established:

.B(l’*“1i)',§.X Z "152 >0’
P y Z P u, R y Z for all positive constant al

Zw

15‘

Hence, by Theorem 3°10, the following inequality is obtained:

’u(t,6) _§ y(t,8) = _§(t) +w(t,£-L) on D.

Similarly one can show that

‘g(t,6) § _u(t,6) on E0
8

Hence the theorem is proved.

Following the procedures discussed in this chapter
one can obtain many more results for nonlinear systems as
discussed in the case of scalar equation in [15]. Also
existence theorems may be obtained, following the method
given in [17, 18]. The main objective of this chapter is
only to discuss the asymptotic behaviour of solutions and/
or their derivativeso



Chapter 4

SINGULARLY PERTURBED BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS FOR

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS IN BANACH SPACE-II

The objective of this chapter is to study the
asymptotic behaviour of solutions and/or their derivatives
of the following BVPs for weakly coupled doubly infinite
systems of second order ODEs with a small parameter multi
plying the highest derivative. The study is carried out by
obtaining proper estimates for solutions and their derivatives.
The BVPs consist of doubly infinite system of second order ODEs

(401) =-' '82," ‘F-£(t9[}_§]'9}_1,o5)=9J1 ten: '-'-' (aim)!

Po
2c

that is,
Pig: = -&ui' + fi(t,u§_, ...,uo,ul,u2, ...,5) = O,iEZ

subject to one of the BCs:

Ix
25

(4.2) = (g(a.€). ,q,(~=>,e))T = (502). ,@,<e>>T,

kw

Is

(4.3) = <-,\_1,'<a.e>. g(<==>.€))T= (516), §(e))T.

<4.4> = <,g<a.e> —€g,'(a.-E). ,5-,<~,e>>T

= (ye), ,@,<e>>T.

kw

*5

The study is carried out by making use of Theorem 2.10
This chapter is divided into two sections the first of which

74



treats linear equations whereas second one considers
nonlinear equations.

l. LINEAR SYSTEMS.

This section treats linear systems of second order
ODEs of the form

L4.

W

'§Li B; ==-Eug + aii(t,£) ui + Bij(t,8)uj

= Yi(t9€)9 te D

subject to the BCs (492)-(4.4). The linear system can be
abbreviated as

(4.5) ’BL'u: = -gg" + E 2': Y,

+
Zn

hi

with ‘E = (Bij),'g = (aij), aij = O, i£j, i,j€ Z,

Zn

"2.

T
= (000, all Ui, a22 U5, 00¢ ) ,

%
T

E E’ = ( 000, j£—x Bij Uj, 000 ) ,
T

Y = ( 000, Y1, Y2’ 000 ) 0

Here it is assumed that a, B 7 are continuous and boundedY~ X IQ
Son D x I.



In the following, LBVPs I, II and III stand for
(4.5) with BCs (4.2)-(4.4) respectively.

Theorem 4.1.

Consider the LBVPs I—II and assume

(i) Bij S. 0. i #1‘.
(ii) an _5_ M, M > o,

(iii) aii(t,8) 5 -55 < 0 and
%

(iv) _z siJ.(t,e) 3 54 > o, 1,;-ez.
J:-_—00

Then the quasi-monotonicity condition and the condition (2.37)
is valid for the system (4.5). Also there exists a ‘test
function’ satisfying the conditions (2.33) and (2.34) for the
LBVPs I and II.

Proof

Assumptions (i) and (ii) imply the.quasi-monotonicity
condition whereas the condition (2.37) follows from (iv).
Finally using the assumptions (iii) and (iv), the function

_§ = (..., s,s, ...) with s(t,8) = l+e'k(t-a), k > O, by a
proper choice of k, can be shown to be a ‘test function’ for
the LBVPs I and II.



Theorem 4.2.

Consider the LBVPs I and III and assume that

the conditions (i), (ii) and (iv) of Theorem 4.1 and

aii(t,8) Z(§5 > O, iEEZ, are satisfied. Then the conclu
sions of the above theorem hold true for the LBVPs I and III.

Proof

It is enough to observe that the function

'3 = (..., s,s, ... ) with s(t,6) = 2 - e-k(t-a), k > O, by
a proper choice of k, is a required ‘test function‘ for the
LBVPs I and III.

Different forms of estimates for solutions and/or
their derivatives of the LBVPs I-III are discussed in this

section. In the following, mi, i=l,2, ... are positive
constants independent of the small parameter 6 .

It is assumed that all the conditions of Theorem 4.1
(that is conditions (i)-(iv)) are valid for the following
Theorems 4.3-4.6 and Corollary 4.4.

Theorem 4.3.

Let's be a solution of the LBVP I or II.
Then

<4-<>> 1| g(’¢.8) u 5. ml  {|lg|l. n g u. 1| 1 n}. ten.



Proof

Because of the assumptions made just before
the statement of this theorem, the implication (2,35)
(2.36) is true for the LBVPs I and II.

Define y and z as

Yi<*-@> = ml5 max [flglh “Bu, IYH} <1+e"“<“"a>>.1e:z,

,5 (t,£-3) = -y(t,£-1), te-I5, ml5 = max {l,l/64}, where

k is a positive number yet to be determinedo

Then

PLiy = max {uAu, nan. “Yu} [<-ekz-kaii>e-*<t-a>IV rv rv /v
%

+j=§ @ B1j(l*e'k(t'a)) 1

1 max {nAu “Bu. “Y"}'[( -£ik2+k<53)e—k(t-a) 11, +ru rv ~
2 llfl 3 vi = PLig, ieiz,

by a proper choice of k.

That is,

(4.7) '€L u < PL y in D.rv ““ av.-\,



It is easy to verify the following inequalities, by a proper
choice of k, for the LBVPs I and II:

(4-8) 5 9, 3
The inequalities (4.7) and (4.8), by Theorem 2.lO,yield

(4.9) g(’¢,E) $ Y(t,

Zw
b<

6)

Similarly one can show that

(4.10) Ema) 5 }g(’¢,<‘i)

which with (4.9) establishes (4.6).

Corollary 4.4.

Let 2,be

jig  5. 110»

(4.11) H u(t e)fig; ’

(4012) l|\,»1,'(r,e)

provided 5(8) :-:- Q

a

i

H

solution of the LBVP II with

E Z. Then

$

S

B(6

ml
IDQHLH (l—e—53(t-a)/E), té T5



Proof

The equation (4.5) may be written as

i<1

(4-1-3) €(u§e )' = pi. i€Z.

where qi(t,8) = l/5 { aii(t,&)dt

qi(t,8)and pi(t,E) = ( Bij(t,8)uj-yi) e .
Integrating (4.13) and using (4.6) the following inequality
is obtained

L4.

§r18

-5 (t-a)/8
| u§_(t,€)| _<_ n12“"!’“(l—€ 3 >.

The estimate (4.12) follows from this inequality.

Theorem 4.5.

Let B be a solution of the LBVP I or II together
with 0-B. Then for the LBVP 1: '’Y-— Iv\¢-"V "V

(4.14) ||g(t,€) ll
and for the LBVP II

(4.15) lg(’¢.8) ll

5

S.

-5 _
lb I 8 3(t a)/eon 5,

-6 <1:-a)/8
(€/<53>Ig3~_He3 ,
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-5< -> -<S( ->
(4.16) ll y.'<t,@> ll 5 Ilg || e 3 t a /8+6m4 |;_;|<1-e 3 t a /a) Ono"

Proof

Let_g be a solution of the LBVP I.

Define functions y and 5 as

-65(t—a)/Evi(t,e) = fl‘§ H e , 1 e z
5 (toe) = "l(t-18): te D’

Then

PLi Z = Yi(t98)("'5:i23/8+ aii(-53/8) +j=°£-on

3 Yi(t,&)(-5%/e+5§/e) = 0 = PM 5, iez.

That is,

A180 for the LBVP I

(4.18) g R u

Zw
b<

which with (4.17) and by Theorem 2.10 yields

(4.19) u(t 8) < y(t 8) on 5.9 .__ 9AI /xv
Similarly

(4.20) z(t 5) < u(t 5) on 5~ 9 __ N a
and hence the estimate for the LBVP I follows from (4.19)-(4.20).
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To establish the results for the LBVP II define

the functions y and z as

-5 _
Yi(to5) = (8/63)  I e 3(t a)/82 15 Z:

E’ (tag) = "'Y(t08)9 te-5'

Adopting the above procedure and the idea used in Corollary 4.4,
estimates for the LBVP II can be established.

Theorem 4.6.

Let B be a solution of the LBVP I or II with

32% |piJ.(t,e)| 5 no, nee R... Further let 3; be the solution= -Q

of the terminal value problem

gg(’¢.8),»g' + §(’¢.5),\3 = l(’¢.£). 8 3 ’¢ < ~.
(4.21)

,V!(°°98) =
with the properties

(4.22) lim | w(t,6) -,§(1;) || = o, te 5,E—rO+ N

-léim   u = O9  U-9Q+



and

(4.24) “V39 | 5 m6 on 0,

where x is the solution of the terminal value problem

g(11»0),§' + g(t9Q),§ = Y(t9Q)o 05 t < °°(-)4 25 X(~) = A(o)I\-I /\-I
Then for the LBVP I:

(4.26) 11'» ll }g,(’¢,E) - ,>_;<t> ll = 0, a < t < ~ ;
8->()-r

for the LBVP II:

(4.27) lim H u(t,8) - x(t) | = o, a 5 t < ~e_)O+ Iv vv
and

(4.28) lim H u'(t,£) - x'(t) fl = 0, a < t < ~.e»o+ “’ ”
Remark.

From equations (4.26) - (4.28) it'can be seen that
the solution of the LBVP I itself shows nonuniform behaviour

as 8»+»O+»whereas for the LBVP II the nonuniformity occurs
only in the derivative of the solution and not in the solution

Proof

The results (4.27)-(4.28) for the LBVP II shall be
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proved now and the result of the LBVP I can be established
in a similar manner.

Let 3 be a solution of the BVP

-£1’/"+g)V/' +6! = Y-£3", te D,
(4029)

X(a98) = §(8), X(°°95) = §(E-)~

Also let u,be a solution of the LBVP II. Then from Corollary" 4.4 ,

(4.30) || g(’¢,E) - ,g<t,e>

(4031)  }1'(’¢»5)- _!'(:t96)

and from Theorem 4.5

S

3

8.m7 on 5,
- (-)/

£ m8(l-e 6% t a ‘E) on 5

(4-32) Ig(t.e) - y,<t.e> ll s <6/63> ll 2(6)-1i'<a,e> ll
-6 (t-a)/ex e 3 on 5,

1'-'3)/8(4.a3) II _yj(t,8) -):i'(t,s)|| 5. e mg ll g(e)-1;y(a,e) ||(l-e )
-§3(’¢-a)/e _+ H §fi8)j§'(a,6)He on D.

The results for the LBVP II follow from the above estimates and

from the inequality

ll 3-)5 ll S. llg-)5 ll i+ ll,\_{-)3 ll + ll 1“,-5, ll 



Remark.

In the above theorem one can obtain the following
estimates for the LBVP I:

(4-34) ll g(’¢.E) -,vg(’¢.f-L) ll 5. 6 mlO+ ||g(a.8)-y3(~.8) ll
"'63(t"a)/5 ._.x e on D,

where 2 and‘! are respectively solutions of the LBVP I and the
terminal value problem (4.21).

Theorem 4.7.

Let 3 be a solution of the LBVP 1 or 111. Further
assume that all the conditions of Theorem 4.2 are satisfied.
Then

<4.:e> ||3<t.e> u 5 ml me><{u,¢ u, H5 1|. ll 1|}. te D.
Proof

Because of the assumptions made in this theorem the
implication (2.35)-(2.36) is true for the LBVP I and III

(Refer Theorem 4.2). Define functions X and 5 as

yi<t.e> = mm max {u I u, u 2, 1|. H1 ||}
-5 (t- )

x (2+El65-e 5 a ), i6 Z,

£(t1E) = "Z(t9€)0 tefiv U115 = max{-1-9 1/64}'



It can be easily verified that

kw
r~

2:

5- BL! _<_

lw
2:

2w
b<

which by Theorem 2.10 yield

(4.36) ,u(t,s) _<_ _y(t,a), te D.

Similar analysis yields

Z;(ta8) .5 B(t96)r te D

which with (4936) establishes (4.35).

Theorem 408.

Let B be a solution of the LBVP I or III with
A E Q §‘Y. Further assume that all the conditions of
Theorem 4.2 are satisfied. Then

(4.37) ||g(t,8) ll .<. Hg ll <1-e

Proof

t-a  )

Q)
Z3
Q

Q)
C0

Define functions y Ii
~w5g(t-a)8Yi(t9e) =  E  (J-"9 )9 ie Z9

501,8) = —l(’¢.8)



Then

That is,

Also for

Following the procedure described in Theorem 4.5 the estimate

-c$(’¢-a)s
PL1l = “§ ll <53’-'53""‘1i55s)° 5

+ vi(t,6) jg“ an 3 0 = yi = Pug, iEZ

BL lu’ _<_ in D.

bu
r~

b<

the LBVPS I and III

kn
2:

Z

2

S

Z7

“<
O

(4.37) can be obtained.

Theorem 4.9.

that all
let 3 be

(4038)

with the

(4-39)

and

Let 5 be a solution of the LBVP I or III. Assume
the conditions of Theorem 4.2 are satisfied. Further
the solution of the IVP

2 (tv8),V!' + £(t9e),L' = Y(t:€)9 a < t < °°9

I’ (398) =
properties

lim || w(t,8) - x(t) || = o, re 158—>O+ '~ '”
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(4.40) yl"  _§ m6 in D, L1‘ (a,E) I $ m7,

where x is the solution of the IVP4

g(to-0) If’. +E(t9O) 5 =l(ta0)9 a < t < “'9
x(a) = A(Q).f\l ' /\l(4.41)

Then

(4.42) || u(’t 8)-x(t) || < gm +p(e) + ||u(e)-w(<»,e) ll&o ' ~. - ll ~ ~ .
t"'a)£x (l-e ).

Proof

Following the'procedure adopted in Theorem 4.6
the estimate (4.42) can be established.

Note.

The estimate (4.42) exhibits nonuniform convergence

as E.-+ 0 of the solution }_1_(t,&) to _>_g(t) at t = ==>.

In the earlier discussion the validity of the condi
tion (i) of‘Theorem 4.1 for the system (4.5) is assumed and
the asymptotic behaviour is discussed. This condition is an
essential one for coupled systems because it makes the systems
to satisfy the quasi-monotonicity condition. Here arises the
question: whether asymptotic behaviour can be established in
the absence of the condition (i) of Theorem 4.1?
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The answer is affirmative. In the following discussion,
for the sake of simplicity, only the LBVP I is considered
as other LBVPs can be treated in a similar way. If the
system (4.5) does not satisfy the condition (i) of Theorem(4.l)
then set,

ij' ' O otherwise,- +fiijz =  " Bij,

Then, following the method described in Section 3 of
Chapter 2 of this thesis, one can adjoint the following BVP
to the LBVP I:

./' 6An '.A| A ‘£(+/\+_/\ )_
" “2i+1 * “ii “21+1 * B11 “21+1"j=_m "51j“2j 51j“2j+1 '-"Y1Jii

I A" A‘ A E ( + A ._ A ) 1
i '5"21” “ii “21"' 9i1“21*j__=__m “$13 u2j+i+Bij "23 =Y1' E-Z»(4,43)4, iii/\ /\
\ (u2i+l(a98)I u2i+l(°°9£')) = (“Air "81) 9.

X <€‘-2, <a.e>. 6,, <-~».e>> = (A1. B1). 1e 2

It is obvious that the LBVP (4.43) satisfies a condition

similar to that of Theorem 4.1. Also if‘g is a solution of the
LBVP 1 then Q with 621+, -.- -ui, G21 = ui, 1e z, is a solution
of the above LBVP (4.43).
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The following theorem corresponds to Theorem 4.6
in the unrestricted case being discussed now.

Theorem 4.10.

Consider the LBVP I. If the condition (i) of
Theorem 4.1 is not satisfied then construct the LBVP (4.43).
Further assume

(i) Bii < M > O;
(ii)

and

(iii)

aii(t,€) $ -55 < O;

Bii + 2 (-5Tj + Bgj ) > 64_ > O..:_°° 1 ‘
3.41

Then also the conclusion of Theorem 4.6 is valid.

Proof

If the system (4.5) does not satisfy the condition (i)
of Theorem 4.1 then construct the new LBVP (4.43). Following

the same procedure given in the proof of Theorem 4.6 the
estimate for the LBVP (4.43) can be obtained as

(4.44) _ $_8mlO + fl:§(5)_ Q(°°’8) u e"'53(t-a)/e ’

25>
Ii)

where Q’ and ‘Q are respectively the solutions of the
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LBVP (4.43) and the IVP

F A: A °° + A _ /\
A; °‘i1“’2i+1*91i“'21+1"' J.E_°°("Bijw2j+Bijw2j+l) = " Y1’j,é1~ I A °° A _ A

“'45) 4 "11/">21'*Bi1“’21 * jzfm ("5ij“'2j+1*51J“'2j) = Y1’
J#iA A. _

¥_w2i+l(a,6) = -Ai(€), w2i(a,8) = Ai(8), 16 Z.

As pointed out above whenever u,_w are respectively solutions
of the LBVP 1 and the IVP (4.38) then fie, Q are respectively
solutions of the LBVP (4.43) and the IVP (4.45). The conclusion
of the present theorem now follows from the estimate (4.44) and
the assumptions made in Theorem 4.6.

2. NONLINEAR SYSTEMS.

The previous discussion was confined to the asymptotic
behaviour of solutions and/or their derivatives of the LBVPs I-III
Guided by the past experience, now the estimates are given for
solutions of the nonlinear system (4.1) subject to one of the
BCs (4.2)-(4.4) in terms of the IVP

£(t9 [x]'1 xv O) = O9 te D9(4.46) ~ ~ ~5(a) =



Now Theorem 2.10 is reformulated as follows.

Theorem 4,11.

Let_g be a solution of the system (4.1) subject
to one of the BCs (4.2)-(4.4). Then the implication

T’

£2, 5 22 5
(4.47)< :_._->

is true for all 5, Y €lU provided the following assumptions
are satisfied.

(i) there exist a
function‘ s(t,8) : 5

lb/\l'—'
z~

bu

f‘

B<,x+“§>'- 2

2w

10>

V

O
R

F‘

in

It
3<

1

z(1=,€) 5 u(’¢,€) 5 Y(’¢,£) on DL""' A’ f\I

2

Z

for every positive number al;

(ii) there exists a positive constant M such that

_1j(’¢,[g+(<1l-n),§]', 3,6) -j(’¢,[Y+(<1l-n),§]', Y+<rl§,,€

,2 M(g-(Y

R‘5 §

kw
2:

positive number <52 and a ‘test
x I-—> R+ with the properties

al(§2 > O,
2 > o, ten,

+al§) ).

.<_§Y



and

whenever

j( t,[g]'. 5, - <1l§,,8) -,§(t,[g]', ,3, 6)

3 M (5-(g+ rrlg) ),

2 S ,x+<112» 2. 5. 2,+<11:==.

and for all positive number al and n with al—n > O;

(iii) there exists a positive constant L such that

fit, [1+ (<11-n),§,]‘, )5 + <rl§,.£)

"' ,§(ta[X+(¢1l"'Tl),$,]'v ,X+(<1l-T1),§,a 8)

3, — I-n§, 5 j(’¢,[g]', g,+n§,.6)
'£(t: [2]'1 2o€)

for every positive number ml and n with al-n > O.

The proof of this theorem is same as that of
Theorem 2.10.

Theorem 4.12,

Let_g be a solution of the system (4.1) subject to
one of the BCs (4.2)-(4.4). Further let 5 be the solution
of the IVP (4.46) such that

II35 II 5 mll and |lj(’¢,[3§]', 5,6) ||.€ "1126,



Further assume that the following conditions (i) and (ii)
and the conditions (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 4.11 are
satisfied for the functions y and 5 which are defined as

H:-(000, Wl,W2, O00 )’
—55(t-a)£wi(t,£) = 8 m3(l-e )

-5 (t- )2
+ |I§(e> -;<<»> || <1-e 5 a >,

65 > o, m3 > o, i€Z.

There exist positive constants <54 and (55 (independent
of m3) such that

(1) £(tv[X+a_]_§,]'s l'+a]_§,98) "£(ta[l']'vl'18)

Z al ($5 3} + al<S4'§

§_ f(t [z]',z,8) -f(t [z—as]', z-as 5/\/ , A-I Iv Iv ’ '\' 1"“ av 1'”,

for all positive constant al and 3 with

si(t,8) = 2 - e"“("""‘), k > o, ie z
and

(ii) fit, [3§+g]', g5+3g.8) -j(t,[3_<_]', 35,8)

3-55,‘:".' +64!’

$j(t,[)§]', 35.5) -,§(t,[3§-)3 

2:-<

12

(‘H



Then

(4.49) |lg('c.e> - gt) ll 5. w(t.e>. H-: D.

that is,

Proof

First it will be shown that the function's defined
in the hypothesis (ii) and the functions y,’5 satisfy the
conditions of Theorem 4°11. Consequently the estimate (4 50)
follows.

Now II I
Pi (l*°‘1 3)"Pil' = "5°‘1 Si * [f1(“'Y "’“1s ',X*°‘1S'5

II

> - 8 alsi

3 “1 54
that is,

(4.51) P( y+a s) P1av ,-V ll'\} /-v

+

Z

Z

I

-fi(’c, Y1» 1,5
I

“155 S1 * “1 6451

O, i€E Z,

> O.

(4.50) lim “u(t,8) -x(t) ||=.- o, a 5 t < .8» 0+ ~' '~



Further

P11 =

Z.

Z

Z

Pi <z+>:*> - P122 + P1 asIt I 1
-gwi + fi(t,xi+wi, ’>_<’+!J,,&;)

I

-Eiw; +65 wg + 54 wi - 8ml3, -c$(t-a)e
-Ew; +65 wg + (54 wi — 8 ml3(l-e 5

O — P. u, i€E Z_.. 1 A’ ’
by a proper choice of ml3.

That is,

Zw

kc

(4.52) .2 gy
Also one can show that, by a proper choice of ml3,

Y(a9€)
(4-53) '"'

Z(°°r8)

Z

2

Q‘aa8)9

u(w,8).}I

Then inequalities (4.52)-(4.53) yield

Bfltae) _<_ l(t98)¢

Similarly

Elms) 5 ,g(’¢,8)
\

Hence the proof of the theorem.



(i)

(ii)
(iii)
and

(iv)

The above discussion can be extended to

The BVPs for DEs of the form (4.1) with
mixed BCs,

The turning point BVPs [l6];

The BVPs for strongly coupled systems [38]

The BVPs with more than one small parameter[39-4l



Chapter 5

SINGULARLY PERTURBED INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS FOR

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS IN BANACH SPACE*

In this chapter, using the theory of first order
ordinary differential inequalities in a Banach space, the
asymptotic behaviour of solutions of the following IVP as
the small parameter E,->0 is established:

\

(5.1)<

where

x
IV

U
av

xi

A

Z is the

ass“

{>7

1:

Q Y= ev Y
='- 25" ""g(t0,>£9Z15) = Q: ten: = (a9b]s

(ialv) = ~' "x(tv,7£o 95) = Q2

gE!Q£fiz) = Y(a E) =
35(a,8) =§(€) + O (6)

9l\l gm + 0 (6), §,ZeL5=c1(D)fi cw).T T
00’ X_l,Xo,Xl, 000) ,3’: (000, y_l,Y0’Yl’oo0) ’

T.., u_l,u0,ul, ...) ,
O0’  OOO)T’

TQ.’  QQO) ’

x = (~~~a V_lvVo9Vlo~~-)To
T

Z‘: (ssss Y‘ 9YE)9Yi_9¢'~) 9E’: (.°Q,
set of all integers and A(£) = A(O)-+(9 (8) meansI\I a

Ai(£) = Ai(O)+C7(E), iEiZ. The consideration of the above
IVP (5.1) is motivated by problems arising when MOL [3, 32] is
applied to SPPs for parabolic DEs with a small parameter {Z

* The material of this chapter is to appear in the Indian
Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics.
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multiplying the time derivative. A monotonicity theorem
in a Banach space which shall be used in the rest of the
chapter is given below. Sections l-2 deal with IVPs for
second order linear systems defined in a Banach space and
obtain explicit bounds for solutions and their derivatives.
In turn, these estimates are used to discuss the asymptotic
behaviour of solutions and their derivatives. The results
of Section l are generalized to cover IVPs for nonlinear
systems in Section 3.

The following theorem is only a reformulation of
Theorem 2.6 of Chapter 2 of this thesis.

Theorem 5.1.

Let Q§, y) be a solution of the IVP (5.1). Then
for every 5, _ 7 E U: = Cl(D) O C(15) the implication

*:<

"..<

ff,‘ (35. 1) _<, 35. Y) _$_ 3' (35. Y).
4 B‘ (£9  3 (:9  S_ Q‘ (Z9 3):

ff‘ (Q 1) $_ (35. Y) 5 Q’ (Z. 7)
';—*;__'*-—}

.>s$,>5,.<.

1°? *9. ‘"2
1.3‘

l<

/\

"<1

A

~<

i 1fil A! AI
is true provided

(i) u( D x B2 x ( O, 8 j-e» B
DU

4+

Po

19
m\-/

o

is quasimonotone increasing in p and monotone increasing in q;f% IN;



xfit,p;q,E) : D x B2 x (O,<Eo] -_> B is monotone increasing
in p and quasimonotone increasing in q;

(ii) there exist a positive number <51 and a ‘test
function‘ I§(t,€): 5 x (0, £0]-=> B such that

si(t,€) = sJ.(t,8) > o, 1,35 2,1 ,4 j, fie-;u
and

,§'(2¢¢l§,‘§+@lg) -,§'(§¢Z)

(5¢2) <
B. (2+al§,9 E+ali) "' 2'

L g'(é9  "' 9"(_7_(_"'al,§,9 ,X"'al§,

1

*£'(.>s, x) -,E'(.>.s - <1l§»1 - Q12) _.

Z

Z

151

151

> (1151 > O,

> 0:151 > O,

> O,

> O

for every positive real al and for every but fixed 6 ;

(iii) there exists a positive constant L such that

<5») <” '" : ":1
~ a~ ~9~ ~9

for every n, B such that O < n §_B.

\ f"

gfit,§&B§,g+Bg,8) - gfit,5+ng,g+n3,8)

u( t1.7$."7l$ 0X"T|§,v 5) ' ,';1,( tv,§"B§,0X"'B,§,v 82

v(t x+Bs y+5s E) - v(t x+ns y+ns 5)

‘g(t.;7ng,y-n3,s) - v(t X-BS Y-B5 8)k av

3

3

i
<5

Lg(t)(B-n)
Lg(t)(B-n)

Lg(t)(B-n)

Lg(t)(B—n)
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Proof

Under the transformation

Z21 = xi’ Z2i+1 = Y1’ i5 Z’

the system (5.1) reduces to a single doubly infinite system.
Hence this theorem does not require a separate proof.

To illustrate the above theorem, consider a doubly
infinite system of linear second order ODEs

(5.4) 8x" + a x'PW Iva:

+
Pm
2><

= Y, t€E.D

subject to the ICs

(5-5) X (8 8) - M8), ><'(a,6) - B(6),, in i2' h /Q FY
where lg = (aij), aij = O, i £ j, i,j£5 Z,

B = (Bij)’ ,‘53£' = ("" °‘11"i' °‘22":'2'Z co Tg=(.

Z><

00, Z B-. X.’ 2 B2» X», 000) ’j=_°° 3-J J j=.___°o J J
T 

I = (~~'o Y_lv Yo! Y1: ~~' > 2

and_g, B, 7 are assumed to be continuous functions in
arguments.

Let y =_§'. Then the IVP (5.4)-(5.5) may be
as

>1

their

written

lO



= X‘-Y ="P, <,>;.;> =
(5-6) < Qt (3<_,_g) = = £Y'+<1 Y/~.0""*\v

<5’,  : =l(a:€)

Theorem 5.2.

The conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 5.1 are

+

nvlv av
E£=Q’

A(£)
Ems).

satisfied for the linear IVP (5.6) provided

(1) E 5 Q;
(11) aiig 53 > o, 1e"-:2

and
X

(iii) Z $. > - L, L > O, iEZ.j=-m 13 *

Proof

The assumptions (i) and (ii) yield the condition (i)

102

of Theorem 5.1 whereas the condition (iii) gives the inequalit
ies (5.3). Finally, using the assumotions (ii) and (iii), one
can show that the function's, si(t,6) = ektfls, is a required
‘test function‘, by a prooer choice of k, for the system (5.6)
satisfying the inequalities (5.2)



1. ESTIMATES AND ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OP SOLUTIONS OF
LINEAR SYSTEMS- I.

Necessary estimates are obtained in this section
in order to study the asymptotic behaviour of solutions and
their derivatives of the IVP (5.4)-(5.5). Since the IVP
(5.4)-(5.5) and the IVP (5.6) are equivalent in the sense
that every solution of one system is a solution of the other
and vice versa, only the problem (5.6) is considered in the
following study.

In the rest of this section it is assumed that all
the conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 5.2 hold true for the
IVP (5.6). Consequently the implication of Theorem 5.1 is

valid for the IVP (5.6). Further, in the following, mi,
i = 1,2, ... stand for real positive constants independent
of 8 .

Theorem 5.3.

Consider the IVP (5e4)-(5.5) and assume that
A(8) — o — B(E). Then '1 QQ_— c-0i &I

" em(t-a)’(5.7) ll,>_<,(t.e> ll .<. Ill
m n 1 u em‘*-3),l\I(5.8) |gy<t.e)|| g

for some positive constant m and for every solution i of0

103
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Proof

Consider the IVP (5°6) and let (x, y) be its'V/v
solution. Define functions (5, 1) and (2, §) as_ t_ _xi =  Y  em( 3): 25 = - itf\l ;I\;

‘ii = m||1||e"“"'a>.;= -jg,

where m is a.positive constant, independent of 8 , to be
chosen suitably.

Then

= xi""Yi=O=p£i(’§9’X)9
%

Qx1(3£' Z)‘ "‘5Y1+ °‘iiY1 * j_E_°° Bij *32 m 
= (firm + aiim + j:_mBij) “.1 “ em(t a)

2 (81112 +63m_L) “I I em(t-a)

Z.  2. Yi =  (flax):
by a proper choice of m.
Also

E’ (308) Z 2 — l(’(a98)9 Y (308)  -l(a9e).
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Hence by Theorem 501 the following inequalities are obtained.X ( Y, y < Y._Iv '*" 4\o—'/~o

Similar procedure yields

(5~l0) as S. 5, g
Hence

(5.11) I ><i<t,s> I
and

(5.12) I vi(t,e) I

5.

5

S

Z.

H Y u em“"a>

m H Y H em(t—8).f\I

Taking supremum in (5.11)-(5.12) and using the fact that

y = §', the required estimates (5o7)"(5o8) are obtained.

Theorem 5.4.

Consider the IVP (5.4)-(5.5) and assume that Y==O==A.
Then

(5013) II,>;(t.e> I 5

(5.14) II35j(t,6)|l 5

where III > o m6 -L > o and x is a solution of the IVP(5.4)-(5.5)

s II§(e) II ml

e IIB<e> II "12 e“‘(’°"a) + II B""' In
2 3 __ N

(e) II e

r\r"*"\'

[9m(t_a)'- 9.-63(t.-a)/8 J9

"53( t""a
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Proof

Consider the IVP (5,6) and let (5, y) be its
solution. Define functions (5, 1) and (2, Y) as follows:

_ _ -6 (t- )/
xi = 6 |l§(&)|| [e""‘° a’- e 3 a £1 / <m@+<S3>._ _ -5 (t- )/
yi = ||§(5)|| [mEem(t a)+63e 3 a 8](mE,+53),iEZ

Z : —’-)3’! :: -2,
Now

Pli(39 f-Y-1)::  "71 = O = P£i(__7$9 1):

... ... _.v _ °° ..
Q11(lE',X)‘ =5Yi * “ii Y1 * jg“ Bij xj

2 6 ||§(£) ll em(t"a)[me2+m<53-L]/ (me+<5g)

- < - >/
+ ll 2(8) lie 53 t a gt-5?, +<S§ +eL1/<m@+63>

Z O =QLi()§,l), iE Z.

Also

{(3:8) = Q $ z(arE)

1(a,8) = §(6) 3 l|§(6) |l= :f(a,E)
Hence by Theorem 5.1

(5.15) x < Y, y < Y./\r*/xr ,.\,"",.\,



Similar analysis yields

(5.16) x < x, 1 < y.=1 - - .~ - A,
Hence

lO7

m( t_a) e"(S3( t-a)/5](5017) I xi(t,£) I _<_ 6 |] §(e) "ml[e 
and

(5-18> I vi<t.e> I s ellg(e> Hmz e"‘(’°"a)+ l|g<e>I|e 3
-5 (’¢—a)/5

The estimates (5.13) - (5014) follow from (5.17)-(5.18).

Theorem 5.50

Let_g be a solution of the IVP

(5.19) a w‘ + B w - Y, w(a 6) — A(E),i ’ 0-0/\v/\-P lg rv I‘, as: /\,¢
with the properties

<5.2<>> ll;/" II _<_ m4

and

(5.21) lim 3(t,e) = 3(1), tefi,
€—+O

where ‘B is the solution of the IVP

(5022) g(t2O)l-1' + B(t2Q)}_1 = Yo  = §’(O

If 5 is a solution of the IVP (5.4)-(5.5) then



(5.23) ||5(t,e) - g(t) ll 5 e ma e“‘(’°"‘=‘) + c(e)

+5134  §(8)_}__J(a)  [em(t-a)_e"'53(t-a)/8]’

(5.24) ||3'(t,s) - g'(t) ll 551115 em(t'a)+ 0(2)

+ sm6||g<e>-;y<a> ll e““t"a’

.-5( -)
+ ||B(6) —u'(a) lle 3ma/8, te D,"V rv

where C(E), D(8) approach zero as E-+ 0+.

Consequently

(5.25) lim 3_5(t,e) = gt), tefi
8->O+

and

(5.26) lim 3£'(t,£) = g‘(t), tE D.8->O+ '
Proof

Let ‘x be a solution of the IVP

51/"'+gX' +Bv = Y+E,£", tED,
,!(a9e) =  x'(a9€) = 2(8)‘

Using Theorem 5.3 the following inequalities are obtained

lO8



(5.21) I|,5(t.e> - }_{(t,€) ll 5 EH14 e‘“('°"a).

(5.28) ||35'(1;,e) - _g'(t,s) || 561115 e"‘(’°"a).

Also from Theorem 5.4 it follows that

(5.29) l|y_<t.e> - g(t.e> H 5.8 "'6 l|g(e) -j§'(a,€) ll

X [em(t__a)_ e"é\3(t"'a)/8 1’

(5.30) || v'(t 6) - w'(t,£) || < 5 m || 13(5) - w'(a,€)uem(tIV ’ rv "" 7 Iv Iv
-a< ->/

+ ||,§<@> -,@'<a,e> ue 3 ta '5.

Finally

(5.31) ||,1<,<t.8)-gm) ll _<_ ||)5(’¢,5) -g<t.e) ll

+ ||,y,(t,€) -g(t.8>|| + ||_\g(’¢,E)—g(t) I1
and

(5.32) l|35'(t,e)—g'(t) ll 5 l|,>$'(t,e) -,y,'(t,£) Ill

+ |lg'(’¢,6)—y_v'(’¢,8) ||‘+ ||)§,'(’¢,5)-_g'(’¢) II

The results (5.23)-(5.24) follow immediately from (5.27)
(5.32) and (5.21).

lO
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2. ESTIMATES AND ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF SOLUTIONS OF
LINEAR SYSTEMS— II.

In the previous section various estimates are obtained
which determine the asymptotic behaviour of solutions of the
linear system (5.6). These estimates are derived under the
assumption that the conditions (i) - (iii) of Theorem 5.2 hold
true. Condition (i) is imposed invariably for all coupled
systems of DEs. lnfact it is the quasi-monotonicity condition
for finite systems of DEs. Then if the condition (i) of
Theorem 5.2 is not met by the system (5.6) one can still obtain
the same limiting behaviour by adjoining a new system of DEs
to (5.6) as follows.

Define

6%.: =    Z O’13 O otherwise,

Bij‘ = 511 ' B;J°
Set /\ -- A X.X21 = *1’ *21+1 = ‘-1’

A ‘_. A
Y21 = Y1’ Y2i+1 = ' 11'

Then,following the method described in Section 3 of Chapter 2
of this thesis one can adjoint the following IVP to the IVP(5.6)



lll

\ F" A A .A A‘ /\
P;_(3_<_._}_') == 5-1 = Q.A ” A(A A) _ +/\ l\'

T Q22i+1 £2! ‘ ‘ 5 Y2i+1 * “1iY2i+1 ‘ j§_m 513 x2jiii
-, /\

* 3 513 *2j+1 = ' Y1’
%

LMJ
‘l'|\

H'§

‘A AI /\
(5'33)<( Q221 ‘ = E5Y2i * “iiY2i “ 513 *2j+1

2§3
Q3?

‘_.l.L-lo
m\

5 "8I-“

+

>

” _ A
* .2 513 x2j = Y1’J:-O0

1% 1

§<‘2i+1<a.e> = -Aim. §<‘2i<a.e> -= Age).

é‘2i+l<a,e> = -aim, ?2i<a.e> = Bi<e>.1ez

It can be easily seen that the above system (5.33) satisfy a
condition similar to that of (i) of Theorem 5.2. Also if
(x, y) is a solution of the system (5.6) then (Q A) defined~ ~ - 3, X
below is a solution of the new system (5.33):A A A _ .A i*21+1 = ‘*1’ x21 = *1’ Y2i+1 " ‘Y1’ Y21 = Y1’ ‘E2’

The following theorem corresponds to Theorem 5.5 in the
unrestricted case discussed above. It is to be noted that
Theorem 5.5 was proved under the validity of the assumptions of
Theorem 5.2.
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Theorem 5.6.

Consider the IVP (5.4)-(5.5). If the condition (i)
of Theorem 5.2 is not satisfied then construct the IVP (5.33).
Further assume

(1) <1:-Li 2 53 > O. ie Z.

(11) an + jim (-e’i"J. + 513.) _>_ - 1., L > 0, 15 z.
jséi

Then also the conclusions (5.25) - (5.26) for the IVP (5.4)
(5.5) are valid.

Proof

Consider the IVP (5.6). If this IVP does not satisfy
the condition (i) of Theorem 5.2 then adjoint the IVP (5.33)
to it. Following the procedure adopted in the proof of
Theorem 5.5 the following estimates for the IVP (5.33) can be
obtained.

ac;
Z?

I ’>?i-iii | 5 e=l7e"‘<*"a>+e#"8 ||§<e> 

x [ em(t'a)- e_53(t-a)/8] + D(€),

Zc>

E‘

/\ t_ /\ t__
| ">2i"“21 | 5 5m'9em( a) *5m1o “ F58) " H °m( 3)

/\ Ac “8(t'+ HB(6) - u (a) H e 3 a '8 +-E(£),IV /v
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2Q

A t- t
| $21-+1 ' “21+1 | 5 ‘5m'9"m( a) *8 "110 ||§(8)' a)||em( a)A AI+ ||B(€)-u (a)||e + 1=(e) i€Z,,-v aw ’

where D(E), E(6) and E(E) tend to zero as 6-> 0+ and Q is the
solution of the IVP

hr A ” A M _
aii(t9O) u2i+l ' ji_m B;j(taO)u2j + j§dmBij(tJ))G2j+l: “Yi j¢ i 3% i

\ \ Z XM /\ - /\
(5¢34) < aii(ta0)‘G2i ' j§_m B;j(trQ)U2j+l + j§dwBij(t9O)u2j = Yivii i j£ iA A ,

l 2(a) = A(O), 1€-E Z.vk "’
It can be verified that if Q5, y) and 3 are respectively solutions
of the IVPs (5.6) and (5.22) then (Q, v) and G defined by/\,¢,\, /\.0A /\ A /\

x21 = xi’ *2i+1 ' -xi’ Yzi = Y1’ Y2i+1 = ‘Y1’A /\ ,
"21 = ‘*1’ "21-+1 = ‘"1’ 1 ‘E Z’

are respectively solutions of the IVPs (5.33) and (5934).
These observations complete the proof of the theorem.



3. ESTIMATES AND ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF SOLUTIONS OF
NONLINEAR SYSTEMS.

solutions and their derivatives for the linear system (5.4)
(5.5). Guided by the experience with the linear systems,
the nonlinear system (5.1) is considered now and estimates
for solutions of the same are derived. The estimates thus
derived may contain boundary layer terms which explicitly
describe the nature of the nonuniform behaviour of solutions

In Section 2 different estimates are obtained for

of the nonlinear system 5.l in t and 5

(5.35) 4

1 K

The reduced problem for the IVP is given by

2< In

F

-_g(’¢. 3. 3. o) =9. ‘£6 D.
P9 qa Q) = orA-v at

3 (a) = 5(0)
Further assume

114

(i) the functions u,‘3 of (5.1) satisfy the condition (i)
of Theorem 5.1;

(ii) there exists a function X such that

(5¢36) ll, (tr Bo Z: Oi) = Q

and the resulting IVP

P. — u( to pa Y9 O ) = or(5.37) " "’ ~ " ”
‘B (a) = ‘§(O)

has a unique solution_X such that



(5.38) H Y‘ H < mg,~ i
(5039) _g(t. §&g,_Z+§,8) - g(t,§+g,_X,6) y$

l(t9 5'39 Z-E98) “

where Ki) O, for every non-negative functions Q, B

(iii) for some constant Z > O and for every non—negative

</\
fi'

?><

29

3.8) 2

functions g, E5 B, 5*, a 5 3*, B $ 5*,

(s°4o)<,

~\

(5.41){

“c

Theorem 5.7.

Let Q5, y) and Q§, X) be respectively solutions of

F’
J gfit. §+g*, X+§*,8) 

3

2<ta Z<_"g 9 X"'Ba€) "
S

,x<t- 292*’ X.+E*»E> 
S

7 x(ta 5'29 Z"'Bv8) "'
i

B( t92_<_+§a 1+2 28)

L(a*-a + B*—B ),IQ A; Iv A’

2<’¢»2$-2*» x-2*»

I-(g,*-g + 5*-g >,

211

1 <1

2'1

x>
r“\

t,§+g,‘Zi§,£)
a*I?

t,

"1

“E + E*"'E) 9

§"'g* "' 9

b<
\/ I‘@- >l=

fig + B*_B

the IVPs (5,1) and (5.35). Further assume

(5.42) H u(t x Y,E) - u(t X Y' o) || < 2Iv ’rvf'V Iv ’¢\;o-v’ "‘

_ K5i
KB

IQ

M7

ll5



and

(5.43) ||v(t x Y eA, 9~!~9 )  s €
Then under the above assumptions (i)-(iii) the following
inequalities hold.

(5044) || 5(t,s) -5(1) || _g 6m.3 <-.~"‘(’°"a)

+Em4 l|§(€)-1(8) II [8 m(t—a) -l<(t-8)/5

116

9 ]9
(5.45) ll 3;(t,e> -gm ll _<.e"*-5 e“‘“"a)+Em6||@,<e>-y,<a>|| e‘°(“"a

Proof

Because of the conditions (i) - (iii) stated above,

+ ||§(a) -3(4) || e-k(t-a)/8, m > 0.

Theorem 5.1 is applicable to the IVP (5.1).

Also

(5.46) ||5(e) -15(0) ll 5 e m3.

Consider the vector functions (3, 1) and (§} y) defined by

where n

Z‘.

xi2/

( .

._. Z
-Ii‘, 1

2>< 2><
+
:3

Z
Y

‘FY,
l\P

1
IV
Ya

"0 H, H, 0-» )9 Y = ( "'2 Ya Y1 °" )9i
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(5.47) n(t,£) = 8 m3 em(t"a) +8m4 I§(8) -X(a)
X [em(t-a) _ e-k(t-a)/5 1

(5.48) Y(t,e> = 8 m5 e‘“(‘="a) +6-Zmé |§_(e) -ya) || e“‘(’°'a)

+ ||§(a) - ya) || e"‘(’°"a)/E.
Now

P5_(’)£9 Y): =  + '0' "’ [ui(t9§+n1 x+Y95)

"' ui(t9,>§aZ9£):] "' ui(ta')£9:\{/E-)

> -6m7+n'-1(n+Y) from (5.42), (5.37) and (5.40

Z Eem(t"a) [-m7 + mm3 -1-m3 - Q.m5]

+ 8|] 2(5) - X(a)  em(t"a) [mm4-1m4—2m6]

+  -x(a)  e-k(t-a) [l<m4+Y£m4-L]
by (5.47) - (5.48), iE Z.

Choose m3, m4, ms, m6, m7, m8 and m such that

(5.49) km4 - 1 > 0,
(5.50) km5 - m8 - m9 -{m3 > O,

(5.51) -9.1114 + km6 > O,

(5.52) m3-m.7-Jlm3-JZm5> 0 and mm4-L114-£m6>0.



Therefore

that is

Also

P; (Z.

I

P' (Z.

Q5 (3

2;)

Z

, ll?) eYi(t) +

2.

Z

2.

2.

0 = P'i(§, Y), ie Z,

O = 3'(£o Y)

= ' £Y'(t9£)
"' l:Vi(t9g+I|'a x+lv£) "" Vi(t959:_{_,+l96)

118

+ v.(t x Y+y 2) - v.(t xv 8)]-v.(t xv 5)1 2N0 ~ N2 1 2~1N9 1 9N s~ 9
-smq-ema +8Y' -in + KY,

+E.  2(6)-Y(a)  e [smmé-Im4 - kmé]

+ ||§(s)-Y(a) || e"k(t'a)/ [-1<+2em4 + k_|,

by (5.38), (5.43), (5.37) and (5.41)

£em(t_a) |_-mg-m8+ Emms - lm3 + km5]
m(t-a)

by (5.47) and (5.48), ie z.

Using (5049) - (5.52)

Hence

Again

Q3 (Z, j)

Q‘ (Y, 7)

> O

2.

=  Z)! j-E2.

Q‘ (xv Y)AI file 55%

§i(a,6)

2.

X

A

1(a) +£m3 = Ai(O) +£m3

1(8) - Xi(a,E.), 1 62'



Similarly

That is, the following inequalities are established.

(5553) 4» Q‘ (35. 1)
\‘ R’UV (391)

S.

5

r _ _
3' (5,1) _<_ B'()§,1),

£2 _. _

,1
>.><

%<

R'(x9 Y) 9l‘\/f\l/\4

which by Theorem 5.1 yield

<5-54> _>§(’¢,5) 5, fg(t,e). ,1/(5.5) _g§<5,e>. te '5

Similar steps yield

(5.55) ;_;5.e> 5. ;<,<t,e>,;_<5,s> _<_ 1<5,e>. 56 5'.

The inequalities (5.44)-(5.45) follow from (5.54)-(5.55).

Thus

lim X(t,8) ::E-> O+~ ~X(t). te D

Yi(aa€) Z Yi(ar5)a i€ Z‘

um v(’=,8) = 1(5). ten.
E,-—->0-I-"’

The analysis of the previous section can be carried
over to study IVPs for higher order equations of the form

(t,

“<1

‘<

.. t(E8Z(n) = 5 (1), _ , y(r1-1))

Z

Z

Q

av

119



subject to the ICs 1 _
;<a.s> = ,5 (2). ..-.1‘“ 1)<a,e> = 5(5),

where 8 > £>is a small parameter,

W‘) = d“v/ dt“. 51(5) = Al(O) +0(e>. iez

The method adopted in discussing nonquasimonotone linear
systems can be used to discuss nonquasimonotone runflinear
systems.

120



Chapter 6

ON THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF SOLUTIONS OF

SINGULARLY PERTURBED PARABOLIC SYSTEMS

Hoppensteadt [36] considered second order quasi
linear parabolic DEs with a small parameter multiplying
the time derivative subject to Dirichlet type BCs described
on the parabolic boundary of the domain under consideration.
He constructed asymptotic expansions for solutions as the
small parameter goes to zero. In [31] estimates for solutions
of these BVPs are obtained and these estimates in turn,
determine the asymptotic behaviour of solutions as the small
parameter goes to zero. The DEs considered in [31] are
defined only on bounded regions. The present chapter considers
such BVPs but now they are defined on unbounded regions. Here
also estimates for solutions are obtained in order to discuss
the asymptotic behaviour of solutions as the small parameter

appearing in the equation goes to zero: The notations and- -5
definitions introduced in Section f’of Chapter 2 of this thesis
are used in the following discussion.

Consider the IBVP for u,= ( ul, ...,un) defined by

121
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‘ ?

A Pig: = Etoui/bt + Fi(t,x,u,ui,j,ui’jk,E)=fi(t,x,g),(6.1) < (t,x)E5Gp,
k Rig; = ’ui(t,x,g) = gi(t,x,E) on 616,

¢'ui((Lx,£) = hi(x.€) on D,
llim u.(t,x,8) = G.(t,£), uniformly withlll xlle->~ 1 1

respect to ta; [O,T]; i = l(l)n, where 3 is a small positive
parameter and for each fixed i,

(i) Fi(t,x,u,p,r,£) is monotone decreasing in r,
(ii) uig;U: = C(l’2) (Gp)(\C(§), i=l(l)n, and

(iii) fi, gi, hi, Gi, i=l(l)n are continuous in the
respective domains.

The following definitions of norms shall be used in
the rest of this chapter.

(6.2) ll; I = = sup [ |fi(t,><.e>|= (’¢.><)e_Gp. i=l(l)n]
(6.3) "lg I‘: = sup [ |gi(t,x,£)|: (t,x)E;o1G,i=l(l)n]
(6.4)  II": = sup [ |hi(x,£)|: X65, i=l(l)n

Let Go(£) = max Gikt’£) . The above norms are assumedi=l(l)n,t€[O,T]
to be bounded functions of their arguments.

Section l deals with linear boundary value problems
whereas Section 2 is concerned with nonlinear problems.
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1. LINEAR PROBLEMS

In this section a special case of IBVP (6.1) is
considered and the asymptotic behaviour of its solution
as the small parameter goes to zero is discussed. The

linear IBVP for '3 is defined by

(6 5) pm 3: = aoui/at + Peig = fi(t,><,e) in op,
RLi 2: = f'ui(t,x,g) = gi(t,X,E) on 61G,

{ ui(O9x!€) = hi(x98) on ‘B:
A lim ui(t,x,£) = csi(t,a), t€[O,T],i=l(l)n
\-"x“é*’”

with

3

B

P
Q
x’

L.»
O
xwfig
#

Peig:=jil aij(t,x,£)uj+ kil bik(t,x,£)u. — = cijk(t,x,8)ui’jk,
i=l(l)n,

where the matrix (cijk), for fixed i, is symmetric and positive
definite, the functions aij to cijk are continuous and bounded.

Under suitable assumptions the following asymptotic
behaviour will be established.

(6.6) lim ui(t,x,E) = Ui(t,x) on (O,T] x '15, i=l(l)n,€+O+

where u U are respectively solutions of the IBVP (6.5) andYA: av
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its corresponding reduced problem

iW

:

+
r18
0'

(_a
Q
xwni
F‘ n

j=l k=l '
(6.7) < = fi(t)X9O) in GP!

A ui(t,x,O) = gi(t,x,0) on O16,

i lim ui(t,x,0) = <si(t,@), te[O,T], i==l(l)n.
,_||><||e—>~

In the following, mi, i=l,2, ... stand for positive
constants independent of 5 .

In [31], as pointed out earlier, estimates for
solutions of linear and nonlinear BVPs for parabolic DEs are
obtained. Motivated by this paper a few results on the estimates
of solutions for the linear problems (6.5) are obtained.

Theorem 6.1.

Consider the IBVP (6.5) and assume

(6@8) aij(t!x9E) S O! 1 £ J9 itj = 1(1)“
and

(6.9) 2 aiJ(t,x,€) ;_ 8 > 0, i=l(l)n.J=l
Then

(6.10) |ui(t,x,E,)| 3 m1[ || 3 || + ||g||' + oo(s)]+ |3|" e"’°5/8,
i=l(l)n on E,

Z aij(t9xrO) uj ik(t9x9O)ui k'_ = iJk(t9x9O)ui’jk
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where 3 is the solution of the IBVP (6.5) and 51$ a
positive constant independent of'£ .

Proof

Define X = ( Y1, ...,yn) as
—InX

Y1(t»X,€) = m1<2-e 2 > < N5! + ugu'+GQ> + “QB” e ‘5%% 1=1<1>n.

Then
r

( yi (t,x,£) Z ui(t,x,€) on olGlJ 60G,6°11) < _
lim yi(t,x,8) Z lim ui(t,x,&), te5D, i=l(l)n,

L ||»||é~» e ||><||é~» ~»

by proper choice of ml Z 1.

Also

PL1.Z = ll); ||"<-a>e-*5/8+ [j§lej<t.x,e>1 |l2,||" e"t5/5

L.»
Q
FMS
I-'

O

<uf|| u || G >[ 2 '3?» "“2x*“‘1 ~ * 2 * o (‘"2 = 1j1<*“‘2k=l 113°
-m2X D+ (2-e ) Z ai. ]i=1 J

2. m15||,1;lI.z Ilgllz PLi g,

by a proper choice of ml and m2, i = l(l)ne
That is,

(6.12) Pu! 3 PLig in op, i=l(l)n.
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-m x
Further the function 3 = (sl,...,sn) with si=(2-e 3 ),

by a proper choice of m3 and under the hypotheses of the
theorem, is a ‘test function‘ for the IBVP (6.5). Hence
Theorem 2.16 is applicable to BVP (6.5) and therefore the
inequalities (6.11)-(6.12) yield

ui(t,x,£) $ yi(t,x,€) on G, i = l(l)n.

Since the BVP is linear

(6.13) | ui(t,x,8) I 3 yi(t,x,8) on G, i = l(l)n.
-m x

The estimate (6.10) follows from (6.13) by replacing 2-e 2

by 2 and then renaming 2ml by ml. Hence the theorem is proved.

To establish the result (6.6) one needs the following
problem for‘g defined by

6A\

M S
m

B

(-1
Q
wr4E
|~

o

j=l ij(t,x,€)wj + kilbik(t,x,e)wi,k -_ = ijk(t,x,8)wi’jk

A = fi(t,x,€) in op,
(6.l4)<iwi(t,x,8) = gi(t,x,8) on 616,

y lim wi(t,x,6) = oi(t,e), t€E[O,T], i=l(l)n.
l ||><||g’°°
k

Further it is assumed that there exists a solution E
for the BVP (6.14) which satisfies:



(6.15) Jéimo wi(t,x,£) = Ui(t,x) on GPU 616,-+ +

and

(6.16) || aw/ at || < ml < ~==».~ i
Theorem 6.2.

Consider the problems (6.5) and (6.14) which
satisfy (6.15) and (6.16). Further assume

(6017) aij(t9x98) $ O9 i £ ja ivj = 1(1)“\

and
n

(6.18) 2 aiJ.(t,x,€,) _>_ (5 > O, i=1(l)n, (Sis a constantJ'=l

independent of E, . Then

-t5/s(6.19) |ui(t.><.e>-ui(t.><>| 5am-, + Ilg-g(o,x>||"e +Yl(€)

where 71(8) = y1(t,x,&)-->O+ on G as 6-» Oand 3 and Q are
respectively solutions of (6.5) and (6.7).

Proof

If 3 and E are respectively solutions of (6.5) and
(6.14), then g - B satisfies the IBVP:

BLX: = 8 by/ot + Be! -.= -8 ox./at
1F _

BL)‘: = x = Q on 61G,
4'i!(O9x9E) =_Q(x98)“!fiO9xv£) on 50

F
-;i—'
X 1-“Z5

“>4
8

)1 = Q on [O,T].
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Theorem 6.1 yields

|u.(t,x,g) - w (t,x,8)| _$ 5 m H ow/ at H1 i 6 .
0,x,6) II" e-t6/8 on E, i=1(1)n.

+

23'

=2.

The estimate (6.19) follows from the above estimate (6.15)
and the inequality:

| ui(t,x,8)-Ui(t,x) | $ | ui(t,x,£)-wi(t,x,6) I

+ I wi(t,x,8) - Ui(t,x) I, i=1(1)n.

Remark.

It is obvious that the asymptotic behaviour (6.6)
follows immediately from the estimate (6.19). Also it
should be observed that the estimate (6.19) contains the
so called boundary layer term having e-téws as a factor
which explicitely describes the nature of the nonuniform
behaviour of the solution as a function of t and 5 ,

Example 6.3.

Consider the IBVP

1 aw/or = 62W/bx2—W_, b(s'r) 5 x < <», 0 < T < ~

(6.20) 4‘ W('t,b(£ 1)) = o, W('c,<==>) = o, o 5 T < »,

k_W(0,x) = W°(x), b(O)_§ x <~w¢

where W(T,x) = W(t,x,8) and x=b(£1) > O is a slowly varying
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function oft. Let t =81, u(t,x) = W('t, x). Then the
problem (6.20) gets transformed to

"sou/at = b2u/6x2 - u, b(t) $ x < w, O < t < w,

(6-21) 4 u(t. b(t) ) = 0 = u(t. =>=).

L u(0.X) = Wo(X). b(0) .<. X < “H

It is easy to verify that all the conditions of
Theorem 6.2 are satisfied for the ,lBVP (6.21)

and hence

(6.22) I u<t.><,e> I s. ll wow ||" e"°5/6.

Theorems 6.l - 6.2 are proved under the assumption
that the quasimonotonicity condition (6.8) is satisfied for
the IBVP (6.5). This condition can be relaxed and one can
obtain the same asymptotic behaviour (6.6) by introducing
an extended auxiliary problem as given below.

Set

a+..= aij if aij 3 O13 O otherwise ,

a;j:= aij - agj.

12



‘A

Then the extended auxiliary problem ($ . R .) with respectL1’ L1
to (PLi,RLi) of (6.5) is defined by

(6.23) l

P

R

4

Li+n

r~
}.-h

2c>

n

FPLl G: = 6bG\/6t+a..G.- Z [a+ A -a_ G.~ 1 11 1 .=l ijuj+n ij J]

)6)

J
j£i

. U. — C.. U. = - .g b ‘A Q A f+ kzl 1k 1,k j,k=l 13k 1,jk 1
A A n + A _ A

_66ui+n/bt + aiiui+n - jil[aij uj - aij uJ.+niii

=3

C-1‘

Fvvas

>

" Cijk ui+n,k = £12 b. A.+ kzl 1k u1+n,k Z

I-'

K.

= <'Gi(0,x,8) = -hi(x,£) onbfi

lim Gi(t,x,s) = 0 (t) on [O,T],_HXH;>~ °
f
» 6i+n<t,x.e> = gi<t.x.e> on ale.

L’i+n§;=¢{ui(0,x,£) = hi(x,£) on‘ 5
lim ui(t,x,6) = -so(t) on [O,T],

klXH;*~ E:  O00,
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Then

(i) IBVP (6.23) satisfies quasi—monotonicity condition
similar to that of (6.17);

(ii) if (ul. ..., un) is a solution of the IBVP (6.5)
then (-ul, ..., -un, ul, ..., un) is a solution of the
IBVP (6.23).

Theorem 6.4.

Consider the IBVP (6.5). If the condition (i)
of Theorem 6.1 is not satisfied then construct the system
(6.23). Further assume

n
a.. -, Z aT. - a7.) > 5 > O i = 1(1)n,(11 i=1 13 13 - 'Jii

Then also the conclusion of Theorem 6.1 is valid.

Proof

The method adopted in the earlier chapters may be
made use of to prove this theorem.

2. NONLINEAR EQUATIONS

Asymptotic behaviour of solutions of the LBVPs are
discussed in the previous section. In this section estimates
for solutions of the general nonlinear problem (6.1) are
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obtained in terms of the solution of the problem

F

Z (tax1Xa[_!]x9 [XJXX9 O) = 3 (trx9O) E Gpo

(6¢24) <L X (tux) = 2 (’¢»><.0) Qn O16:

A  Z(t,x) = §(t,o), uniformly with respect to te[O,T\ X -—>co“ 8
Following theorem is only a reformulation of Theorem 2.14

Theorem 6.5.

Let u be a solution of the system (6.1).

Then the implication
K’ P z < P u < P Y, R z < R u < R y6.25 T~~ “ ~~—'”"' "" -' ”"* N”
;_(’¢.6) _<_ ,1,1(’¢.€) .S 1(’¢.8)<>n'G

is true for all 5, y, zi, vie: U, i=l(l)n, provided the follow
ing assumptions are satisfied.

(i) there exist a positive number (Sé and a ‘test function‘
§(t,x) such that si(t,x) > O on G, si€.U,

hi“ si(t,x) exists uniformly with respect to tX-—>ooe

and the limit is positive with the properties



K‘

2<z+<n2>-2: 21152 > O»
(6.26)< -o§'(‘5-als )

bu
IN

Z @162 > 0, te <3,

£2 > °~
i t

for every positive number ml;

(ii) there exists a positive constant M such that

§(t,X,g, ['g+(<1l-n),§]x, ['3'-+( <11-n),§]xv,;,s)

'-;§(t»><»Y+¢!l§,» [_»f+(<rl-n),§]x, [3f+(<rl-n)§]xx,€)

3 M( 5 — (Z+<=l,§,) )
and

§(’¢,><,g - “lg, [g]x, [g]xx) -f(’¢,><,g,[g]x, [)3_]xx)

3 M( 3 - (g+<1l,§,) ),

whenever ‘ups y+al§, ‘3'$ u¢al§ and for all positive number

al and n with al-n > O;

(iii) there exists a positive constant L such that

_§(’¢,><,1+¢l,§,, [1+(¢l—n),§]x, l_g+(<1l-n),§]xx,8)

"‘_F(t9xr'_Y+(al"'7l_),§2 [1+(<1l-'fl),§]x» [Z+(<1l-Tl),§]xx,8)

> - Lns ( F(t x [u+ns] [u] [u] ,£I) ’__ ~_..~99~~9~x9~xx
-,_lf(’¢,><,g, [g]x, [g]xx,6)

for every positive number al and n with al-n > O.
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The proof of this theorem is same as that of
Theorem 2.14.

Theorem 6.6.

Let 2’ be a solution of the system (601). Further
let 3 be the solution of the problem (6024) such that

" v H < ml and “F(t x v[v]x [v] X 8)“ < ml2E°~ 1 ~ao~~9___x9 __
Further assume that the following conditions (i) and (ii) and
the conditions (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 6.5 are satisfied
for the functions y and ‘E which are defined as

!=(ooo’ W1, W2’ 000 )7
-6 (t-a)£

wi(t,6) = e m3(l-e 5 ),55 > o, m3 > o, i€ z.

Z

There exist positive constants £54 and C55 (independent
of m3) such that

(i) f(t,><,3f+¢l§_. [_y+<1l,§Jx, [Z+¢=l,§,Jxx, 8 )

-f(t,><,_g, [Z]x, [,1/lxx, 6)

9- “154 3 " ‘H65 3x " “166 ffxx

s P(tax9Z9 [ijxv [3]xx9€) "j(tax:Z“al£a [E"'al,§]x9

[IQ " ali Jxxv 8)

for all positive constant al and
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(ii) '§(t9xa,Y+,V!a [X+!!]x1 [,Y,+"L']xx9£) “,§(t:XaX»[l(]xa [,Y]xxv

->- 5411 +552). +56%.

S. ,E(t9XvXa[X]x9 LYJXXQ5)

-F(t x v-w [v-w]x, [v~w] 5).~ ”~~, ~~ ~~XX,
Then

(6¢27)  2(t9x0£) “ x(tsx)  3 w(t9xs£)9 116-1‘ G9

that is,

(6.28) lim || u(t,x,E) - v(t,x) || .-_- o, te cs.8->O+ ~ N
Proof

First it will be shown that the function 3 defined
in the hypothesis (ii) and the functions y,
conditions of Theorem 6.5. Consequently the estimate (6.28)

{N

satisfy the

follows. Now

PiQy+aL§) - Pix =Eialsit+ [Pi(t,x.y+al§,(yi+aisi)X,

(Yi+alsi)xx’8) - Fi(t'Xflx’Yix’Yixx’£)]

> 5 “ism * ‘H5451 * °‘16s5i><* “1§6$i><><

;_ @164 > 0, i€Z,
that is,

2w

(6.29) y + alls ) -‘B y > O.
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Further

Pi 1 = Pi[X+§]-Pi_\_§+PiX

3- 5 "it * 64‘”1 "5s“'ix * 56“’i><>< "‘5"‘13

* i 4 i 5 ix 6 ixx 13

= 8 wit + Fi(t9 3+!!! (vi+wi)x9 (vi+wi)xx9 8)

-Fi(t,x, vix, vixx,£) + Pi‘!

-5 (t-a)£
> 5 w’ +45 w' +<5 w +<§ w -iim (l-e 5

by a proper choice of ml3.

That is,

(6.30)

Also one can prove that by a proper choice of ml3,

(6.31)

Then the inequalities (6.30)-(6.31) yield

In
Z:

A

2w
l<

Rn
Ba

i

j< R y.f\It'\4

g(t9xa5) $_ Y(t9Xo8)~

Similarly

Hence the proof of this theorem.

DEs and obtain the similar resultso

£(taxv8) _€ }§,(taxa5)~

Other types of BCs can also be considered with above
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linear elliptic DEs defined on a unit square and a semi
infinite strip when a small parameter multiplies one of the
second derivatives. Infact a few results on the error
estimates and the convergence of the MOL are obtained to
the elliptic BVPs

METHOD OF LINES FOR ELLIPTIC DIFFERENTIAL

This chapter considers the MOL applied to non

Chapter 7

EQUATIONS WITH A SMALL PARAMETER*

(7.1) -uxx + f(x,y,u,ux,uy,ELuYy) = O,

(7.2)

(7.3)

and

(7.4)

(7.5)

(7.6)

u(x,0) = ¢l(><), \1(><,l) = ¢2(><), X ef. 0 l

u(o,Y) =\1/1(7). u(l,Y) =1V2(Y), YE. 0 l ,

(XOY) e G: = (O91) X (O91)!

"Uxx + f(x9Ya‘-IQUXQUYQEUYY) = O

u(0.Y) = 111(7), u(l.v) = 112(7). Ye -*===~

(xay) € G. 3: (O91) X ("°°9 )0

-I-5-Til U(x9Y) = O; Xe (Owl):

* The material of this chapter is to appear in the Journal
SIAM J. NUMER. Anal Vol.25 No.2, April 1988

Y-»~
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where 6 is a small positive parameter; ux, uy, uxx and

uyy stand respectively for bu/ox, ou/by, b2u/6x2 and
o2u/by2; f is assumed to be monotone decreasing in the
last argument.

The monotonicity condition on f with respect to
the last argument is known as the ellipticity condition so
as to make the DEs (7.1) and (7.4) as the elliptic DEs [3].
In the following the problems (7.1)-(7.3) and (7.4)-(7.6)

7‘

are respectively called (A) and (A').

The numerical approximation of solutions to PDEs
by MOL proceeds by introducing lines in G (or G‘) parallel
to either x-axis or y—axis. Along these lines the derivatives
in the normal directions are replaced by finite difference
quotients. An approximate solution is then obtained by
solving the resulting coupled system of ODEs. The successful
ness of the MOL depends on the convergence of the approximate
solutions to the corresponding solution. Walter [3],
R.C. Thompson L32], etc. discussed the MOL'for various PDEs
using the theory of differential inequalities. As mentioned
in the begining the main objective here is to apply MOL to
the problems (A) and (A') and to obtain the error estimates
and convergence of MOL with the help of the theory of differ
ential inequalities. It is reasonable to expect, because
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of the presence of the small parameter 3 , that the usual
discretization in the MOL is to be modified in order to
get satisfactory resultse

l. MOL TO THE BVP (A).

The purpose of this section is to point out the

difficulties that gs? faces in the usual discretization ofti

the MOL when appl)/ to the problems of type (A).

Consider the BVP (A) and introduce a mesh size

h= l/n, n being a natural number, and denote the grid functions

by vi(x) = v(x,yi). For an (n+l)- dimensional vector
v(x) = (vo, ..., vn), the central finite differences correspond
ing to the first and second derivatives with respect to y are
defined as follows:

5"i "" ( "1+1 " "1-1) / 2*"
52v. = ( v. - 2v.+v. ) /h2 i=l(l)n-1.1 1+1 1 1-l ’

With the above notations the discrete problem corresponding
to the BVP (A) by MOL isII 2
(7 7) - vi + f(x,yi,vi,v;;,6vi,E5 vi) = O=   =



where

vg = d2vi/ dx2, vg = dvi/dx,
vo(X)= ¢l(X), vn(X) = ¢2(X)

This BVP may be abbreviated as

Pi’! : = -vg + gi (x,v£,x) = O, i=l(l)n-l,
(7.8)

R;.'_\_I'2=

where

v = (v ,

:  j-=1-(l)n"'l9

..., v )~ O I1
I

gi(x9 Viv  = f(X1Yi2Vi9VRa5Vi9*€ SZV1 ),

Thompson [32] derived estimates and obtained the
convergence of the MOL when applied to elliptic-parabolic
DEs making use of the comparison theorems for the BVP for the
ODEs. If one applies the same procedure as given in [32] for
the problems (A), the following condition has to be satisfied

i = 1(1) D

for the discrete problem (7.8):

(7.9) F1 5 2a8

(7010) f(><,Y,Z,p,q, er) — f(><,Y,=,P,q,sr)

/ L

where a, L are positive constants independent of 5 such that

$_ - a€(r-r), rg r

1-O
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and

(7.11) lf(X.Y.Z.P.q.air)-f(x.Y.z.p.q.£r)l.5 L lq-q|

The condition (7.9) becomes more stringent as the parametergg
becomes very small. It suggests us to look for a modified
version of the existing MOL to the problem (A) as well as to
the problem (A') because the same problem is encountered with
(A') also.

2. MODIFIED VERSION OF THE MOL TO THE BVP (A).

The following discrete problem is associated with
the BVP (A).

2
n - V; + f(xaYi9Viav:!L95Vi1 E Q'(P)5 Vi) = or

(7.12)
vi(O) = LI/l(Yi)9 vi(l) =¢/2(Yi)9 1:]-(J-)n"l!

where P= h/5 , v°(x) .-_- ¢l(x), vn(x) = ¢2(x) and o(P), a
‘fitting factor‘ will be specified in the following discussion

(7.12) may be abbreviated asThe BVP

‘O
H-:
2<

:= -V; + Q (X,V;_,X) = Q, XE D,

1yl(vi)

W2(Yi) 9 j-=l(l)n"'1-9

1

) =

vi(l)

(7.13)
vi(OR;_g:

where

'2:  000,
qi(><.v1.,y,) = f(><.Yi.vi.vi. csvi, 6 <r(F’)52\/1).

i=l(l)n-l.
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The following lemma gives sets of conditions whichg = (gl’00O 000,
quasimonotone decreasing in’! in the sense of Definition 2¢l.

Lwma7J

The function g = (g ,... ..., g 1) of (7.13) is- l n
quasimonotone decreasing in_g if one of the following sets
of conditions are satisfied:

Q1.

Q2- <a>

<1»)

(¢)

(d)

Q3- (a)

(b)

04- (a)
<5

(b)

5

5vi

f(x,y,z,p,q,5r) is independent of p and o(P)=l.

vi is the central difference;
f(xaYoZ2Paqa€-I‘) "' f(xaYaZapaqaE-5)

$ - a£(r¥r), r 2 Y;

|f(><,Y,z,P,q,er) - f(><,Y,Z,P,q,er)| 5 Llq-ql;

o(P) = (LP/2a)/(1_e"‘-P/2“ ), or
o(P) = (LP/2a) cot h(LP/2 a).

is the forward or backward difference, Q2(b)
and Q2(c) hold true;

o(P) (LP/a)/(l-e'Lp/a), or
o(P) (LPYa) cot h (LPYa).

f is decreasing (respectively increasing) in p and

vi is the forward (respectively backward) difference;
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Proof

A proof is given for this lemma assuming only the

conditions stated in Q2. Similar proofs can be given
considering each of the other conditions stated above. First
it can be verified that

(7.14) o(P) Z LP/2a , that is, L/2 - ao(P)8 /h 5 O.

Next

91(x'”i'"i+1*5o'”i'v1-1) ' g1(x'"i'”1+1'”i'”i-1)

= f(><,Yi,vi,v§,6vi+ 50/2h, 8(52vi+ 50/b2) <r(P))

“' f(x9YiaViaV;i_9 6‘/is 8 C7(P)52Vi)

_§ (L £0/2h) - a€o(P) 50/h2

= £0/h (L/2 - a6o(P)/h) 5 0.

This shows that gi is decreasing with vi+l. Similarly it can
be proved that gi is decreasing with vi_l.

The BVP (7.13) is consistent with the BVP (A) in the
sense that the former problem coincides with the latter when
h=O. Further the following estimate is true for o(P):

(7.15) |8o(P)- 5| 5 on

for some constant C which is independent ofgs



The Theorem 2¢2 shall be used in the following
to derive error estimates for the modified MOL. Apart from
the quasi-monotonicity condition this theorem demands that
the BVP (7.13) should possess a ‘test function’. A set of
conditions under which such a ‘test function’ exists is
given now.

Before presenting these conditions a theorem from
[37] which shall be made use of in the further discussion is
stated now.

Theorem 702°

Consider the nonlinear two point BVP

PY= = — Y"-f(X»Y»Y') = 0, XQD = (a,b),
(7.16)

Ry: = Y(a) = U1\ 2 _
Y(b) = 112, Y€ U: = C (D)fiC(D)

Suppose f(x,y,y') satisfies the following conditions:
Q

(7¢l7) I f(xaY9Y') ” f(x9Y9Z') I S M IY'“Z'I 0

(7-18) I f(xaY9Y') ’ f(xoZvY') I s N IY “ ZI'

Then there exists a ‘test function’ s£5U such that s(x) > O

on D and P(y+als) - Py > O for every ye; U and for every

al > O provided b-a < 2 a[ M, N ]
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where

(7.19) a[M,N]: = 7

Proof

there exi

In the pr
such a fu

Lemma 7.3

145

7’ I _
1 2/(4N-M2)/2 cos HM/QNYQ if 4N—M2 > o,

2/(M2-4NY@ cosh-l(M/2N%§ if 4N-M2 < o,

T M > O, N > O
; 2/M if M2 = 4N, M > 0

L a otherwise.

For every positive number al and Y6 U,

P(Y+¢l$)-PY —@ls"-[f(X,Y+@l$. Y'+al$')-f(X.Y.Y')]

-als"-[f(x,y+als,y'+als')-f(x,y+als,y')

+ f(x9Y+als9Y') “ f(xaY1Y')]

Z -als" - Mal|s'| - Nals (Using (7.17) and
(7.18) ).

The conclusion of the present theorem follows if
sts a function s(x) such that

s(x) > O on 5, s£-3U,

s" + M|s'| + Ns < O in D.

oof of Theorem 2.2 [37, p.145], the existence of
nction s(x) is established.

Let f(x,y,z,p,q,Er) satisfy the Lipschitz conditions
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(K20) lf(><,Y,z,r>,q,er) - f(><,Y,'5,r>,q,6r)l S. NIZ-3|

and

(7-21) |f(><,Y,z,r>.q,sr) - f(><,Y,Z,r>,q,£r)l .<_ MlP—Pl,

where M,N are positive constants independent ofii . Then
the BVP (7.13) possesses a ‘test function‘ whenever l < 2a[M,Nj.

Proof

For every positive number al and from (7020)-(7.21),

P; (v+al§) - Pg! = -als{+[gi(x,vi+alsi, x+al§)

" gi(x9v;i_9,Y,)]

2
= - als; + f(x,yi,vi+alsi, vi+alsi,5vi,6o(P)5 vi)

2
- f(x,yi,vi,vi,§vi, 6o(P)5 vi)

Z - al [s" + M|s'| + Ns ],

where §_= (so,... ..., sn) with s(x) = si(x), i=O(l)n° Then
from Theorem 7.2 there exists a function s(x) with the properties

s(x) > O on D,seU,
s"+M|s'|+Ns<OinD.

3. ERROR ESTIMATES FOR THE MOL TO THE BVP (A).

In this section error estimates are obtained and the
convergence of the modified version of the MOL to the BVP (A)
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is studied. It is assumed that the BVPs (A) and (7.13)
possess solutions.

Theorem 7.4.

Let 3 = (vo, ... ..., vn) be a solution of the
discrete problem (7.13), B be a solution of the continuous
problem (A) with B = (uo,... ..., un), ui(x) = u(x,yi), i=O(l)n.
It is assumed that f,h and the differences Zlvi are defined
in such a way that one of the sets of conditions of Lemma 7.l
is satisfied. Further assume that there exists a ‘test
function‘ for the BVP (7.13) so that the monotonicity Theorem 2.2
is applicable for this. If

(<1) |uy<><.yi> -5ui| 5 <1<><>,2 . .
|8uyY(x,yi)-€o(P)5 uil _<_8B(x) +Kh in D, 1=l(l)n-l,

for some positive constant K;

f(x9Y9ZapaqaEr) "' f(xsY9-Z9-5921.9 €-1:)

Z W (x9Z"Z2|P"P|a |q"'ql9 5(_r"'r))2 Z .>. Z0 I 2 r;

(Y) there exists a non-negative function Pl(x) satisfying
the differential inequality

pl” 5 w(><.Pl. lpil. <1(><).£B(><) +1<h>, xe D.

where w(x,z,p,q,£r) is decreasing in |q| and r;



then

(7.22) |u(x,yi) - vi(x)| $ Pl(x), x€ED, i=l(l)n-1.
Proof

The estimate (7.22) is equivalent to

(7.23) - Pl(x) + vi(x) $ u(x,yi)_$ vi(x)+Pl(x), x€E 5,
i=l(l)n-1.

In the following a proof is given for the left inequality
of (7.23). The right inequality can be proved similarly.

Consider the BVP (7.13). All the conditions of
Theorem 2.2 are satisfied for this problem and therefore

apply the same to the functions vi and wi=ui+Pi, i=O(l)n.

Then

Z u(o.Yi) = 1hl(vi)_ = vi&)).

that is,

(7.24) vi(O) 5 wi(0), 1 = O(l)n.
Similarly

W (1), i=O(l)n.(7.25) vi(l) 5 1
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Also

wo(X) = uo(><) + Pl(><) Z uo(><) = u(><,0) = ¢l(><) = vo(><

that is,

(7.26) vo(x) _§_ wo(x), x65.
Similarly

(7.27) vn(x) 5 wn(x), XG5.

Next it will be shown that

2 .
(7.28) -w; 2. -f<><,vi.wi.w;,5wi. s<r(P)5 wi), 1=1(1)n-1.

Then the inequalities (7.24)-(7.28) imply

Pix 5 Pi 3, nix 5 R1 33, 1 = l(l)n-l,

vo(x)"$ wo(x), vn(x) i wn(x), x£E D, which in turn imply,
from Theorem 2.2, the left inequality of (7.23). Hence the
theorem is proved.

The inequality (7.28) is established as follows:

= " f(X2Y au(XaY-)9‘-|x(XaY )9 U (x9Yi)a€u (x9Yi))"' P"i 1 i y yy l
2 "' f(x9Yi9u(X0Yi)9ux(x9Yi)a uY(xaYi)9 8uYY(x9Yi))

" “(xv Pl:  ‘-‘(X)’ £B(x) + Kh)¢

14

).



Since f(x,y,z,p,q,5r) is decreasing in the last argument,
w(x,z,p,q,Er) is decreasing in |q| and

Hence

Z

Z

2
5o(P)5 ui _§ 6 uyy +6B(x) + Kh,I I

f(X»Yi»\1i+Pl, ui +Pl, 5%, s <r(P)5 ui )

- f(x,y ,u.,u',u (x,y.),§3u (x,yi 1 i y 1 yy
2 f(x,yi,ui+Pl, u§_+Pi, (Yui, £uyY+6B(x)+Kh)

"’f(X9Y-H1 rut!“ (xvi/‘)9 8v y(xrYi))1 i 1 y 1 y
w(><,P» lP1|. |6ui-u <><.vi>|. em-1<><>+1<h>1 Y
w(X9 Pl»  9 a(x)9 8B(x)+Kh)~

- W}: .2 -f(X»Yi»\11+ Pl, u§+Pi, 5%, ev(P)52ui),

that is ,

which is nothing but the differential inequality (7.28)o

Note.

2
- wi’ Z -f(x,yi,wi,wi,5wi, go(P)5 wi),i=l(l)n-1,

It is to be noted that

2

in
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Iguyy-£d(P)52ui| §_ Iguyy-£52111] + |652ui— £o'(P) 2ui|

.5 8 B(x) + Kh,



whenever

(7.29) <~

The method of proof adopted in the above theorem is differ

IUYY _62uil S B(x): i=l(l)n“l9

|52ui I § K/c, i=l(l)n-1.
L

ent from that of given in [3] and [32].

Theorem 7.5.

If under the general hypotheses of Theorem 7.4,

(1) |uY(xvYi) "5uil .<. a(x)9 x€ D;2 .
(11) |guYy(x,yi) -£,o(P)5 uil _gss(><)+1<h, x€ 0,

i = l(l)n-l;
(iii) f(x2YaZ2p9q:6r) ' f(x1Y9Zap2q9€r)

where the functions A(x) to D(x) are non-negative, B(x) and
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Z A(><)(z—'i') + B(X)|P-3| - ¢(X)|q—'5|-ED(X)(r—'5),

I

a(x) C(x) + D(x) (8 B(x)+Kh) are continuous in D and integrable
over D;

then

(7.30) |u(

‘t
jg B(n)dn

[C(E) ME)

.A

><'~,|
O*sa

m

xaYi)"'Vi(X)| _,_

+ 0(5) (eB(E) + Kh)]dg dt, i=l(l)n-l
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Proof

According to Theorem 2.2 it is enough to construct

a function Pl(x) satisfying the inequalities

Pl(x) 2 O on 5
and

Pi‘ 5 A(><)Pl+Bk><)IP1| - ¢(><)<r(><)—D(><)(6B(><)+Kh)

One such function Pi(x) satisfying the above requirements is
got by solving the following DE subject to the conditions

Pl(><) _>_ 0, Pi(><) 5 0=

Pf + B(x)Pi = -C(x)a(x) — D(x)(€B(x)+Kh), X65 D.

The solution is given by

X I-'
Q'\.c+

(D

Cl"

"1<><> = I  ‘QB(")d“[c<e> am) + om
x (eB(2) + Kh)] <1; at.

4. cowvensewcs OF MOL TO THE BVP (A).

By means of Theorem 7.4 it is possible to obtain
results on the convergence of solution of the discrete BVP (7.13)
to the solution of the continuous problem (A) as n-v w. If
u(x,y) is a solution of (A), denote the vector function

(uo(x), ..., un(x)) by un(x) with ui(x) = u(x,yi), i=O(l)n.



For a given value of n the solution of (7.13) is denoted

by 3“ = (vo, ..., vn). The norm U_fln H, where fin is an
(n+1)-dimensional vector function, is defined by

(7031) ||£rn   max{| wi(x) I : XE 5, i=O(l)n} .

Define the sequence of numbers‘{an} and {ifin}-by the
equations,

(7.32) an
and

(7033)

-_= sup_ max |u (x y.)-5u.|}xGD{0$i$n Y , 1 1 ’

2

p = sup__ {max |u (x y.)-(S  .“ xeD 0_<_1gn ‘/Y ' 1 1
Theorem 7.6.

uy, uyy continuous on D x D. Suppose one of the conditions of
Lemma 7.1 and the condition (iii) of Theorem 7.5 are satisfied.

Let u(x,y) be the solution of the BVP(A) with u,
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Further suppose there exists a ‘test function‘ for the BVP(7.l3).
Then

|| um - xn  --> O as n-->0», provided

1 = l(l)D-'

Proof

|<§2ui | $ Cl for some positive constant Cl,
1.

The hypotheses on f(x,y,z,p,q,€r) imply that



Theorem 7.5 is applicable to the BVP (7.l3) for each value

of n. Further uniform continuity of uy and uyy implies that
an and Bn defined in (7.32)-(7.33) tend to zero as n tends
to infinity. The conclusion of the present theorem follows

by letting a(s) 2 an and B(s) 2 5“ in (7.30) and passing to
the limit as n~+<».

5. ILLUSTRATIONS.

(a) Consider the linear equation

(7.34) auxx +£5cuYY + dux + euy + fu + g = O,

where a, c, d, e, f, g are functions defined on D. If
a(x,y) 5 3 < O and c(x,y) 5 E < O for all (X.Y)€E'5, then
Q2(b) is satisfied. If there exists a bounded integrable
function h(x) such that |c/a|, |d/a|, |e/a| $ h(x) for all
(x,Y)€E D, then Q2(c), (7.17) and (7.18) are satisfied. If
the condition on c is weakened to c(x,y) 3 O, then Q2(b) is
not satisfied. For example, if c(x,y) 2 O then the equation
(7.34) becomes a parabolic equation.

(B) Consider an almost nonlinear equation

auxx + 3 cuyy + dux + euy + f(x,y,u) = O.

If a,b,c,d and e satisfy the conditions given above then this
equation satisfy Theorem 7.6.
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6. MOL TO THE BVP (A').

Consider the BVP (A') and apply MOL to this as
in Section 2 so that one gets the following discrete problem:

“V” + f(x9Y'9V'!v!96v'96 0'(P)82V-) = 09

vi(O)= T|l(Yi)1 vi(-1) = T|2(Yi) 9 ie Z9 x€D9

where P= h/5 , h > O, yi = ih, the differences c9vi can be
either central, forward or backward,<§2vi is the central
difference.

In the discrete problem (7.35) the condition (7.6)
is not included as this is not directly used in the extension
of the results of the previous sections. Some sort of condi
tion of this type is necessary in order that the BVP be properly
formulated. Since the existence and uniqueness of solutions
are not established here, condition (7.6) is not included in
(7.35).

The BVP (7.35) may be conveniently written as

' vg + gi(x9‘/gax) = O 9
( - 6)
7 3 vi(o) = nl(Yi), vi(l) = Tl2(Y1)» i€Z.

where

gi(xaV.i1,\_f) = f(x0YiaVi9V;_9 5V1: €0'(p)52\/1): 16 Z‘
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Consider the problem (7.36) as a BVP in the Banach
space B. Using Theorem 2.5 error estimates for the BVP (7.36)
are obtained.

Lémma 7070

The function 2 = ( ..., g_l, go, gl, ... ) in (7.36)
is quasimonotone decreasing in X in the sense of Definition 2.4
if one of the following sets of conditions is satisfied for the
function f of the BVP (A'):

Q1. (a) f is independent of p;

(b) f(X2Y0Zsprq2€r) “ f(X9YaZap2qa5¥)

_>_ -K£(r-r), rg r;

(c) <5vi. §2vi are the central differences and o(P) = l.

Q2‘ (3) |f(xaY1Zap:q9€r) “ f(x9Y9Z9P:q95r)| S Llq“q|;

(b) 'KE(r;;) 3 f(x9Y9z9p9q95r) - f(x9Y9Zap1q0€;)

3 -o:6(r-r), r _>_ r andfivi, 52vi are the
central differences;

(c) o(P) = (LP/2aL/(l-e—LP/2“) or
o(P) = (LP/2a) cot h(LP/2(1), P: h/5.

Q3. (a) Q (a)-Q (b) hold true 5v. is the forward or backward2 2 ' 1
difference and (gzvi is the central difference;
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<1») aw) = (LP/==> / <1-e"""/‘> or
o(P) = (LPYa) cot h(LP/a), K,L are positive constants.

Comparing the conditionsof Lemma 7.1 and Lemma 7.7,

it is seen that an extra condition is imposed in Lemma 7.7 rather
than in Lemma 7.1. This has been imposed to meet the quasi
monotonicity condition. Following the same procedure of the
proof of Lemma 7.1, the above lemma can be proved.

Lemma 7.8.

Let f(x,y,z,p,q,£r) satisfy the Lipschitz conditions:

(7¢37) 'f(xrYoZnPaqo€r) ' f(x9Yi;aprq9€I)' 5 Nlzézlo

(7038) |f(x:YvZaPaqa5T) “ f(xaY9Z2Paqa5r)| $ M|P“P|a

where M and N are positive constants independent of 8 . Then
the problem (7.36) has a ‘test function‘ whenever l < 2 ¢[M,N].
Here a[M,N] is given as in (7.l9).,

To prove this lemma it is enough to construct a
‘test function‘ so that Theorem 2.5 holds. Hence a proof is
not needed here.

Theorem 7.9.

Suppose 2 = ( ..., v_l, vo, vl, ... ) is a solution
of the BVP (7.36), u is a solution of the BVP (A') with

‘B = ( ..., u_l, uo, ul, ... ), ui(x) = u(x,yi). It is assumed



that f,h and the differences are defined in such a way that
one of the conditions of Lemma 7.7 is satisfied. Further
assume that there exist constants M,N such that the Lipschitz
conditions (7.37) and (7.38) are satisfied. If

(3) I uY(X2Yi) " Sui] .S (‘(74):

|8uYy(x,yi) -€o(P)(52ui| _§ 6B(x)+I<h, xéfi, ie Z,
for some positive constant K;

f(x0Y9z9PaqvE-1‘) " f(xrY2.;9-50-C-1.98;)

2 '-\>(X»Z-Zr|P-PI» lq-ql.£(r—r)). Z 2 Z. r 2. rs

(Y) there exists a non-negative function Pl(x) satisfy
ing the differential inequality

ey 5 w(><.Pl. |P1|. <1(><).£B(><) + Kn)

where w(x,z,p,q,£r) is decreasing in |q| and r;

then

(7.39) |u(x,yi) - vi(x)| _§_ Pl(x), x€D,' 1E Z.

Proof

The hypotheses made here guarantee that one could
apply Theorem 2.5 for the BVP (7.36). In order to prove the
inequality (7.39) it is enough to follow the same procedure
given in Theorem 7.4.
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Theorem 7.10.

If under the general hypotheses of the above
theorem,

(1) I "Y(X»Yi) -5uil _<_ ¢(><), i€Z;

(ii) |5uYY(x,\/1) -8o(P)62ui| _§_ 8 B(x) + Kh, i6 Z,
for some positive constant.K;

(iii) f(x9YoZ0Psq9€r) " f(xoYaE:-150615-E)

2. A(><)(z-'5) + B(><)|P-5| - ¢(><)|q—'<3|-ED(X)(r—?),

121,112.13
where A(x) to D(x) are non-negative, B(x), C(x)a(x) +
D(X) (£5B(x)+Kh) are continuous in D and integrable in D;then t

t t .QB(n)dnI u(x0Yi)"Vi(X)|, s, I I 9X O

+ 13(8) (€B(£) + KM] d'a dt, 162

The proof of this theorem follows from Theorem 7.9
and Theorem 7.5.

The following theorem gives the convergence for the
MOL to the BVP (A'). The proof of this theorem runs along the
lines of finite-dimensional case and hence is omitted.



Theorem 7.ll.

Let u(x,y) be the solution of the BVP (A').

Further let uy, uyy be bounded and uniformly continuous
on E‘, and |52ui| 5 Cl for some positive constant Cl,
i€E Z. Suppose that condition (iii) of the above theorem
is true, then

sup{ |u(x,yi) - v?_(x)|: xefi, it-52}-)0 as h-+0,

where xh is a solution of the BVP (7936) for a finite h.

This chapter discussed the MOL to the DEs subject
to Dirichlet's type BCs. One can consider other types of
BCs and discuss the MOL.
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Chapter 8
METHQD OP LINES FOR PARABOLIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

WITH A SMALL PARAMETER

This chapter considers the MOL applied to non
linear parabolic DEs defined on a rectangular region and
an infinite strip. Infact the MOL is applied to the
following parabolic BVP and the Cauchy problem for the
parabolic DEs respectively:

(8.1) ut—f(t,x,u,ux,€uxx) = O, (t,x)€Gp:= (O,T] x (O,a),
T < w, a < w,

(8.2) v(0,><) = n(><), xe-:[0, H],

(8.3) u(t,O) = non), u(t,a) .-= nl(t), tE[O,T]
and

(8.4) ut-f(t,x,u,ux, sun) = o, (t,><)e,s;)= .-.-. (O,T] x R,
R = (-<==». ~),

(885) u(0,><) = n2(><), Xe; R.

where E is a small positive parameter, f(t,x,z,p,Er) is
assumed to be monotone increasing in the last argument r
which defines the parabolic character of the DEs (8.1) and
(8.4) [3].
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In the following the IBVP (8.1)-(8.3) and the
Cauchy problem (8.4)-(8.5) are respectively called (A) and
(A')

l. MOL TO THE IBVP (A).

Aim of this section is to explain the difficulties
that one faces when the usual discretization procedure in
the MOL is applied to the problems of the type (A).

Discretization of the problem (A) with respect to xyields V
6TV;)2)

(8.6)
Vi(O) = fi(Xi), i = l(l)n“l9

where vi(t) = dvi/dt. This IVP may be abbreviated as

Pix: = vi - gi(t, 3) = 0, t€ JO,
(8.7)

R

P‘

*5

= v1(O) = Vi =-n(xi)9 1 = 1(1) n-1)

where

_x = (vo, ..., vn) and

gi(t,;_;> -.= f(t,xi,vi,6vi,£o(P)(S2vi), i=l(l)n-1.

The following lemma gives sets of sufficient

conditions which guarantee that g = (gl,g2,..., gn_l) in
the IVP (8.7) would be quasimonotone increasing in the
sense of Definition 2.1.
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Lemma 8.1.

The function g of the IVP (8.7) is quasimonotone

increasing in v = (vo, ..., vn) in the sense of Definition25l
if one of the following sets of conditions is satisfied:

Q1. (a) f(t,x,z,p,€r) is independent of p and o(P) = 1.

Q2‘ (3) f(t2xaZapr8r) “ f(t9xaZ2Pr£r) Z aE:(r“r)§
(b) |f(t9x9Z0pr5r)“ f(t9XaZ9paEr)| $ L|p“p'i

where a,_L are positive constants independent ofgi ;

(C) o(P) = (LP/2a) / (1-e'LP/2“ ) or
o(P) = (LP/2a) cot h (LP/2a );

(d) (§vi is the central difference.

Q3. (a) 6V1 is the forward or backward difference, and
Q2(a) and Q2(b) hold true;

0») o(P) = (LP/<1) / (.1-e"-W“ > or

o(P) = (LP/a) cot h (LF7a).

Q4. (a) f is decreasing (respectively increasing) in p
and 6'11 is the forward (respectively backward)
difference;

(b) d(P) = l.



Proof

In the following this lemma is proved by consider

ing, for example, the conditions stated in Q2. First
observation is that o(P) satisfies

(8.8) o(P) Z LFY2a.

Secondly gi depends only on t, vi_l, vi, vi+l.
Then

gi(t'”1-1'”i'Vi+1*Eb)'91(t'”i-1'”1'”1+1)

= f(t,xi,vi,5_vi+ so/211, 5 o(P) (§2vi+£o/h2))

-f(’¢.><i,vi, évi, e o(P)<5 2vi)

_>_ -L 60/2n + aEo(P) £0/n2

= (aeeo/h2)(o(P)-m./2ae) ;_ 0,

which shows that gi is increasing with v 1. Similarly1+

one can prove that gi is increasing with vi_l. Hence the
proof of this lemma.

The IVP (8.7) is consistent with the problem (A)
in the sense that the former coincides with the latter when
hr-O0
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From the proof of the above lemma it appears

that the condition on o(P) (Q2(c) and Q3(b) of Lemma 8.1)
may be replaced by the inequality (8.8). This cannot be
done because o(P) has to satisfy, in the future, the second
part of the condition (a) of Theorem 8.3. This in turn,
sometimes, insists that the estimate (7.15) has to be
satisfied by o(P).

The error estimates and hence the convergence to
the MOL when applied to the problem (8.1)-(8.3) are obtained
using Theorem 2.3. But this theorem demands, apart from the

quasi-monotonicity condition on g, that the IVP (8.7) should
possesses a ‘test function’. A set of conditions under which
such a ‘test function‘ exists is given now.

Lemma 8.2.

Let f(t,x,z,p,€r) satisfy the one sided Lipschitz
condition _. 3- i

f(taXvZaPoEr)-f(t9XaZapaer) $ LfiZ“Z)v Z Z Z2

where L > O. For the IVP (8.7) the function 5 = (so,......,sn)

si(t) = s(t) = e5t, 5 > L, 1 = O(l)n, is a ‘test function‘
provided that avi is taken to be the central difference.
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Proof

For every <1 > O and 3, vi€ U: = Cl(Jo)flC(J),

Pi(g+¢§)-Pig = “Si - [qi(t.g+@g) — qi(t.g)]

= as;_- [f(t,xi,vi+asi, 5vi,go(P)52vi)

"' f(t9xi9vi95vi7£6(p)82vi) ]

Z as(t) (B-L) > O, i = l(l)n-l.

2. ERROR ESTIMATES FOR THE MOL TO THE BVP (A).

In this section the error estimates are obtained
and hence studied the convergence of the modified version
of the MOL to the problem (A). The existence and the
uniqueness of solutions for the problems under consideration
are not discussed here and hence it is assumed that both the
problems (A) and (8.7) possess unique solutions.

Q

Theorem 8.3.

Let 3 = (vo, ..., vn) be a solution of the IVP (8.7),
u be a solution of the problem (A) with‘g = ( uo, ..., un),
ui(t) = u(t,xi), xi = ih, i = O(l)n. It is assumed that f, h
and the difference £)vi are defined in such a way that one of
the sets of conditions of Lemma 8.1 is satisfied. Further
assume that there exists a ‘test function‘ for the IVP (8.7)
so that Theorem 2.3 is applicable to this. If



(a

(B)

where w(t
increasin

(Y)

) I
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ux(t,xi) -5ui| 5 a(t),
|€uXx(t,xi)- £o(P)62ui | _§8B(t)+Kh, t e Jo,

i=l(l)n-l, for some positive constantI<;

f(t9x9Z9p98r) " f(tax:-29-595-IE)

S. w(trZ""Z9 |p“p|| 8(r"'r))9 Z 2 Zr r Z rs

,z,p,5r) is defined in Jo x R3, R+: = [0, w), and
g in |p| and r;

there exists a non-negative function Pl(t) satisfying
the differential inequality

(8.9) P'(t) > w(t P (t), a(t),8B(t)+Kh), t€J°,
then

(8.10)

Proof

(8.11)

In the fo
equality
similarly

1 ' l
|u(t,xi) - vi(t)| 5 Pl(1;), teJ, i=l(l)n-1.

The error estimate (8.10) is equivalent to

-P1(t) + v1(’¢) .<_ u(’¢,><i) $ vi(t) + Pl(’¢), 116%

1=1(1)n-1.

llowing a proof is given to establish the left in
of (8.11). The right inequality can be proved



All the conditions of Theorem 2.3 are satisfied
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for the IVP (8.7) and hence it can be applied to the functions

vi(t) and wi(t) = ui(t) + Pl(t), 1 = O(l)n.

wi(0) = ui(0) + Pl(0) 3 u(0,Xi) = n(Xi) = vi(0),

that is,

i = l(l)n-l,

(8.12) vi(O) $ wi(O), i = l(l)n—l.

Also

wo(t) = uo(t) + F1(t) Z uo(t) = u(t,0) = no(t) = vo(t),

that is,

(8.>l3) v°(t) _§_ w°(t), t€J.

Similarly

(8.14) vn(t) _§_ wn(t), t€J.

If it is possible to establish the differential in
equality

(8.l5) w! > f(t,x. w.,6w go(P)52w.) i=l(l)n-l,1 — 1' 1 i’ 1 ’
then this inequality and (8.12)-(8.14) imply

Pi‘!

v°(t)

$

5. t): vn(t)‘s Wn(t)9



which in turn, from Theorem 2.3, imply the left inequalityCf
In the following differential inequality (8,l5)

shall be established.

wi =

2

ug_+  = f(t9xia‘-‘(taxi)’ ux(t!xi)9 £Uxx(t9xi)) 4"

f(’¢,><i,u(’¢,><i), ux(’¢,><i), auxx(’¢,><i))

+ w(ta Pl9a(t)9 8B(t) 4" Kh)~

Since f(t,x,z,p,gr) is increasing in the last argument,
m(t,z,p,Er) is increasing in |p| and

then

€<r(P

f(t

S.

S.

S.

)52ui _<_ E, uxx(t,xi) +8B(t) +Kh,

,xi,ui+Pl, 5ui,8o(P)52ui) - f(t,xi,ui,ux(t,xi),

£uxx(t,><i) )

f(t,xi,ui+Pl, 5111, 5uxx(t,xi) + as(t) + Kh)

- f(t,xi,ui,ux(t,xi), Euxx(t,xi) )

w(t, Pl, |5ui-ux(t,xi)|, saw) + K*h)

w(t,Pl, a(t), eB(t) +1<n).

16



Hence
2

wi _>_ f(t,xi,ui+Pl,6ui,€o(P)CS ui)

Z f(t,xi,wi,6 wi, 8 o(P)52wi) , i=l(l)n-1.

Hence the theorem is proved.

Theorem 8.4.

If, under the general hypotheses of Theorem 8,3,

(1) |ux(t,xi)—5ui| 5 a(t), teJo, i=l(l)n-1;

(ii) |£uxx(t,xi)-E,o(P)t§2ui| $_£B(t)+Kh, tEJ°, i=l(l)n-1;
(iii) f(t9xrZ9p9Er)"f(t9xi-it-1598?) S. A(t)(Z"E) "|' B(t)|P"'-5'

+E.C(t)(r--r), z Q z, rg r,

where functions A(t), B(t) a(t) +£LC(t)B(t) are continuous in

JO and integrable over J;

then

t
(8.16) |u(t,xi)-vi(t)| 5 ,/‘{B(s)<1($) +£C(s)B(s) + Kn}° t

f A(s)d$
x e S ds, in J, i=l(l)n—1.

If the functions a,B,A,B,C are constants, the above estimate
reduces to

(8.17) |u(t,xi)-vi(t)| S. (aB+£CB+Kh) (eAt-l)/A, iEZ.
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Proof

According to Theorem 8.3 it is enough to construct

a non-negative function Pl(t) satisfying the differential
inequality

Pi(t) 2 A(t) Pl + B(t)a(t) +8C(t)B(t) + Kh

One such function is got by solving the following IVP

pi(t) = A(t)Pl+B(t)a-Qt) +8C(t)B(t)+I<h+ £0,

= 80! 80 > O
and is given by t fFA(r)dr

Pl(t) = f{B(s)a(s)+8C(s)B(s)+Kh+£°} es ds, in J.o

Thus

|u(t)xi) "'  S   JO‘
Letting Eb-+-O one gets the required inequality (8.16).

3. CONVERGENCE OF THE MOL TO THE PROBLEM (A).

By means of Theorem 8.4 it is possible to obtain
results on the convergence of the solution of the IVP (8.7)
to the solution of the problem (A) as the mesh size goes to zero.



If u(t,x) is a solution of the problem (A), denote the

vector function (uo(t), ..., un(t)) by g?(t) with

ui(t) = u(t,xi), i=O(l)n. For a given value of n the
solution of the IVP (8.7) will be denoted by

‘xn = (vo, ..., vn). The norm H gnll, where fin is

an (n+1)-dimensional vector function, is defined by

(8.18)  Ivan  = max{ |wi(t)|: t€J, i=O(l)n} .

Define the numbers an and Bn as

(8.19) an = :2-pJ{ 21215“ |ux(t,xi) - 6ui|}
and

2

(8.20) fin = :\é')J{ 821$“ |uxx(t,xi) -(S uil}.

Theorem 8.5.

Let u(t,x) be the solution of the problem (A) with

u, ux, uxx be continuous on J x J. Suppose one of the
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conditions of Lemma 8.1 and the condition (iii) of Theorem 8.4
are satisfied. Further suppose there exists é ‘test function‘
for the IVP (8.7).
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Then Hun-vn||-+Oas n-+==>I‘\l IV '
2

provided |<§ uil 5 Cl, i=l(l)n-l, for some constant Cl.

Proof

Since it is assumed that one of the conditions of
Lemma 8.1 is satisfied and the existence of a ‘test function’
for the IVP (8.7), the general hypotheses of Theorem 8.3

are valid. Further, since u, ux, uxx are continuous on J x J
and |52ui| 5 C, then the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 8.3
are true. The condition (iii) of the same theorem is assumed
to be true here. Thus one may apply Theorem 8.4 to the

problem (A). The uniform continuity of ux and uxx implies
that an and fin defined in (8.19)-(8.20) tend to zero as n
tends to infinity. The conclusion of this theorem follows

immediately by letting a(s) 2 an and B(s) E Bn in (8.16) and
passing to the limit as n--vw.

4. ILLUSTRATIONS.

(a) Consider the linear equation

ut =€a(t,x)uxx + b(t,x)ux + c(t,x)u + d(t,x).

If a(t,x) Z a > 0, the coefficients a,b,c,d are continuous in
G, then the convergence results given in Theorem 8.5 hold
true in this case.

(B) Consider the mildly nonlinear equation

ut =Ea(t,x)uxx + b(t,x)ux + c(t,x,u).
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Theorem 8.5 can be applied to this equation provided c(t,x,u)
satisfies the Lipschitz condition

c(t,x,z) — c(t,x,;)_$ C(z-E) for z Z E

and a,b,c are continuous in E.

(Y) For the general quasi—linear equation

ut = £a(t,x,u,ux)uxX + b(t,x,u,ux)

one can get convergence only in a small interval [O,to] as
seen from the following discussion.

Consider the equation

ou/bt =-. f(t,x,u,ux,5uxx)

and assume that f is continuous in E x E3 and satisfies local
Lipschitz condition.

To each M > O there corresponds an L = L(M) such that

i i L _ — for |z|, |z|, |p|, |p|, |r|, |r| $ M and z Z z, r Z r.

Further assume that to each M there corresponds an a = a(M)
such that
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\_ i 
f(t,x,z,p,£-Zr) - f(t,x,z,p,&r) Z £a(r-r) for r 2 r

and Ill» |P|¢ lrl, lrl 5. M

Let u be a solution of the problem (A) whose derivative

uxxxx is bounded in G, and let M be a constant such that

IUIY luxl’ IUXXIY luxxx|9 luxxxxu 5- M in G.

Choose N > M and set

fN(t0x0zrP95r) = 531-'+f(t9x:¢N(Z)1 ¢N(P)a ¢N(5-r)"'a¢N(5r))a

where ¢N(s) = s for |s| $ N and ¢N(s) = i (N+l) for is 2 N+2

and a = a(N+l). Then the function fN satisfies the Lipschitz
condition (B) of Theorem 8.3 with L = L(N+l), a = a(N+l) and
satisfies the condition (iii) of Theorem 804 with A(t)=B(t)=
C(t)=L=L(N+l) globally, that is, in ‘G x E3.

Then the solution u is a solution of the equation

ut = fN(t,x,u,ux, auxx)

and similarlylg is a solution of the corresponding discrete

problem An for

|vi|, |6vi|, |52vi| 5 N, that is, for small t.

In Theorem 8.4 choose a(t) and B(t) as2 2a(t) = Mh /24, p(t) = Mh /6.
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Then the inequality (8.17) becomes

|u(t,xi)-vi(t)| 5 [(l+4£)Mh2/24 + Kh/L] (eLt-1)

and

|5vi-ux(t,xi)| $,|5vi—5ui| + |5ui-ux|

_5 [(1+4s) Mh/12+ K/L] (eLt-l) + Mh2/24

|g 0(9) 52vi -Euxx(t,xi)|

5 |€o(P)§2vi-£52vi| + £|52vi-uxx(t,xi)|

5 Kh + 52/12 me‘-’°-1) + e/6 Mh2.

Let to be a positive number such that the right
hand side of these two inequalities are less than or equal

to N-M for O 5 t 3 to and small h. Hence from the proof of
Theorem 8.5 it is seen that vi,6vi and 62w/1 are bounded by
the absolute value N for O_5 t-5 to.

That is, if f satisfies the conditions stated above
(local Lipschitz condition and local stronq parabolicity)
and if u is a solution of the problem (A) with a bounded

derivative uxxxx, then there exists a positive to such that

u(t,xi) - v2(t) = o(n) uniformly in 0.5 t_5 to.
The result applies to the quasilinear equation.



5. MOL TO THE BVP (A').

Consider the Cauchy problem (A') and apply the
MOL to this problem so as to get the following discrete
problem

vi - f(t,xi,vi,5vi,£o(P)52vi) = 0, tE'.Jo,
(8021) = fli,  0

The IVP (8.21) may be conveniently written as

vi - qi(t, 3) = o, tEJ°
(8.22) = "ii
where

l!’-:( 000, V-1’ V0’ V1’ 000 )

gi(t9,!) = f(t9xi9vi95vi96U(P)52vi)9 5-6 2'

Theorem 2.6 will be made use of to arrive at the error
estimates and the convergence of MOL to the Cauchy problem.

Lémma 806;

The function g = ( ..., g_l, go, gl, ... ) in the
IVP (8.22) is quasimonotone increasing in‘; in the sense of
Definition 2.4 if one of the following sets of conditions
is satisfied for the function f of the problem (A'):
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Q1 <a>

<1»)

(¢)

Q2 (a)
(b)

(¢)

f is independent of p;

f(t0x9zap0€r) " f(tox2Z1P05-£)$. K€(1"'_£)o

for some positive constant K, r Z Y;

5vi, 52vi are the central differences and o(P)=l.

|f(tax9Zspr8r) " f(t:xaza-P3v£r)| $. LIP’-Isl;
f(t9X1Z2p2Er) "' f(t9xoZrp9E»r) Z a5(r"'r);

f(t9xvZap28r) " f(t9x9Z0po£;-2) S. K5(r"-E):

for some positive constants L, <1, K and r }_ r;

(d) §vi, 62'»/1 are the central differences;
(e) <r(P) = (LP/2“) / (l-e"LP/2“ ) or

o(P) = LP/20: cot h (LP/20:), P: h/g.

Q3 (a) Q2(a) - Q2(c) hold true, 5vi is the forward or

(b)

Lemma 8.7

condition
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backward difference and 52w/1 is the central difference

o(P) = (LP/a) / (l-e-LP/a) or

o(P) = (LP/a) / cot h (LP/a).

Let f(t,x,z,p,6r) of (8.4) satisfies the Lipschitz

(8.23) f(t,x,z,p,£r)-f(t,x,'i,p,8r) _§ ll(z-Z), ll > 0, z Z -i.



Then the function 3 = (..., s_l,so,$l, ... ) with
(2l+cS)t

si(t) = e , i E Z, §is any positive real number,
is a ‘test function‘. Also the conditions of the type
(2.18) is true for the function g of the IVP (8.22).I\I

Proof
The first claim follows from

Pi(g+<1l§_,) - Pi g = <11 S; - [<;i(’¢,g+<1l§) — <Ji(t.,g)]

= al si -[f(t,xi,ui+alsi, 5ui,8o(P)52ui)

"" f(taxivui9 5Uia E 0'(P)52ui) ]

Z“1$i"'£1°‘15i ?- “15 > 0'
The proof for the second claim is trivial and hence it is
omitted.

Theorem 8.8.

Lét V = ( 000 V 1’ V0, V1, 000 ) be 8 SOlUtiOD
of the IVP (8.22), u'a solution of the problem (A') with

2': (..., u_l, uo, ul, ...), ui(t) = u(t,xi), xi = ih, iEEZ
It is assumed that f, h and hence the differences 5v1 are
defined in such a way that one of the sets of conditions of
Lemma 8.6 is satisfied. Further assume that there exists a

constant ll such that the Lipschitz condition (8.23) is

l7
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satisfied. If

(<1) |ux<t.><i) -5ui| 5, am.2 .
|Euxx(t,xi) -e<:(P)5 uil 5550;) + Kh, teJ0, l€Z,

for some positive constant K;

f(t9xaZspa£r) "' f(toxv-it-525--E)

5 .w(’¢.Z-Z , lP—P|. 6(r-r)). Z .>_ Z» r 2. 1‘.

where w(t,z,p,Er) is defined in Jo x R3 and increasing in |p|
and r;

(7) there exists a non-negative function Pl(t) satisfying
the differential inequality

P1(t) > ~<t,Pl<t>, act), sB(t)+1<h). two.
then

(8.24) |u(t,xi) - vi(t)| _§_ Pl(t), ’¢EJ, iEZ.

Proof

The assumptions made here guarantee that one could
apply Theorem 2.6 for the IVP (8.22). In order to obtain the
estimate (8.24) one may follow the same procedure adopted in
the proof of Theorem 8.3.

80
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Theorem 8.9.

If under the general hypotheses of Theorem 8.8,

(1) |ux(t,xi) -6ui| 5_ a(t), t6Jo, iez;
(11) |£uxx(t,xi)- £o(P)52ui| _g55(t) + Kh, t€Jo, ieZ;

(iii) f(taXaZapaEr) " f(taxa-22.526?)
s. A(1:>(z-'i)+ B(t>|p-El +e¢(t)(r-E‘). Z .2 ‘Z. r 2. 1',

where functions A(t), B(t)a(t) +££C(t)B(t) are continuous in

Jo and integrable over J,
then

t
(8.25) |u(t,xi)—vi(t)| §_ j'{B(s)a(s)+£C(s)B(s)+Kh}o t

fA(s)ds
x es ds, t€J, i€Z.

If the functions a, B, A, B, C are constants, the above
estimate reduces to

(8.26) |u(t,xi)-vi(t)| 5_ (czB+£CB+Kh) (eAt-l)/A, ie.Z.

Following the method of proof of Theorem 8.4 and
using Theorem 8.8 one can prove this theorem.

Following theorem gives the convergence for the MOL

to the problem (A'). The proof of this theorem runs along
the lines of finite dimensional case and hence it is omitted.

\



Theorem 8.10.

Let u(t,x) be the solution of the problem (A').

Further let u, ux, uxx be bounded and uniformly continuous

on E‘ = [O,T] x (-w, w) and |52ui| § Cl for some positive
constant Cl, i€E Z. Suppose that the condition (iii) of
Theorem 8.9 holds true, then

sup{|u(t,xi) - v2(t)|: t€J, i€Z}-—v O as h-+0,

where gh is a solution of the IVP (8.22) for a finite n.

CONCLUSIONS.

In this chapter, MOL to the DEs subject to the
Dirichlet's type BCs is discussed. One can consider other
types of BCs and discuss the MOL.
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Chapter 9

METHOD OF LINES FOR SYSTEMS OP PARABQLIC DIFFERENTIAL

EQUATIONS WITH A SMALL PARAMETER

This chapter briefly discusses the MOL when apply
to weakly coupled systems of two equations of parabolic type.
Infact, error estimates and the convergence of the MOL are
obtained to the problems:

ut = f(t,x,u,U,ux, Euxx) ,
(9.1)

ut = F(t,x,u,U,Ux, euxx), (t,x)€Gp:=(O,T] x (O,a),

subject to the BCs

(u(0.><) = n(><). u(0.><> = 2, (X)

(9¢2) <J u(t9O) = 'rlo(t)9 U(t0O) = ‘E-o(t)

y_u<t,a> = nl(t), u<t.a> =~al<t>, te<o,r>

and the Cauchy problem

(9 3) ut = f(t,x,u,U,ux, 6 uxx), _
ut = F(t,x,u,U,Ux, euxx ), (t,x)€GI'3: = (O,T] x R,

R = ("°°9 °°)9

(9¢4) u(O9x) = 712(74): U(Oax) = E~2(x)2 X€R~

Here €.is a small positive parameter, ut, ux, Ux, uxx, Uxx
have the usual meaning and f,F are assumed to be increasing
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with uxx and Uxx respectively. Using the same procedure
given in the previous chapters one can obtain the results
for the above BVPs. Therefore only the results are stated
but not proofs.

Theorem 9.1.

Consider the IVP

Pi Xv}: wi - 1-Ii(t,'w) = o, teJo = (O,T_|,
(95) R1 ,»3== wi(O) = Ai, i=l(l)n, i=n-+2 (l)2n,

where w = (wo, ..., wn, wn+l, ..., w2n+l), wiEiU:= Cl(Jo)(\C(J)

Assume

(i) H(t z) is quasimonotone increasing with 2;IIv IV ‘V
(ii) Iw is the solution of the IVP (9.5);

(iii) there exists a ‘test function’ 2: J-+-R2n+2 with the
properties: §_> O on J, that is,si(t) > O, si€EU, i=O(l)2n and

(9.6) Pi (5+qs) - Pi'5 > O, i=l(l)n, i=n+2(l)2n,

for every positive real number a and z, zieg U;

Then for every 2’: (uo, ..., un, un+l, ..., u2n+l),

‘X = (vo, ..., vn, vn+l, ..., v2n+l), ui, vie; U, the following
implication is true:



‘”uo<t> 5 won) 5 vow,
un(t> _<_ wnm _5_vn(t>,

(9.7) £
un+l(t) £ wn+l(t) 3 vn+l(t)’
u (t)<2n+l _ w (t)< v (t) t é.J,

k.
2n+l — 2n+l ’

4?’

Rig _§ Rig _<_ R. v, i — l(l)n, i —- n+2(l)2n1- ' “ ’
(9.8)4‘Pi}_1/_<_ Pi)! _§_ Pix,

5.. 5. Y“: i‘-=1-(l)nL Pi+n2' Pi+n"1 Pi+n
:.-_._.-:;::::§

zi(t) 5 wi(t) 3 vi(t) in Jo, i=l(l)n, i=n+2(l)2n.

1. MOL TO THE BVP (9.1)-(9.2).

Consider the BVP (9.1)-(9.2) and introduce a mesh
size h = a/n, n being a natural number and denote the grid

functions by vi(t) = v(t,xi) and Vi(t) = V(t,xi). For the

(n-l)<dimensional vectors x(t) = (vl, ..., vn_l) and

‘!(t) = (V1, ..., Vn_l), the forward differences corresponding
to the first and second derivatives with respect to x are
defined by

5v. = (v. -v.)/h, 6V. — (V. —V.)/h1 1+1 1 1 ' 1+1 12 _ 2 2 _ 2
<5 "1 ' (V1-1‘2”1*”1+1)/h ' <5 V1" (Vi-l'2Vi+Vi+l)/h 
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With these notations the discrete problem corresponding to
the BVP (9.1) - (9.2) by MOL is given by

(9.9) <,

Set
W :

I

fvi = rm, xi, vi, Vi,5vi,&5Zvi),
A vi = P(t,xi, vi, vi, 6vi,e5%/1),
“ vi(0)= n(Xi),

k vi(o)= £(><i), 1 = l(l)n—l.

v., i = O(l)ni 1
wi+n+l

and let
= Vi,i = O(l)n

)2’ =5  000’ Wn,  O00’
Then one gets an equivalent form for the problem (9.9) as

T’
P112’,

Pi+n%

(9.10) 4

R. wla;

2
‘ = wi"f(t’xi’wi’wi+n+l’6wi’£8 W1) = O. __ ' - 0 0 0‘ " wi+n+l F(t’xi’w1’W1+n+l’6w1+n+l’

€62wi+n+l) = 09 i=1-(1-)n"'l9

: = wi(O) + n(Xi)

Ag Ri+n+1% ’ = wi+n+l(O) = E U1)’ i=l(l)(""l)'

l8
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The IVP (9.10) may be abbreviated as

‘r Pig == wi - gi(t,y!) = o,
q Pi+n+l£: = wi+n+l ' Gi(t*£) = O’ i=l(l)n-1’

(9.11) 4
R1 3,1 == wi(0) = n(><i),

L Ri+n+l%; = wi+n+l(O) = E‘(xi)’ i:l(l)n_l
where

E =  000, Wn,  000’
= f(t)xi9wi9 Wi+n+l96wi9£52wi)92 .
G1(t'f£’) = F(t"‘1"“i'“’i+n+1' 5‘”1+n+1'E5 “’1+n+1) ' 1=l(l)“"l'

If one applies the same procedure as given in Walter [3]
to the BVP (9.1)-(9.2) then the following conditions may have
to be satisfied for the discrete problem (9.11):

(9.12) n 5 20:6/L

where a, L are constants independent of 6 such that

(9013) f(taXrZsZap9€r) ' f(t9x9Z9Z9p9E?) 2 aE5(r;;)1
(9.14) F(t,x,z,Z,p,5r) — F(t,x,z,Z,p,gr) 2 aé2(r-r), r Z r,
and

(9015) |f(tvx0ZaZrpa8r)“§f(tax9ZaZaE:5r)I S L |P’6|9

(9016) |P(taxaZoZaPvEr)' F(taxaZ0Z9EaEr)|.$ LIP“;
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As pointed out in the previous chapters, the
condition (9.12) is not feasible especially when 6 is very
small. Hence a modified version of MOL is necessary.

2. MODIFIED FORM OF THE MOL TO THE av? (9.1)-(9.2).

The modified discrete problem to be associated with
(9.1)-(9.2) is given byc 2

‘ vi = f(t,xi,vi,Vi, (Svi, 8o(P)5 vi),

vi = F(t,xi,vi,Vi,6Vi,E a(P)52vi),
(9.17) 4*

A vi(O)= n(xi).

kvi<o>=z<><i>. 1-=1<1>n-1,

where P = h/2. vo(t) = no(t). vn(t) = nl(t). VO(’¢) =go(t).

Vn(t) = E1(t) and o(P) a ‘fitting factor’ is specified below.
The IVP (9.17) may be abbreviated as

_I-jg: = 11'-H(t»W)=Q, teJo.
(9.18)

B-= = r:<°>=-'5.»f'\Iwhere 2 _
Hi =  = f(t9xi9wi9wi+n+l75wi9£U(P)8 W1)! 1:]-(1-)n"'

2
Hi : Gi(t’-V5) = F(t’xi’wi’wi+n+l’5wi+n+l’ 5 °(p)5 wi+n+l)’

i=n+2(l) 2n,
E = (Hlyooo, Hn_l,Hn_2’ooo,H2n),

3’ =  ...,Wn,  0 0’
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The following lemma gives sets of conditions for Hl€
to be quasimonotone increasing in‘! .

Lemma 9.2,

The function Q of the IVP (9.18) is quasimonotone
increasing in‘g if f is increasing with V and F is increasing
with u and if one of the following sets of conditions is
satisfied.

I (a) (i) f(t,x,z,Z,p,er) and F(t,x,z,Z,P,€r ) are increasing
in r and independent of p;

(b) v(P) = 1

11 (3)  f(t9xsZaZ9P95r) "’ f(t9x97-sZaPa€-E) Z a5(3-""';)9 r 2. -fa

(ii) F(t9xaZ0Z:Pa€r) " F(t:x9z!ZrPa€-3?) 2. a£(r";)§ r .>- -£5

(b) (1) |f(tsxvZoZaPn€I‘) "' f(trxoZaZa-P3953-')| .S LIP“-5|:

<11) lP<t.x.z.z.p.er)- F(t,X,Z,Z,5,er)| s Lip-5|;

where a, L are positive constants independent oféi;

<<=> am = (LP/2w <1-e"-P/2°‘> <>r~
o(P) = (LP/2a)cot h(LP/2:1), P= h/5;

(d) 6V1 and 5V1 are the central differences.

III (a) l(a) and I(b) hold and 5vi and 5V1 are the forward
or backward differences;

(b) <r(P) = (LP/<1) / (1-e'LP/a ) or
o(P) = (LP/a) cot h (LP/a ).
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IV (a) f and F are increasing in r and increasing

(respectively decreasing) in p,6vi and 5V1 are the forward
(respectively backward) differences;

(b) <r(P) = l

The following lemma gives a set of conditions under
which a ‘test function‘ as defined in Theorem 9.1 exists for
the IVP (9.18).

Lémma 9030

Let f(t,x,z,Z,p,gr) and P(t,x,z,Z,p,Er) satisfy the
Lipschitz conditions

|f(tsxrZ2Zapa5r) " f)(t9x0Es-Z2396-£‘)|

_<_ I-[(2-z)+(Z-Z)+|P-P|+8(r-r)1, Z 2. Z, Z 2. Z, r 2. r,

|P(tsx2-7-azrposr) "' F(t!x7-it-Z!-59E-5))

5_ L[(z-z)+(Z—Z)+|p-pl+£(r—r)], z ;_ ‘i, z g_ '2, r 3 '5,

where L is a positive constant independent of£;. Then the. . 't
functiongg = (so, ..., s2n+l) with si(t) = s(t) = ea2 ,
i = O(l)2n+l, a2 is sufficiently large positive number, is a
‘test function‘ for the problem (9.18).

3. ERROR ESTIMATES.

The theorems stated in this section give error estimates
and the convergence of the modified MOL to the BVP (9.1)-(9.2).
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Theorem 9.4.

Letl= (vo, ..., vn),'§/I = (V1, ..., Vn) be a
solution of (9.17), u, U be a solution of (9.1)-(9.2) with

ui(t) = u(t,xi), Ui(t) = U(t,xi), xi = ih, i = O(l)n. It

is assumed that f, F, h, the differences 5vi,5\/i, 52vi, 62Vi
are defined in such a way that one of the sets of conditions
of Lemma 9.2 is satisfied. Further assume that there exists
a ‘test function’ for (9.18) so that the monotonicity
Theorem 9¢l is applicable for it.

If

(9019) ‘I | bu/bx (t,><i) -6ui| 5 al(t)
V | 6U/ox (t,xi) _¢5ui|_5 a2(t), i=l(l)n,

K |E<32u/bx2(t,xi) -Eo(P)§2ui| $_ 8 Bl(t)+ Klh. 4
(9 20) 7_ |ga2u/o><2(t,><i) -£o(P)52Ui| 5 &;B2(t)+ Kzh, i=l(l)n,

Kl,1<2 are constants.
r"

f(taX0Z9Zapv£r)"f(tax9Ev-is-fiafig)

_S_ U-‘l(tvz"ZsZ"Zs |p"P|a 8(r"r))9 Z 2. Z: Z 2. Z9 I 2. rs(9.21)<: _ _ _ _
F(tox9z0Z9p9Er)'F(trxazazaP1€r)

L_ ‘$ w2(t,z-z,Z-Z, |p—p|,5(r-r)), z 2 z, Z Z Z, r Z r,
(tvxazszrpaer) 9 (tax:-£2-Z2-50 5-£)E Q1

.  > wl(t1 P]_aP29 al(t)o aBl(t) "|"(9.22) ,
P2 > w2(t9Plv P29 512(13): aB2(t) + K211)



where Pl(O)9 P2(O) 2 or al(t)9 a2(t)9 Bl(t)9 B2(t) are

defined in Jo, wl(t,z,Z,p,&r), w2(t,z,Z,p,&r) are defined

in Jo x{(z,z,p,er), z ;_ 0, z _>_ 0, p 3 0, 1»; o} and
increasing in p, r,

then

| u<1=,><i> - vi<1=>| 5
(9.23)

I U(t9xi) “ Vi(t)I i
Theorem 9.5.

Pl(t)

P2(t) in J, i=l(l)n-l.

If under the general hypothesis of Theorem 9.4,

<1) <a> | ux<+=.><i> -5ui| g aloe),
<b> I u,<t.><i> -éuil .5. <12<t>

(11) (a) |5uxx(t,xi) -eo(P)§2ui| 5

(b) leuxx(t,><i) - ea(P)52ui|

in Jo;

8 Bl(t) + Klh

S 8 B2(t) + K21“, in Jo;

(iii) (a) f(t,x,z,Z,p,£r) - f(t,x,z,Z,p,Er) _
5 Al(+:>(u-II) + Bl<t)(u-U) +_¢l(t>|p-6| +£Dl(t)(r

u Z as U Z Us r 2-?!

(b) F(tvxaZoZvpv3r) “ F(t:xoZaZrPa€r)

5 A2(t)(u-E) + B2(t>(u-U) + <:2(t>lp-BI +&D2(r)(r
u 2 Ur U Z Us r Z rs
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where the functions Ai(t), Bi(t), Ci(t), Di(t), i = 1,2, are

continuous in J, Bl(t) al(t) + cl(t) (e Bl(t) +Kl(t),
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B2(t)a2(t) + C2(t)(8B2(t)+ k2h) are integrable in Jo and

Bl(t), B2(t), Al(t), A2(t) are non-negative functions,

then

(9.24) |u(t,xi) - vi(t)| 5_}{Bl<s><=l<s>+c1<s> <6 sl(s)+Klh)}° t
f Al(r)drx es ds in J,

(9.25) |U(t,xi)#Vi(t)| 5 }{:B2(s)a2(s) + C2(s)(€B2(s)+K2h)}o t
j'A2(r)drx es ds in J.

Further if the functions ai, Bi, Ai, Bi, Ci, i=l,2, are
constants then the above inequalities reduce to

Alt
| u(t,xi)-vi(t)| 5_{alBl+cl(epl+1<ln)} (e -l)/Al,

( A2t
| u(t,><i)-vi(t)| 5 {a2B2+c2(ea2+x2h)} (e -1)/A2.

Using Theorem 9.4 one can obtain the results on the
convergence of solutions of (9.17) to the solutions of BVP
(9.1) - (9.2) as n-+~». If u(t,x), U(t,x) is a solution of
the BVP (9.1)-(9.2) then let un(t), Un(t) be the vector

functions 3“ = (ul(t), ..., un_l(t) ) and g" = (ul(t),...,un_l(t))

respectively, where h = a/n, xi = ih, ui(t) = u(t,xi),
Ui(t) = U(t,xi), i=l(1)n-l. Solution of (9.17) is denoted by



43“, X", for a given value of n. The norms "'3" H and H fin
are (n—l)-dimensional vector functions defined by

and
II fin II = max{I wi(t)I : tE J, i = l(l)n-l}

lg“ || = ma><{| wi(t)| = te J, 1 = 1(1)n-1}.

Define the sequences of real numbers {alnI, {a2n},I:5ln}
and {B2n} by

a = sup Imax I u (t x.) -5u.II1“ t€J i=l(l)n—l 1‘ ' 1 1 '
oz = sup {max I U (t x.) -5U.II2“ teJ i=l(l)n-1 1‘ ' 1 1 '

2

B = sup {max I u (t x.)-(S1“ t€J i=l(l)n--l 1°‘ ' 1 1 '
2

B2n = $1-épj {?i1((l)n_l I Uxx(t9Xi)-5 Uil}.

Theorem 9.6.

and let ux, Ux, uxx, Uxx be continuous in 5. Suppose one of

Let u(t,x), U(t,x) be the solution of (9.1)-(9.2)

the conditions of Lemma 9.2 and the one sided Lipcchitz
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condition (iii) of Theorem 9.5 are satisfied. Further suppose
there exists a ‘test function‘ for the problem (9.17).
Then

|Ign -xn I-+0 and gm -X“ II--+0 as n--=v<>=>.



4. MONOTONICITY THEOREM IN BANACH SPACE.

In order to discuss the MOL to the Cauchy problem
(9.3) - (9.4) the following monotonicity theorem is needed.

Theorem 9.7.

Assume

Q

l< ZI
I-":'

"<

5

(1)

in'v an

2 . . . .
: Jo x B-a> B 18 quasimonotone increasing

2%

I\I

n the sense of Definition 2.4;

(ii) there exists a real number<5> O and a ‘test function’

§(t): J-+ B such that si(t) = sj(t), i,jg5 Z, si(t) > O on J,
iE Z, _seU: = Cl(Jo)('\ C(J), 3: (..., s_l, so, sl, ... ) and

5>o,

V

Pi (x+al§, X + als) 

‘U
p.

Z<

l<

Q
I-'

(9.26)
Pi (1, X) - Pi(,\_/I-als, ’\_/J-axis’) Z 0:15 > O,

for every positive real cxl and for every 3, X6 U,

Pig: = ,vg'-Hi(t,yg) =9, where W2i=vi, w2i+l=vi, iez;

there exists a positive constant L such that

(’=.y,+B,§. ,\,/+63) 1~1(t.g +ng. ,1/+n,§,)_€ I-§,(t) (B n).

(

Bi

(9.27)
B

('9'

‘{<

- - -g_<t._~.;-B5,. y-B3 > 5. r.§,<t> (s-Tn.

:3
m

2<
J

2m\-/

for every n, B such that O < n_$ B.
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(9 29)<

Then for every

,5

R

X
IV

Applying the modified line method to the Cauchy

vi = f(t,xi,vi,Vi,§vi, £o(P) 2v
vi = F(t,xi,vi,Vi,5Vi,£o(P)52V) te = ,-r

22:22:?
< v < V,j j

l<

Z<I

S

$

<

R

l<

5 MOL TO CAUCHY PROBLEM.

vi(O)= fi(Xi)a

w' =
(9 3o) "

info) =

?> KI
r\
W’

V (Q): E(xi)9 ie Z9

W)
Ad

/\
2<
/\
<

— _ _ 1, the implication

2

$

0 J
is true provided there exist positive constants L s
III: :3 ( 000’ L-1, L0’ Ll’ O0  B 8 d

28) HJ-(t,,YY+B,§)—Hj(t,}fl+n,§).SI-j(B—n J€Z 11 BEER ._

problem one arrives at the following IVP

where h > O, xi = ih, the differences v and V can be
either central, forward or backward, v a d are the
central differences and o(P), P: h/5, is a ‘fitting factor‘.
This problem can be abbreviated as

;\’ 0-&&I

/-v rv'\’



where

H = ( I00’ H_1,H°' H1, 000 ),

E‘ '~= ( O00,  W5.’ O00 )’
= (

vi, i6 Z,
E O00,  W1, O00 )’
W21

Lemma 9080
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The functions Q of (9.30) is quasimonotone increasing
in v and V respectively if f is increasing with U and F isX f%
increasing with u and if one of the following sets of conditions
is satisfied for the functions f and F of (9.3) - (9.4).

Q1 (a
and independent of p;

(D) f(tax1Z:Z9p26r) - f(taX9Z9Z9p9£r)
F(t9Xaz9Z9PsEr) “ F(taxaZsZ9p1€i)

for some positive constant k, r Z E,

) f(taxsZ2Z9p:5I) and F(t9xrZsZapa€r)

oi

S

are increasing in r

K.€(r-r),
K €(r“f)9

(c) 5vi,(SVi, (S2vi,  are the central differences;
(d) d(P) = 1;

Q2 (3) |f(taxazaZ2ps€r) ' f(t9X9Zs29Ba€r
|F(t9x1ZaZ9paEr) ' F(tax0zsZ9pv€r

(b) f(toxaZsZap:€r) " f(t1x0ZaZaP9€?)
F(t0x9ZsZ9P9£r) “ F(t9x9ZaZap9E¥)

)

5

5

S

$

L[lP—5| + |Z4?| 1.

L[|p45l + lZ47| 1,

(I£(IF;),
¢Ei(r;;):



(C) f(tsx0ZvZ9pa€r) “ f(trxvzaZ9pa€;)
F(taxaZaZ9P9€r) “ F(t9xaz9Z9Po£?)

for some positive constants L, a, K, r Z Y;

(d) 5vi, 5V1, (52vi, (S2Vi are the central differences;

(LP/2 <1) (1-{L P/2°‘) or

(LP/2a) cot h (LR/2d);
(8) 6(9) =

o(P)'=

Q3 (a) Q2(a) - Q2(c) hold,<§vi,<5Vi are the forward or

S.

_<.

!<t£(r4¥)

1<e(r-1‘),
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backward differences and<§2vi,¢52Vi are the central differences

(b) c<P> = (LP/a) (1-e'LP/“) or
o(P) = (LP/a) cot h (L?/<1).

Lemma 9¢9.

Let f(tax9ZaZapoEr) and F(taxaZaZ9ps£r) of (9¢3)

satisfy the Lipschitz condition1r' _ _
1 f(tvXaZaZaP95r) " f(taxaZaZ9Ps5r)

(9.31) <
F(tsxaZsZrp15r) - P(taxaEr29paEr)

Then the function 3 = (..., s_l, so, sl, ... ) with si(t)=e
ié Z, a2 is sufficiently large positive number is a ‘test

¢ l — _l 5_JZl[(z z) + (z-2)], £1 > o, z 3 2, 2.; z,

g 5 !Ll[(z-'2) + (2-2)], 9.1 > o, z ;_ '5, z 3 '2‘;
agt

9

function‘ in the sense that it satisfies the condition of the

type (9.27) is true for H of (9.30).
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The following theorem gives the error estimates and
convergence of the MOL to the Cauchy problem.

Theorem 9.10.

Suppose 3 = ( ..., v_l, vo, vl, ...), X = ( ..., V_l,
V0, V1, ...)¢E U are solutions of the problem (9.29), u,U£EV
where ui(t) é u(t,xi), Ui(t) = U(t,xi). It is assumed that
f, F, h the differences (Svi, 6vi, §2vi, ¢‘§2Vi are defined in
such a way that one of the sets of conditions of Lemma 9.8

is satisfied. Further assume that there exists a constant.ll
such that the Lipschitz condition (9.31) is satisfied. If

| ou/ox (t,xi) -5ui| _§ al(t)(9.32)
| OU/bx (t,><i) -5ui| 5 a2(t), i€ z,2 2 2

(9.33) |5o u/ox (t,xi) -6o(P)5 ui| §£,Bl(t) + Klh
le 62w/0x2 (1:.><i) -eo(P)<52Ui| ,gss2(t) + Kzho

i=l(l)n, kl, k2 are constants,

f(t9XaZ2Zsps€r) ' f(toX9-£9-Z1525?)

5 wl(t,zéE, 242, |p-5|, s(r@E)

F(t9xazaZ9p1Er) "' F(tsx2Ea2-0525;)

_<_ w2(t9Z"'Z9 Z""Z0 |p"P|o€(r'r))v Z Z Z2

Z Z -Z0 I 2. -£9 (toxozazapael-‘)0 (t9x9-;9-Z9BaE;)€‘2/

Pi 2 wl(t,Pl.P2. <=l(t). <1Bl(t) + K111)



Z, w2(-to Pl9P29 a2(t)9 £.B2(t)+ K211)

where Pl(o),P2(o) g_ 0, al(t), o:2(t), pl(t), 52(1) are defined
in Jo, wl(t,z,Z,p,£r), w2(t,z,Z,p,8r) are defined in

Jo x-{(z,Z,p,r) : z Z O, Z Z O, p Z O, r_Z O} and in p and r,
then

I u(_’¢,><i) - vi(’¢)| 5 Pl(’¢)

P2(t) in J, i€Z.
(9.33)

I v<t,><i) - vi(t)| 3

Theorem 9.11.

Let u(t,x), U(t,x) be the solution of (9.3) and let
ux, Ux, uxx, Uxx be bounded and uniformly continuous in §.
Suppose there exists two positive constants L and a such that

f(t9xsZaZ9psEr) "' f(taX9-29-2-9?)-:3-5)

5 L [(z-Z) + (Z-E) + lp-5| + £(r4¥)]

F(t9x2z9Z9p9€r) “'. F(t9x1—Z-270325-5)

_<_ L [(1-'5) + (2-7) + |P-5| + E(r--5)],

for z > z, Z > Z, r > r andj i J i —
f(taxrZaZap1Er) ‘ f(t1x2Z9Z9p:Er) Z a(r'r)r
F(t9x2ZrZ9pa€r) " F(taxrZ2Zaps£¥) 2. a(r"'.-E): I 2. -I1.

Then

sup {I u(t,xi) - v2(t)| :
eup{| U(t,xi) - v2(t)| =

teJ, i€Z}-->0 as h-0 0
t6J, i€Z}-+0 as h-r O

where vh, ‘Xh is a solution of (9.30).
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